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Abstract
This thesis focuses on a group of keyboard pieces composed in the first half of the
twentieth century entitled ‘prelude’, and explores the issue of genre, investigating the
significance in the application of this generic title, and the development of the piano
prelude in this period.
The application of a generic title often invokes the expectation of its generic features –
its conventional and formal characteristics. Though the prelude is one of the oldest
genres in the history of keyboard music, it has relatively few conventions, and hence,
with the abandonment of its primary function – the prefatory role – in the nineteenth
century, it has been considered an indeterminate genre. Rachmaninoff, however,
asserted that a generic title should carry with it appropriate generic manifestations,
which parallelled similar generic concepts in literature. This expectation of generic
traits is like setting up a ‘generic contract’, offering an invitation to either conform or
reform, and thus affecting its course of development.
A survey of the prelude’s historical development points to six rather consistent generic
conventional and formal characteristics: (i) tonality, (ii) pianistic/technical figuration,
(iii) thematic treatment and formal structure, (iv) improvisatory style, (v) mood content,
and (vi) brevity. Though these general characteristics may overlap with other genres, it
is their collective characteristics that have contributed to the genre’s unique identity.
These features form the basis for an exploration of the conformity to, or further
evolution of, these characteristics in the preludes of the early twentieth century.
From the substantial number of piano preludes composed in this period, selected sets,
representative of the various stylistic manifestations of the period, are analysed in
relation to the identified generic characteristics. The examination reveals that these
preludes, though apparently diversified in style and outlook, exhibit affinity in one form
or another to the generic characteristics. Each example exhibits different treatments of
the generic characteristics reflective of twentieth-century developments, whilst
retaining its generic identity. The prelude is thus an amalgamation of a tonal, technical
and affective piece, which may be considered a combination of a tonal essay, a
study/toccata, and a character piece; and collectively, a sequence of tonalities, a
collection of pianistic technical studies, and a compendium of musical styles/genres in
miniature.
i
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The term ‘prelude’ has various meanings: in music, it is an instrumental piece of short
to medium length for a variety of media, varying from organ, piano, chordal instruments
such as lute and guitar, to chamber group and orchestra. It may be an introductory
movement to a liturgical ceremony, vocal music, stage or theatrical work, or other
instrumental piece(s) such as a fugue or suite. It may also be an independent concert
piece without necessarily having any prefatory function. With such varied and diverse
meanings, it is interesting to examine the application of this generic name and see if it
connotes any specific features or formal characteristics when applied to a body of work
in a period as diversified in musical styles and development as the early twentieth
century. However, this study will only focus on a group of keyboard pieces entitled
‘prelude’ and examine the development of this genre in the first half of the twentieth
century.

The prelude is one of the oldest genres in the history of keyboard music. As the earliest
genre that explores idiomatic keyboard writing independent of the then more usual
vocal models in the Middle Ages 1 , it may be considered as ‘the ancestor of all genuine
keyboard music’ 2 . This study looks into the development or evolution of the piano
prelude in the early twentieth century and explores the issue of genre, investigating its
significance and consistency in the application of this generic title to the preludes of this
period.

Genre comes from the Latin word genus, which implies the idea of a class, category,
type, kind, sort, or species; and hence was closely associated in its early usage with that
of division or classification 3 . Though a relatively recent term in critical study, it has
vast and diversified theoretical aspects, which are beyond the scope of this study to
cover in any detail; hence, only those of which the present writer considered as arguably
relevant to this study are included here.

1

Willi Apel, ‘Prelude’ in The Harvard Dictionary of Music, 2nd edition (London: Heinemann Education,
1970), p.692.
2
Gerald Stares Bedbrook, Keyboard Music from the Middle Ages to the Beginnings of the Baroque (New
York: Da Capo Press, 1973), p.32.
3
Ralph Cohen, ‘History and Genre’, New Literary History, 17/2 (Winter, 1986), p. 203; and Jeffrey
Kallberg, ‘The Rhetoric of Genre: Chopin’s Nocturne in G Minor’, 19th-Century Music, 11/3 (Spring,
1988), p. 239.
1

Although largely emanating from literary criticism, some of these theories of genre
have been applied to the study and criticism of music. As John Reichert has defined it,
genre (in literature) is ‘any group of works selected on the basis of some shared
features’ 4 , such as title, metre, form, traits, conventions and contracts 5 . In relation to
music, Robert Pascall mentioned, in different terms, similar features as essential genredefining characteristics: that of having definable performance-site, instrumentation,
expressive code and diachronic structure 6 . With these common factors, genre provides
‘expectations’, as well as ‘conventions’ for interpretation 7 . However, as Heather
Dubrow has pointed out, while some forms may have many conventions, others have
very few and loose rules 8 . In addition, these defining features are non-absolute factors;
they are subjected to changes through time and evolve with it. Genre is thus an ‘open
category’, a ‘process’ of grouping where each member may add, contradict or change
the constituents, and so alter the genre 9 .

Besides this, Adena Rosmarin in The Power of Genre described genre as ‘a kind of
schema’, ‘the critic’s heuristic tool’, as well as a ‘classifying statement’ for defining
relationships such as similarity in differences, general amidst particular, and
resemblance or similitude amidst individuality or uniqueness 10 . The point on
relationship is further elaborated by Ralph Cohen, who suggests that there may not be
an existing single common trait shared between members of a genre but rather that of
‘multiple relational possibilities’ discoverable only when more members are admitted to
the group 11 . This view echoes Hans Robert Jauss’ statement that ‘the relationship
between the individual [work] and the series of [works] formative of a genre presents
itself as a process of the continual founding and altering of horizons’ 12 . As such,
members of a genre may be related historically to each other as well as to those from
earlier periods with ‘changing’ or evolving ‘traditions and affinities’ 13 .
4

John Reichert, ‘More than Kin and Less than Kind: The Limits of Genre Theory’ in Theories of Literary
Genre, ed. Joseph P. Strelka (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1978), p. 57; quoted
in Cohen, p. 203.
5
Cohen, p. 204; and Kallberg, p. 243.
6
Robert Pascall, ‘Genre and the Finale of Brahms’s 4th Symphony’, Music Analysis, 8/3 (October, 1989),
p. 234-235.
7
Cohen, p. 210.
8
Heather Dubrow, Genre (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd., 1982), p. 10.
9
Cohen, p. 204.
10
Adena Rosmarin, The Power of Genre (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1985), pp. 21, 2325 and 47.
11
Cohen, p. 210.
12
Hans Robert Jauss, Toward an Aesthetics of Reception, trans. Timothy Bahti (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1982), p. 88; quoted in Cohen, p. 211.
13
Cohen, p. 207.
2

According to Dubrow, ‘the choice of a particular genre influences (and, of course, is
influenced by) decisions about content, tone and form’ 14 , which in turn is influenced by
the writer’s (or composer’s) attitudes towards, or approaches to, the genre. These
attitudes may include respect for the past, such as debts to, or paying tribute to, certain
predecessors, or asserting originality in his own statement about the genre, or both as a
‘declaration of independence’ as well as a ‘declaration of indebtedness’ 15 . These
attitudes may lead to different approaches, such as those put forward by Pascall: 1)
conformity (convention accepted); 2) evolution by modification (conventions
developed); 3) combination of existent features with imported ones (conventions
supplemented); and 4) the assembly of existent features into a new genre (conventions
married) 16 . His choice of approaches may lead to such possible treatments as setting up
a ‘generic contract’ 17 with the listener through the generic title, which carries with it
characteristic traits, thereby establishing certain expectations. These expectations often
include both the characteristic as well as uncharacteristic features of the genre, thereby
laying down the ‘house rules’ of what can and cannot take place. Within these
expectations, the composer can choose to play with the elements of either
‘familiarisation’ or its opposite, ‘defamiliarisation’ 18 of the codes of practice, where
these may be violated as contracts may be broken. The generic expectations may be
evoked and intensified only to be overturned through various means, such as
reevaluating or revising conventions, or even omitting or twisting them; and
incorporating an allusion to, or a brief episode of, another genre – creating therefore an
intermixture or intermarriage of genres 19 . Genre is thus, as described by Claudio
Guillén, ‘the invitation to form’, which, as expounded by Cohen, ‘often becomes, as it
were, an invitation to reformulate’ as well as ‘an invitation to reform’ 20 .

Hence genre is a classifying statement where the use of a generic title often evokes the
acknowledgment of its concepts or conventions. Since convention is itself an evolving
factor, genre is also a clarifying statement of relationship for a group or series of works
with the same title, exploring how they relate to each other amidst evolving

14

Dubrow, p. 8.
Ibid., pp. 10-11 and 13-14.
16
Pascall, p. 236.
17
Dubrow, p. 31.
18
Ibid., p. 34.
19
Kallberg, p. 245.
20
Dubrow, p. 23.
15
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expectations for, as well as their departures from, the genre; and hence probing the
development of the genre at a particular historical moment.

Of the four genre-defining characteristics given by Pascall, mentioned above –
performance-site, instrumentation, expressive code and diachronic structure – only the
last two are particularly relevant to the piano prelude. Expressive code, according to
Pascall, parallels the ‘expectation-horizon’ and ‘generic contract’ 21 ; in other words, it is
the common practice or convention of a genre, which includes its functions or
functional characteristics. Diachronic structure refers to ‘movement-articulation, forms,
and styles of texture and expression’ 22 , generally known as form. An examination of
these factors provides the basis for exploring the generic identity and relationships
crucial to this study, and so form the two main components of investigation here.
However, as the prelude, though with a long history, has relatively few and loose rules
or conventions, and as these evolve subject to changes of time and social factors, it is
therefore necessary to look at the definition of prelude, as seen through its historical
development, to gain a proper perspective of its characteristic conventions and forms.

Definitions of Prelude
The word prelude, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, is an adoption of the
French word prélude, which itself is an adaptation of the Medieval Latin word
praeludium or praeludere, formed from prae which means before and ludere – to play,
that is, to play beforehand. It thus connotes the general meaning of ‘a preliminary
performance, action, event, or condition, coming before and introducing one of more
importance’, as an ‘introduction, or preface’. And for music, it refers to ‘a movement or
piece forming the introduction to a musical work’.

The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians elaborates further on the definition
of the term prelude:
A term of varied application that, in its original usage, indicated a piece
that preceded other music whose mode or key it was designed to
introduce; was instrumental (the roots ludus and spiel mean played as,
opposed to sung); and was improvised (hence the French préluder and
the German präludieren, meaning to improvise). The term praeambulum

21
22

Pascall, p. 235.
Ibid., p. 235.
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(preamble) adds the rhetorical function of attracting the attention of an
audience and introducing a topic. 23
Hence the term ‘prelude’, as seen plainly from the root of the word, would mean an
improvised piece of instrumental music played for the purpose of preparing the
audience, in terms of establishing the key and setting the mood, for the ensuing work.

This original usage of the term was reflected in various literary sources that help to
further define the conventional and formal characteristics of early preludes.

Its introductory function was expressed in two seventeenth-century literary sources. In
John Dryden’s Mr. Limberham, this phrase – ‘As a good musician always preludes
before a tune,…’ 24 implied that preluding was a common practice for musicians of that
time. Thomas Hobbes, in The Art of Rhetoric, also indicated the introductory nature of
the prelude as he drew a comparison with oration: ‘In some kinds of orations it
resembles the prelude of musicians, who first play what they list, and afterwards the
tune they intended’ 25 . In fact such a comparison with oration parallels a much earlier
source in the writings of Aristotle. In his Rhetoric, Aristotle compared the introduction
of speeches to the prelude of the flute player:
The proem is the beginning of a speech, like a prologue in poetry and a
prelude in flute playing; for all these are beginnings, and pave the way,
as it were, for what follows. Indeed, the prelude is like the proem of
epideictic [speeches]; for as the flute players begin by playing whatever
they can execute skillfully and connect it with the keynote, so also
should be, in epideitic speeches, the composition [of the proem]; [one
should] say at once whatever one likes, give the keynote, and continue 26 .
In Aristotle’s passage, two more characteristics of the prelude are mentioned besides its
prefatory function: its free improvisatory nature, and its establishing the ‘keynote’ of
the ensuing piece.

23

David Ledbetter and Howard Ferguson, ‘Prelude’ in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie, 2nd edition (London: Macmillan Publishers Ltd., 2001), vol. 20, p. 291.
24
John Dryden, ‘The Kind Keeper; or Mr. Limberham: a Comedy’ (1678), chap. 1, p. 1; quoted in The
Oxford English Dictionary, p. 1278.
25
Thomas Hobbes, ‘The Art of Rhetoric, with a Discourse of the Law of England’ (a. 1679; 1840), p.500;
quoted in The Oxford English Dictionary, p. 1278.
26
Aristotle, ‘Ars Rhetorica’ (ca. 336 B.C.), chap. 3, p. 1414b; quoted in Warren Kirkendale’s
‘Ciceronians versus Aristotelians on the Ricercar as Exordium, from Bembo to Bach’, Journal of the
American Musicological Society, 32/1 (Spring, 1979), p. 3.
5

The New Oxford Companion to Music gives the specific usage or original functions of
this introductory piece as follows: ‘The genre developed from the short improvisatory
flourishes performed by a player to check the tuning or test the touch of his instrument,
or, in liturgical use, to introduce the music of the service’ 27 . These preludes would then
be followed by different pieces according to their respective uses, such as described by
Warren Kirkendale:
As secular music, especially for lute, they were followed by songs,
madrigals, instrumental intabulations, or dances; as liturgical organ
music, they served as preludes to mass sections, motets, or psalms 28 .
The prelude’s key-establishing function, besides its mention in Aristotle’s Rhetoric, is
clearly stated by Jean-Pierre Freillon-Poncein in the introduction to his preludes La
véritable manière d’apprendre à jouer en perfection du Haubois de la Flûte, et du
Flageolet (1700). He said ‘a prelude is nothing but a performer’s preparation to
establish the key in which he is about to play’ 29 . Kirkendale sums up this function in
one sentence:
An essential function of preludial pieces, running consistently through
their history until the disintegration of tonality, is to establish the pitch,
mode, or key for the piece which follows 30 .
The prelude’s mood setting function is described in the work of an Italian prose writer
of the seventeenth century – Jesuit Daniello Bartoli. Referring to the preluding custom
of lutenists, he wrote: ‘this is useful not so much to examine the instrument in all its
strings, to see if they are in tune, but to attract the listeners’ attention and attach their
soul to their ears for the real piece which follows’ 31 . Such sentiment is also reflected in
William Mason’s chapter on ‘music’: ‘If the organist preludes an Anthem of Praise or
Thanksgiving, a spirited movement is certainly in its place’ 32 .

On these points, Jean-Jacques Eigeldinger wrote summarily on the functions of the
prelude:

27

Wendy Thompson, ‘Prelude’ in The New Oxford Companion to Music, ed. Denis Arnold (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1983), vol. 2, p. 1484.
28
Kirkendale, p. 2.
29
Betty Bang and David Lasocki, the preface to Freillon-Poncein’s and Hotteterre le Romain’s Preludes,
for solo treble recorder (London: Faber, 1968).
30
Kirkendale, p. 8.
31
Jesuit Daniello Bartoli, ‘Dell’ultimo e beato fine dell’huomo’ (Rome, 1670), pp. 5 f.; quoted in
Kirdendale, p. 9.
32
William Mason, Essays Historical and Critical on English Church Music (1795), p. 63; quoted in The
Oxford English Dictionary, p. 1278.
6

These have, at various times, included: testing the instrument and
checking its tuning; establishing silence before a performance and
putting the audience in the mood for the piece or pieces that are to
follow; giving practice in the modes or keys to be used; and, if
necessary, providing an opportunity for virtuosity 33 .
Apart from its functions, the prelude’s formal and stylistic characteristics were also
depicted or suggested in various literary sources.

In the passage from Aristotle’s Rhetoric, mentioned above, the improvisatory nature of
the prelude was implied in the phrase: ‘for as the flute players begin by playing
whatever they can execute skillfully’. One would suppose the word whatever here
would not mean ‘just simply anything’ but rather referred to the spontaneous nature of
improvising. This nature is also indicated in Edward Phillips’s definition of prelude
(1658): ‘Praelude…in Musick it is taken for a voluntary or flourish upon any
instrument’ 34 .

This improvisatory nature of the prelude plus its function of testing the touch of the
instrument and warming up the fingers, help to establish its idiomatic keyboard writing
or figurations with an inherent technical or virtuosic quality. This element, hinted at in
the same sentence mentioned above from Aristotle’s Rhetoric – ‘whatever they can
execute skillfully’, is given a clearer articulation in Derek Bailey’s writing on
‘improvisation’: ‘Free improvisation employing the possibilities inherent in the
instrument for chord playing and passage work led to the first autonomous forms of
purely instrumental music – preambles, preludes, toccatas, and fantasias’ 35 . A similar
view is expressed by F.E. Kirby:
It remained for the fifteenth century to introduce the first type of
idiomatic keyboard music conceived without reference to pre-existent
forms and in terms of the keyboard medium. This is the prelude or
praeambulum…which exploit the virtuoso qualities inherent in the quasiimprovisational style particularly evident in the many scale figuration
patterns 36 .
This point is also echoed by Gerald Stares Bedbrook in the following statement:

33

Jean-Jacques Eigeldinger, ‘Twenty-four Preludes Op. 28: Genre, Structure, Significance’ in Chopin
Studies, ed. Jim Samson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), p.170.
34
Edward Phillips, ‘The New World of English Words: A General Dictionary’ 1658 (ed. J. Kersey,
1706); quoted in The Oxford English Dictionary, p. 1278.
35
Derek Bailey, Improvisation: its Nature and Practice in Music (Ashbourne: Moorland Publishing,
1980), pp. 43-44.
36
F.E. Kirby, A Short History of Keyboard Music (New York: The Free Press, 1966), pp. 36-37, 58.
7

The preambles at least, must be looked upon as representing one of the
earliest known attempts at absolute keyboard music, since they do not
seem to draw upon any liturgical material but to have been used simply
as a prelude or interlude…These compositions have a remarkable
keyboard style, and for the period possess amazing variety. The typical
turns and flourishes show that the executants must have had more than
an elementary knowledge of keyboard technique 37 .
Another characteristic of the early preludes is their brevity. Kirby made a remark on this
point: ‘It must also be noted that these preludes are short’ 38 . It is also mentioned in The
Harvard Concise Dictionary of Music: ‘The preludes of the fifteenth and the early
sixteenth centuries are mostly short pieces (10 to 20 bars long) in a free keyboard style
made up of passages and chords, in marked contrast to the strict contrapuntal style of
much contemporary vocal music’ 39 .

One more characteristic of these early preludes is their free formal structure. This point
is well elaborated in Thomas Mace’s Musicks Monument, written in 1676:
The Praelude is commonly a Piece of confused, wild, shapeless, kind of
intricate Play (as most use it) in which no perfect form, shape or
uniformity can be perceived; but a Random, Business, Pottering, and
Groping, up and down, from one stop, or Key to another; and generally
so performed, to make Tryal [sic.], whether the Instrument be well in
Tune, or not; by which doing, after they have completed their Tuning;
They will (if They be Masters) fall into some kind of ‘Allmaines’, or
Fansical Play, more Intelligible; which (if He be a Master able) is a way,
whereby He may more Fully, and Plainly show His excellency, and
Ability, than by any other kind of undertaking; and has an unlimited and
unbound Liberty; In which he may make use of the Forms, and shapes of
all the rest 40 .
Besides the free formal structure of the prelude, Thomas Mace also touches on its
virtuoso-improvisatory nature and its function in testing the tuning of the instrument.

All the above quotations give a rather clear picture of the initial definition of the prelude
and its functions as well as formal characteristics. However, with the passage of time
came developments of the genre along with these definitive characteristics.

37

Bedbrook, pp. 25, 34.
Kirby, p. 58.
39
Harvard Concise Dictionary of Music, comp. Don Michael Randel (London: the Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press, 1978), p. 401.
40
Herbert Westerby, The History of Pianoforte Music (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner and Co.
Ltd., 1924), pp. 12-13.
38
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Willi Apel, in his definition of ‘prelude’, divided its history into three periods:
In the first period (c. 1450-1650) the prelude is a single composition that
may be used for any suitable purpose, sacred or secular; in the second
period (c. 1650-1750) the prelude becomes the ‘first movement’ of a
special composition to which it is inseparably connected; in the third
period (19th century) it becomes an independent piece to which no
function or other composition is attached 41 .
This division corresponds with Howard Ferguson’s division of the prelude into three
basic types: ‘The unattached prelude which has no prescribed sequel but may precede
any piece or group of pieces in the same mode or key’ – to which most of the early
preludes of 15th and 16th centuries belonged; ‘the attached prelude, which has one
specific sequel’ – common in the 17th and early 18th centuries, where a prelude is often
followed by ‘either a fugue or a suite of dances’; and ‘the independent prelude, which
has no sequel’ – initiated by Chopin in the 19th century 42 .

There are apparent changes of roles in the developments of the keyboard prelude in
these periods. How would such changes affect its other characteristics which would in
turn affect its generic identity? A brief survey of its historical development may help to
define its evolving conventions and formal characteristics.

The Development of the Keyboard Prelude
Originating as a short improvisation, these introductory pieces were eventually written
down as improvisation models for didactic purpose. The oldest surviving preludes are
found in Adam de Ileborgh’s tablature of 1448 43 . These are five short praeambula for
the organ. They are followed by about thirty more preludes in the Buxheim Organ Book
of 1475 44 . In these preludes, improvisatory passages are alternated with chordal
sections.

Of similar character are the preludes found in the lute tablatures of Hans Judenkünig
(1523) and Hans Neusidler (1536) 45 , which also contained new textures such as
imitative counterpoint. Their contemporaries Leonhard Kleber (ca. 1524) and Hans
41
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Kotter (before 1535) were also producing preludes with similar features for the
harpsichord and clavichord, but showing greater motivic development 46 .

Apart from these German composers, developments are also found in the keyboard
preludes of Italian composers such as Andrea Gabrieli and his nephew Giovanni
Gabrieli. In their pieces fast idiomatic scalic passages are introduced in alternation with
block chordal sections. However, the preludes by English composers such as William
Byrd and John Bull, found in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book (ca. 1620) contain greater
virtuosic display.

In the Baroque era, new developments took place. Préludes sans mesurés, that is
unmeasured preludes, were developed by French composers, such as Louis Couperin,
Lebèque, and D’Anglebert. Inspired by similar lute pieces (first appearing in Denis
Gaultier’s lute collection, ca. 1655) 47 , these preludes are written without specific
rhythms, giving the performer a free hand to improvise its rhythm, tempo and hence
also the expression. They thus, to a certain extent, simulate the initial fully improvised
preludes of lutenists and organists.
However, the writing of such unmeasured preludes with ‘controlled improvisation’ 48
was short-lived, and the measured prelude returned for practical reasons, such as that
stated by François Couperin: ‘one of the reason why I have measured the Préludes is
that they will be found easier, whether teaching them or learning them’ 49 . Written as
improvisation models for teaching purposes, these fully notated preludes are meant to
be played with some instinctive flexibility to emulate the preluding spirit, as seen in the
instruction given by François Couperin in his treatise L’art de toucher le clavecin
(1717):
A prelude is a composition in which the fancy can free itself from all that
is written in the book. But it is all too rare to find those talents who are
capable of producing this effect on the spot. It is necessary for those who
will resort to the regulated preludes to play them freely without attaching
too much precision to the movement… 50
46
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These composed preludes were gradually growing in length and complexity,
maintaining the improvisatory spirit, and drawing freely from other improvisatory
forms such as toccata and fantasia. Such preludes often contain more frequent changes
of ideas and textures, alternating sections of brilliant technical figurations with those of
imitative counterpoint, as seen in the preludes of Franz Tunder and Dietrich Buxtehude.

The preludes of Johann Kaspar Ferdinand Fischer are, however, moving towards a
greater uniformity of figuration and texture which foreshadow the preludes of Johann
Sebastian Bach. While some of Bach’s preludes still retained the toccata- and fantasialike formal treatment, such as the preludes in E-flat and B-flat major from Das
wohltemperirte Clavier, Book One, and C-sharp major from Book Two, the majority of
his preludes contain mainly idiomatic keyboard figuration in monothematic,
unisectional forms.
All these Baroque preludes, excepting the eight preludes of François Couperin 51 , are
attached preludes. Often as a piece to precede a designated fugue or suite of dances in
the same key, such attached preludes became a popular keyboard genre in the Baroque
period, culminating in the works of J. S. Bach. Bach wrote preludes as the first
movements of his English Suites (ca. 1715), and two of the Partitas (No. 1 and 5,
published in 1731), as well as to precede the fugues in Das wohltemperirte Clavier
(1722 and 1742). With the aim of demonstrating the advantage of equal temperament
in his WTC 52 , Bach became not just the first to provide keyboard preludes in all twentyfour major and minor keys 53 , but also provided a compendium of compositional styles
for the prelude as a genre. David Ledbetter wrote of him:
Bach was the first to provide keyboard examples in all twenty-four keys.
His collection is so didactic, using preludes to demonstrate techniques of
fingering and composition, and including examples of many formal
prototypes, which the unspecific title praeludium allowed him to treat
with some freedom. 54
Bach also made known his didactic intention in the preface to the first volume:
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The Well-Tempered Clavier or Preludes and Fugues through all the tones
and semitones, both as regards the “tertia major” or “Ut Re Mi”, and as
concerns the “tertia minor” or “Re Mi Fa”. For the Use and Profit of the
Musical Youth Desirous of Learning, as well as for the Pastime of those
Already Skilled in this study… 55
Thus in addition to the initial introductory functions of the early preludes, these
Baroque preludes have an additional teaching function.

With a change of taste and therefore style (in favour of the longer and larger form, the
sonata) in the Classical period, the attached prelude fell out of popularity along with
other Baroque genres. The unattached prelude returned, often published in sets of
various numbers, particularly twenty-four. In this area, Ling-Mei Lin has completed a
study of the development of the keyboard prelude in this period. In her dissertation,
Collections of Piano Preludes in the Classic and Early Romantic Eras (circa 1770 to
circa 1839): A Historical and Stylistic Study, she covers the background of the
appearance of the prelude in sets in terms of sociological and musical contexts. She also
deals with the background and stylistic classification of some selected collections
published in this period. In her dissertation, she states that the tradition of improvising
brief preludes at the beginning of a performance continued with the intention of
preparing the listener, setting the mood, and also of testing the touch and tone quality of
the pianoforte 56 . One such incident was described by Mozart in his letter to his father
(dated 16th Jan., 1782). He wrote that both he and Clementi improvised a prelude before
playing their major compositions to the Emperor Joseph II (in 1781) 57 . To meet this
traditional demand, sets of unattached preludes were written by composers such as
Clementi (1787), Hummel (1814), Cramer (1818), and Czerny (1830), and many others,
mainly for educational purposes or as improvisation models for less competent or less
experienced pianists. Most of these collections contained preludes written either in the
more frequently used keys or in all twenty-four major and minor keys so as to be easily
accessible for any preluding function 58 . As preluding models, these preludes with
idiomatic keyboard figurations are, however, relatively shorter and simpler than the
more developed Baroque compositions.
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In the Romantic period, the keyboard prelude was both revived on the one hand, and
given a new definition on the other. The attached prelude was revived by composers
such as Mendelssohn (Six Preludes and Fugues Op. 35, 1832-7), Liszt (Prelude and
Fugue based on the motif B-A-C-H, 1855), and Franck (Prélude, choral et fugue, 1884).
They wrote preludes and fugues inspired mainly by Bach, due to the Bach revival in the
nineteenth century. Similar interest in Bach also inspired Chopin to write his Twentyfour Preludes Op. 28. However, along with other Romantic composers after him, - for
example Alkan (Op. 64, 1847), Heller (Op. 81, 1853), Busoni (Op. 37, 1879-80), and
Cui (Op. 64, 1903), - Chopin gave the genre a new definition.

Chopin and the Independent Prelude
1839 saw the appearance of the Twenty-four Preludes, Op. 28 of Fryderyk Chopin.
Although the publication of piano preludes in sets was no longer new at that time, this
particular set by Chopin drew diverse reactions. They ranged from approval and
admiration to perplexity and bewilderment. Approval and admiration for its fine, fresh,
and exquisite musical qualities, is attested by the following remarks from various
writers and critics of the nineteenth century. Liszt wrote in 1841: ‘Chopin’s Preludes are
compositions of an order entirely apart … everything seems fresh, elastic, created at the
impulse of the moment, abounding with that freedom of expression which is
characteristic of works of genius.’ 59 Hippolyte Barbedette thought that these preludes
were ‘very spontaneous musical outpourings…’ and ‘one of his most intimate and
original works, a jewel-box of precious stones…’ 60 ; and James Huneker responded
similarly that ‘the twenty-five preludes alone would make good Chopin’s claim to
immortality’ 61 .

On the other hand, perplexity and bewilderment caused by the independence of these
pieces from the prelude’s original prefatory function was also expressed. Hence, Liszt,
in the same article quoted above, mentioned another reason why he thought ‘Chopin’s
Preludes are compositions of an order entirely apart’. He said, ‘They are not only, as the
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title might make one think, pieces destined to be played in the guise of introductions to
other pieces; they are poetic preludes, analogous to those of a great contemporary poet,
who cradles the soul in golden dreams, and elevates it to the regions of the ideal’ 62 .
Despite his admiration for their high musical qualities, he was surprised at their
unexpected change of function and tried to justify it.

Although there is some evidence that Chopin may have sometimes used his preludes as
introductory pieces in certain performances, they were more often played independently
without the usual sequel. Jeffrey Kallberg, in his essay, ‘Small “Forms”: in Defence of
the Prelude’, suggested that there is a hint of Chopin pairing a prelude (as introduction)
with another of his works in performance 63 . He then went on to say, ‘more commonly,
Chopin performed the preludes as separate pieces, or in groups with other preludes’ 64 .
His view is confirmed by Pierre Azoury’s account of Chopin’s three Parisian recitals,
the last of which was as follows:
On 16 February 1848, Chopin gave what was to be his last public recital
in Paris at Pleyel’s rooms. His piano solos included the berceuse, the
barcarolle, the D-flat Waltz Op. 64, and a selection of etudes, preludes,
and mazurkas. He also played a Mozart piano trio with Franchomme and
Alard and the last three movements of the cello sonata with
Franchomme 65 .
With this set of pieces, Chopin initiated a new direction that requires a redefinition of
the genre – an expanded one to accommodate the notion of the independent prelude.

It is particularly interesting to see how, even in the early twentieth century, some writers
would still express their surprise at Chopin’s choice of title for his Op. 28. André Gide
wrote, ‘I admit that I do not understand the title that Chopin liked to give to these short
pieces [sic.]: Preludes. Preludes to what?’ 66 Gide’s view is also reflected in Arthur
Hedley’s remark:
The title Preludes is not a particularly happy one. These pieces have
obviously nothing of the character of introductions to more substantial
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works; they are not preludes in the sense in which Bach’s Preludes are
understood. 67
Both Gide’s and Hedley’s remarks clearly reflected what still was seen as a
controversial feature of Chopin’s Preludes.

One might ask, why did Chopin choose this title? Such a question is difficult, if not
impossible, to answer without direct indication from the composer himself. We know
that Chopin sold the copyright of the twenty-four preludes, even before its completion,
to the pianoforte-maker and publisher, Camille Pleyel, for 2000 francs. This enabled
Chopin to have some funds for his planned trip with George Sand to Majorca, where he
completed the set of preludes. We also know of Chopin’s interest in Bach’s music. Liszt
called Chopin ‘an enthusiastic student of Bach’ 68 , and D. J. Grout wrote: ‘the preludes
were composed at a time when Chopin was immersed even more deeply than usual in
the music of Bach’ 69 . In fact, Chopin brought along, with his uncompleted preludes, a
copy of Bach’s Das wohltemperirte Clavier to Majorca 70 . But apart from his interest in
Bach’s music and his financial needs at that time, there was no clue given by the
composer to his reason for choosing this generic title. Arthur Hedley, in his chapter on
‘Chopin: The Man’, described Chopin’s nature as follows: ‘Chopin’s extreme reserve
where the outside world was concerned is a pre-eminent feature of his psychological
make-up…His attitude towards his work was that of a closed book. Not even to his
intimate friends did he reveal what was at the back of his mind, what were the
mainsprings of his music’ 71 . If Hedley’s evaluation of the composer is reasonable, it is
perhaps not surprising to find no indication from Chopin himself regarding the choice
of title given to his Op. 28. Therefore, perhaps, a more reasonable or realistic question
would be - how then does it fit in with this generic title?

Jim Samson, a leading scholar of Chopin’s music, is of the opinion that Chopin’s choice
of title for his compositions would not be unreasonable or meaningless. He wrote in his
article ‘Chopin and Genre’ that ‘Chopin did not select genre titles arbitrarily or use
them loosely in his mature music. They had specific, though not necessarily
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conventional, generic meanings, established through an internal consistency in their
application’ 72 . In other words, there should be consistency in the usage of this generic
title – prelude – in Chopin’s Op. 28, be it with conventional or evolved characteristics.
Samson’s view on generic consistency and identity parallelled that of Rachmaninoff,
who had this to say regarding the genre:
The prelude, as I conceive it, is a form of absolute music, intended, as its
name signifies, to be played before a more important piece of music or as
an introduction to some function. The form has grown to be used for
music of an independent value. But so long as the name is given to a
piece of music, the work should in some measure carry out the
significance of the title. 73
This appears to be a somewhat contradictory statement. If Rachmaninoff still perceived
the prelude as a piece with a prefatory function, then would not his own sets of preludes
(Opp. 23 and 32) be just like those unattached preludes before Chopin’s Op. 28? But his
famous Prelude in C-sharp minor, Op. 3 no. 2, was published as the second in a set of
five pieces in the following order – ‘Élégie’, ‘Prelude’, ‘Mélodie’, ‘Polichinelle’, and
‘Serenade’ – and was performed in this sequence by the composer at a recital in
Kharkov in 1892 74 . Besides, like Chopin, he is known to have played his preludes either
singly or in groups 75 . In addition to this, he also played his more popular preludes (such
as the C-sharp minor, G minor and G major) as encores 76 in piano recitals. As Watson
Lyle wrote in 1938, ‘…no recital of his at Queen’s Hall ever ends without this prelude
(in C-sharp minor, Op. 3 no. 2) as a tacitly understood final encore.’ 77 All these show
that they have more than just the prefatory function associated with preludes before
Chopin’s Op. 28. Further ambiguity arises with the last two sentences of his quotation
above when he said the prelude ‘has grown to be used for … an independent value’,
implying perhaps that the genre has evolved with time and become a ‘potentially’
introductory piece (that is one without necessarily a genuine introductory function)
while it still maintains its other basic characteristics. This implication may suggest an
acknowledgement of the generic code of practices as invoked by the generic title, and at
the same time accepting the possibility of them either being preserved or evolved. In
72
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other words, a piece of music may be named a prelude if it fulfills certain, if not all, of
its criteria or characteristics.

If Chopin’s preludes appear to abandon (at least partially) the traditional introductory
function of the genre, is the generic title still appropriate on other grounds (conventional
or formal)? As Bach’s WTC inspired Chopin’s composition, it will be appropriate to
trace the line of evolution from Bach’s preludes. Bach has, in the WTC, extended the
tuning and mode-setting functions of the prelude to explore the advantages of the
system of tempered tuning, as well as to consolidate major-minor tonality. From here,
with his two sets of twenty-four preludes and fugues, he extended the key-establishing
function of the prelude to include that of a systematic presentation and exploration of all
the major and minor keys, initiating the convention of composing keyboard preludes in
sets of twenty-four keys. He has also extended this originally warm-up piece to a studylike piece filled with different technical aspects for didactic purposes. With these
functional ideas he composed the forty-eight preludes to precede fugues in the same
key. Perhaps with the improvisatory nature of the prelude in mind, he explored in each
piece a single musical idea, and spun out of this a monothematic study-like piece with a
single affection and texture. However, being an inventive composer, there are always
exceptions to this common practice, such as the continuous unfolding or throughcomposed style of the preludes in C minor (Book 1), and B major (Book 2); and the
more contrasting, toccata-like sectional style of the preludes in E-flat and B-flat major
(Book 1), and C-sharp major (Book 2). His musical ideas, often in line with the
idiomatic keyboard style of the early preludes, are built on patterns such as broken
chords (preludes in C, F and B-flat major from Book 1, and preludes in E-flat major and
D minor from Book 2), arpeggio figurations (D minor and G major from Book 1), scalic
patterns (E-flat major from Book 1, and F major from Book 2), and other figurations
built on rhythmic or melodic motives (C-sharp major and F minor from Book 2). As
these pieces are short, he employed mostly a unisectional form and also the
binary/ternary form common in his time. However, for the pieces in binary/ternary plan,
only two are from Book 1 (preludes in E-flat major and B minor), while nine more
come from Book 2 (preludes in G, E, and Bb major, and C, D#, E, F, G#, and A minor),
showing, perhaps, a growing preference for these forms for the generally longer pieces.
With this single-minded exploration of different musical ideas in different styles – such
as dances (allemande – preludes in F# minor and B major, Book 1; corrente – Prelude in
E major, Book 2; sarabande – Prelude in Eb minor, Book 1); fantasia (preludes in Eb
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major, Book1 and Bb major, Book 2); and fugal imitation (preludes in C# major, Book 1
and D and Bb major, Book 2), etcetera – for each of the forty-eight preludes, the set
became in effect a compendium of Baroque compositional styles.

Chopin, inheriting Bach’s consolidation of the twenty-four major-minor keys, continued
to explore the possibilities or limits of these major-minor tonalities, and their harmonic
resources. His set of preludes, like that of Bach, shows a schematic arrangement of
keys; however, while Bach arranged his pieces with the major keys followed by their
tonic minor in rising semitones, Chopin presented his pieces with the major keys
followed by their relative minor in a rising cycle of fifths. Continuing the study-like
pieces of Bach, he further explored pianistic idiom and sonority in line with the
development of Romantic keyboard textures, such as the extensive arabesque-like scalic
lines (found in Prelude in Bb minor), extended arpeggios (preludes in G and F major),
the three-part Romantic texture – comprising melody, counter-melody, and chords
(preludes in F# minor and E major), and the freeing of left-hand accompaniment figures
from the Classical Alberti bass made possible by the imaginative use of pedal (preludes
in D, B, and F# major). From the mood or atmosphere-setting function of the prelude he
derived his poetic mood pieces or character pieces, turning them into independent
concert pieces that reflect the convention of his period. Bach was influenced by the then
favoured Baroque keyboard concept – a preference for ‘a rich variety of affective
contrasts between paired compositions’ 78 – and combined the prelude with, or as a first
movement to, a fugue or dance suite. Chopin, on the other hand, was influenced by the
Romantic ideal of ‘art work as the subjective emotional expressions of its composer’ 79
and its preference for small forms 80 that led to the development of short character
pieces that are often grouped into sets. Technically, the character piece may be defined
as a piece of music expressing either (i) a single mood, (ii) a programmatic idea defined
by its title, or (iii) characteristic(s) typical of its particular genre 81 . These characteristics,
particularly the first and the last, closely parallel some of those of the prelude: for
example, a single affective content, brevity and its frequent appearance in sets; hence
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the prelude, or set of preludes, is often considered as a type (or collection) of character
piece(s) 82 .

Besides these similarities, Chopin maintained the improvisatory nature of these pieces
and endowed them with great lyrical expressiveness. The monothematic treatment of
Bach is largely maintained (except in the bi-thematic preludes in F# and Db major), with
several pieces bearing a close resemblance to those of Bach, such as the moto perpetuo
preludes in B major, E-flat minor, and E-flat major, and especially the first prelude in C
major, which parallels that of Bach’s C major Prelude from Book 1. However, most of
Chopin’s pieces exhibit greater thematic (or melodic) definition, leaving the motivic
insistence of Bach’s style largely to the accompaniment, such as seen in the preludes in
A, E, and B minor, and G major. His pieces are of more varied length but are generally
short. He maintained the unisectional form for the shorter pieces and employed the
ternary plan for the longer ones (such as the preludes in F#, Db, Ab, and Bb major), but
used this with great freedom. With all these resources, he produced a set of interestingly
contrasting pieces, based on the Classical sets of unattached preludes – enriched with
Baroque, or rather Bachian characteristics – as a set of independent preludes suitable for
concert performance either as a whole set 83 , in groups of any number, or even singly.

These characteristics, when measured against Rachmaninoff’s criteria (mentioned on
page 16) may be claimed to justify Chopin’s use of this generic title. For even in the
absence of one function, it still fulfills other functions (and their respective formal
features), though it is perhaps unusual to have excluded the one function from which the
genre derived its name – prelude! However, with this change of convention, he has in
fact expanded its functional possibilities and therefore redefined prelude as an
independent character piece without a prefatory function.
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Developments in the Twentieth Century, and Aims and Approach of This Study
Such independent preludes continue into the twentieth century. But what course(s) of
development have they taken? The history of the prelude up to the nineteenth century
reveals that it had undergone several changes since its inception. Its function had
evolved and expanded from an improvised tuning piece, to a composed introductory
piece, to educational models, and to a concert piece, yet certain fundamental
characteristics have been maintained. Sofya Vainer, in her thesis The Evolution of the
Set of 24 Preludes for Piano in the Nineteenth Century, concluded that ‘there was a
tradition of prelude composition for the piano during the 19th century’. She identifies
this tradition as the popularity of composing preludes in ‘collections embracing all
major and minor keys’, ‘characterised by great breadth of mood, style and pianistic
idiom, [yet] within individual preludes there is … a strong degree of unity and
cohesion’, achieved by the employment of ‘monothematism, strong tonic key presence,
and continuity of texture and style’. Vainer thought that ‘it is highly possible that the
prelude tradition, with its strong Baroque influences was passed on through Chopin’s
important collection [the Preludes, Op. 28]’ 84 . Does this tradition continue in the
twentieth century? How far has this genre held its ground in the twentieth century, a
period full of changes and experimentation, a period that witnessed the disintegration of
tonality, which subsequently led to the emancipation of other form-defining musical
elements? Amidst all these changes and varieties, how far has the prelude retained its
conventional and formal characteristics? Or has it become just a title without definite
meaning, a convenient term for any piece which no longer denotes a specific genre, as
is suggested in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians: ‘the term was later
applied to a variety of formal prototypes and to pieces of otherwise indeterminate
genre’ 85 .

The present study investigates the development of the prelude in the first half of the
twentieth century from the above standpoint, and attempts to address the issue of genre
in these works. Rachmaninoff’s view of the generic qualification – ‘so long as the name
is given to a piece of music, the work should in some measure carry out the significance
of the title’ – will be taken here as the basis for this investigation. This study will
explore the relationships of these preludes with past models or predecessors, as well as
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with each other; and to what extent the significance of the title (and with it, the
expectation of conventional and formal characteristics, the so called generic code) has
been reflected in the preludes of the early twentieth century.

As mentioned earlier, of the four essential genre-defining criteria/characteristics
mentioned by Pascall, only two are of concern to this study. Since the prelude genre, as
seen from the above literary and historical account, has no particular, or varied,
performance-site; and piano pieces entitled ‘prelude’ is a prerequisite for this study,
only two aspects – expressive code and diachronic structure – are particularly relevant.
These two, more simply addressed as ‘convention’ and ‘form’, will comprise the main
components of investigation for this study. Since they evolve with time and social
factors, certain principles or boundaries need to be defined to clarify the scope of this
study.

In the area of convention, the original functions or common practices of the prelude will
be the starting points for establishing a linear development or connection with all the
subsequent evolutions or developments as seen from the historical survey, as well as the
discussion on Bach’s and Chopin’s preludes given above. These starting points,
initiated from the primary introductory function that brought forth the secondary
functions of tuning, warming up, and mood setting, will be compared to the conventions
either implicitly or explicitly found in the preludes of the twentieth century. This will
help to determine if the latter may be seen as in any way related to the original ones, or
as an extension of them, such as the didactic function exemplified in Bach, and the
independent concert piece exemplified in Chopin.

Form, seen from the perspective of ‘the design or shape into which musical materials
are moulded’ 86 , would include all matters pertaining to structure, and styles of texture
and expression (mentioned above), in other words, the characteristic features of the
pieces or genre. As the conventional and formal aspects of a genre are often interrelated, they will be considered together and examined under the following six
headings:
(1) Tonality – coming from its introductory function of tuning and setting the pitch and
key – was one of the primary concerns of the prelude. Resulting from this key-
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establishing function, tonal centricity has been one of the characteristics of the prelude.
However, in view of twentieth-century musical developments in general, there are
different tonal approaches and manifestations, which have yet to receive complete
consensus as regards terminology for their identification. In order to facilitate the
examination and discussion of this aspect in this study, two broad categories with four
different approaches or manifestations have been identified. One category is ‘tonal’
music, which has two different approaches or manifestations: the first is a continuation
of the traditional functional or goal-oriented major-minor key system; the second
(sometimes referred to as ‘centric’ 87 ), while retaining tonal centres, is without the
traditional functional means or progressions and is often referred to as ‘neo-tonal’ 88 .
The other category is atonal music, which has also two different manifestations: ‘free
atonal’ and ‘ordered’ or twelve-note serialism 89 .

Independent of an introductory function, the pitch, mode or key establishing function of
the prelude has gradually evolved. These include: (1) introducing tonal and/or harmonic
surprises in an otherwise tonal piece, thereby incorporating the element of surprise
countering the generic expectation, such as in Chopin’s prelude in A minor (Op. 28, No.
2); and (2) introducing or establishing a new tonal system or organisation, both in the
individual pieces as well as collectively as a set. The latter is a continuation of the
practice established by Bach and Chopin in their arrangement of preludes in sets with a
certain key sequence or organisation. These two elements will be explored here for
signs of any related development in this characteristic aspect of the genre.

(2) Pianistic/technical figuration. Closely associated with its initial warming-up
function, the prelude often contains idiomatic, brilliant, and often idiosyncratic
technical figurations or keyboard styles for the pianist to either improve or exhibit his
technical skill. It has two general manifestations: (1) study-like, generally containing
one or two technical figuration(s) throughout the piece, producing therefore a certain
consistency, as seen in the majority of the preludes of Bach and Chopin; and (2)
toccata-like. Belonging to the same category of purely instrumental improvisatory form,
the toccata was an extended development of the prelude, containing ‘several contrasted
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sections designed to display the varied capabilities of the player and his instrument’ 90 .
This characteristic is found in several of the so-called exceptions among the preludes of
Bach and Chopin (as mentioned above).

(3) Thematic treatment and formal structure. Originating as a short introductory
improvisation, the prelude was free in form (as mentioned in page 8); however, by the
late Baroque period, as exemplified by the preludes of Bach, two trends began to
emerge. For the study-like prelude, the uniform presentation of a certain pianistic or
technical figure(s) in a single affection often resulted in monothematicism and a
unisectional form, while the toccata-like prelude, with its contrasted sections and varied
figurations, is often multi-thematic. These features are rather prominent in the preludes
of Bach and Chopin.

In fact, development took place between the two. Most of Bach’s preludes contain the
working out of a single musical idea, giving them the so-called monothematic treatment.
As most of his musical ideas are rather short (like the one- to two-beat figures in the
first two preludes), they are, in fact, more like a motif than a theme. Hence, Jeffrey
Kallberg has mentioned that ‘preludes were ordinarily monothematic or, better
monomotivic’ 91 ; he therefore does not make a distinction between the two terms.
However, Chopin’s preludes indicate a somewhat different treatment, where a longer
musical idea, more of a theme, emerges in several of his preludes. Although most of
these preludes still use a single theme throughout the piece, continuing the true
monothematic tradition, Chopin transferred the short, nearly beat-by-beat Bachian
motivic insistence to the accompaniment. Besides these, some of his preludes are bithematic (like the preludes in F-sharp major, and D-flat major), with rather contrasting
sections; there are, however, underlying motifs that give these pieces a sense of unity.
In this case, unity is achieved not so much by a theme as by a motif that generates the
themes. For this, therefore, one could make a distinction between the two terms –
monothematic and monomotivic, and borrow Kallberg’s term – monomotivic, to
describe the treatment in which a single motif that generates the theme(s) is maintained
throughout the piece, giving a sense of cohesion despite its various developments or
varied repetitions. There are, therefore, two categories of thematic treatment:
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monothematic treatment for those preludes that contain a single musical idea which are
often short, motif-like, and based on either a pianistic or technical figure, like those of
Bach; and monomotivic treatment for those preludes with longer theme(s) that are
unified by a short motif that generates the theme(s) or other materials, like those of
Chopin.

(4) Improvisatory style. Originating as improvisation, the written-out or composed
prelude is still considered an improvisatory form 92 , and along with the toccata, they are
‘attempted representation[s] of the improvisatory artistry of gifted keyboardists’ 93 .
While the toccata-like prelude exhibits the spontaneous, more ‘freely roaming’
improvisatory style, the study-like prelude exhibits representation of another type of
improvisation: ‘the absorption in the possibilities of a single theme, even a single
figure’ 94 . Both styles are apparent in the preludes of Bach and Chopin. This
improvisatory simulation is also reflected in the inclusion of various virtuosic technical
displays in cadenza-like passages and links.

(5) Mood content. As one of the core functions of the prelude as an introductory piece
was that of mood-setting, the prelude may adopt any mood and style like a character
piece. However, each piece contains generally a single affection/mood, excepting the
toccata-like preludes; and a set of preludes often contains a variety of moods and styles
(encompassing various genres), as exemplified in the preludes of Bach and Chopin.

(6) Brevity. From its introductory origin, and also with its often unitary form mentioned
above, the prelude usually connotes a brief and simple miniature with relatively less
demanding affective content and technique than other lengthy, full-scale works. As
exemplified by the preludes of Bach and Chopin 95 , they may be very brief (under 1
minute), reasonably short (between 1 to 4 minutes), or relatively longer (over 4
minutes).

Ways in which the traditional functions or conventions of the prelude have given rise to
various formal features may be summarised in the following table:
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Table 1.1

Prelude: Relationships between its Functions, Conventions and Formal Features

Primary
function

Introductory/
prefatory

Resulting
convention

Formal content

Key setting

-key/
tonality
-pitch
relationship
-pianistic idiom
-technical
figure
-touch/ sonority
-mood/
atmosphere
-variety of
styles/genres in
a set

Idiomatic
keyboard
writing/
figuration
Mood setting

Other formal/
conventional
characteristics
-monothematic
treatment

Other tangential
functions
-didactic

-unisectional form

-improvisatory
nature

-independent
concert piece

-brevity

While its primary prefatory function may or may not have been active by Chopin’s
time, its secondary functions have considerably developed and evolved. However, its
consequent formal content, and other general characteristics have remained as
identifying features of the prelude as seen in the preludes of Chopin. These features will
be the basis for an exploration of the conformity to, or further evolution of, these
characteristics in the preludes of the early twentieth century.

The work of J. S. Bach (the WTC) and Chopin (Op. 28) will be considered as a basic
benchmark for the investigation of twentieth-century piano preludes in this study. Bach
has inspired Chopin’s Op. 28 as well as other twentieth-century composers; Chopin, in
turn, has inspired many later composers who followed him in composing independent
piano preludes. In this sense they form the primary generic parameters for the present
study.

Within the boundaries mentioned, we have seen how the Bach and Chopin preludes
have, in their own different ways, developed the conventions and forms of the genre,
keeping close to the essence of the original characteristics yet evolving from these
features in their compositions. Would a similar relationship of conventional and formal
evolutions or developments, which confirmed the identity of the genre, as seen in Bach
and Chopin’s works, be found in the preludes of the early twentieth century? This
investigation will attempt to answer this question by examining the extent to which
these preludes exhibit any of the generic characteristics; and if so, how closely they are
followed, or rather developed. However, due to the large number of preludes composed
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in the period 96 , it is only possible to examine in any detail a selected number of these
preludes. As most of them are reflective of the stylistic manifestations and
developments of the period, representative example(s) of these will be analysed in the
following chapters. These include the preludes of: Rachmaninoff for late-Romantic
style; Debussy for impressionistic style; Gershwin for jazz idiom; Kabalevsky for folkbased ‘nationalist’ style; Shostakovich for neo-classical style; and Scriabin, Ornstein
and Perle for the development towards atonality. This will be followed by a further
general survey of a sampling of preludes from the period providing a fuller perspective
on the development of the genre under study.
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Chapter 2
The Late-Romantic Piano Preludes: Rachmaninoff
Closest in style to the nineteenth-century tradition are the late-Romantic-style preludes
of the early twentieth century. Spanning nearly two decades (1892-1910), the twentyfour preludes of Rachmaninoff are reflective of this late-Romantic phenomenon. This
chapter will therefore begin the exploration of the development of the piano prelude in
the early twentieth century with an examination of the late-Romantic preludes of
Rachmaninoff.

Rachmaninoff
Sergey Rachmaninoff has been considered both ‘a typical Russian composer’ 1 and ‘the
last great representative of Russian late Romanticism’ 2 : as a typical Russian composer
because his music reflects the duality of Russian music – a distinctive richness of sound
due to its unique blending of nationalistic and cosmopolitan influences 3 ; and as a lateRomantic representative due to his lyrical and expressive melodies embedded in lush
harmonies, sonorous textures and elaborate technical embellishments4 . Both
characteristics are complimentary and often exist side by side in his compositions.
Central to Rachmaninoff’s piano music are his twenty-four preludes. John Gillespie
considered the preludes Op. 23 and 32 as ‘Rachmaninoff’s finest music for solo piano’
and that the preludes Op. 32 ‘represent the peak of his masterly command of keyboard
style’ 5 . Richard Anthony Leonard was also of the opinion that ‘the best of
Rachmaninov’s piano art is epitomized in his preludes’ 6 ; while Barrie Martyn considers
that these preludes, especially those of Op. 32, are ‘among Rachmaninoff’s most
perfectly shaped compositions, and they represent one of his most important and
enduring achievements’ 7 .
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Rachmaninoff’s twenty-four preludes comprise three opus numbers: the famous Csharp Minor Prelude – Op. 3 No. 2 (1892); 10 Preludes – Op. 23 (1901-03); and 13
Preludes – Op. 32 (1910). Their extended composition dates seem to reveal that the
formation of a set of twenty-four (in all keys) was not planned in the initial stage8 , not
perhaps until the composition of the final group.
Besides the Prelude in C-sharp minor, no clear reasons for their composition were
indicated by the composer. In addition to providing temporary monetary relief for the
composer 9 , the Prelude Op. 3 No. 2 also marked the debut of Rachmaninoff’s career as
a concert pianist when he gave its premiere at an Electrical Exposition concert in
Moscow in 1892. As mentioned in Chapter 1, he added four more pieces to it when he
performed them at a concert in Kharkov in the same year, and published these pieces as
Morceaux de fantasie, Op. 3.
While the Prelude Op. 3 No. 2 marked the beginning of Rachmaninoff’s professional
career, the Ten Preludes Op. 23 marked the beginning of another new stage in his life.
He started working on these compositions right after his honeymoon (1901) 10 , and
completed the whole set while waiting for the arrival of his first child (1903) 11 . In the
same year, three of these preludes – F-sharp minor, D major, and G-flat major, were
premiered by the composer in the concert given for the Ladies’ Charity Prison
Committee in Moscow 12 .
The final group of preludes, Op. 32, marked yet another stage in Rachmaninoff’s life.
They were written during the summer of 1910, when he joined the ranks of landowners
and became the new master of Ivanovka – his beloved estate (originally his wife’s
family asset) where he had composed many memorable works 13 . Having completed the
group of Op. 32 in the quietude he found in his new home, he performed them in a
piano recital in Moscow at the end of 1910 14 .
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Thus the composition of these three groups of pieces coincided with three major events
in Rachmaninoff’s life, that may in a real sense have served as ‘preludes’ to new stages
of his own life. Apart from this, the preludes served an immediate function in his career
as a composer-pianist, where he often performed his own compositions beside the
standard repertoire. Written over a number of years, these preludes also reveal his
compositional and stylistic development. Compared to the inspired fiery youthful work
of Op. 3 No. 2, the Ten Preludes Op. 23, though still under the influence of Chopin and
Tchaikovsky, show advancement in skill and maturity. ‘In the final Thirteen Preludes of
Op. 32’, commented Leonard, ‘Rachmaninov reached a climax. Imaginative, varied,
often daring, these pieces represent one of his chief contributions to the piano music of
his age’ 15 .
These twenty-four preludes will be examined here to see the extent of their conformity
or otherwise to those generic characteristics – that is, its formal and conventional
features – proposed for this study in Chapter 1.

Formal and Conventional Characteristics

Tonality
Although Rachmaninoff’s set of twenty-four preludes covers all the major and minor
keys, it does not follow (besides the alternation of major and minor keys) the BachChopin tradition of systematic key sequence, as shown below:
Op. 3 No. 2: C#m.
Op. 23: F#m, Bb, Dm, D, Gm, Eb, Cm, Ab, Ebm, and Gb.
Op. 32: C, Bbm, E, Em, G, Fm, F, Am, A, Bm, B, G#m, and Db.
While the key sequence of the preludes from opp. 3 and 23 proceed via either a third or
a fifth/fourth, that of Op. 32 is more varied. As mentioned above, the idea of writing a
set of twenty-four preludes probably did not come until the composition of the final
group; hence the key sequence in Op. 32 would seem to arise simply from the need to
fill up the remainder of keys not already written. However, although Rachmaninoff had
never performed them as a set, it sounds effective when heard in this key succession, as
there is some relation or preparation that connects the pieces from one to the next.
15
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Several of the pieces share the same keynotes when they move from one mode to the
other (as from D minor to D major in Op. 23, nos. 3 and 4). Several others that proceed
via third or fifth/fourth (as from B-flat major to D minor in Op. 23, nos. 2 and 3), have
one or more common notes in their tonic chord that ease the transition from one key to
another, providing a coherent flow. For others that do not seem to bear such direct
relationships, there is often a certain amount of preparation that leads smoothly from the
ending of one piece into the next. These are either in the form of enharmonic
connections, as in the very last two preludes, where G-sharp is the enharmonic
equivalent of the dominant of D-flat major; and the melodic lead-in, as in the C major
and B-flat minor preludes, which are connected by the latter’s opening melody note (C).
Another pivotal link occurs in the B-flat minor prelude that ends with a tonic seventh,
the Ab of which enharmonically prepares for the ensuing prominent G# octaves in the
opening bars of the following prelude in E major; and also in the A major and B minor
preludes, connected by the latter’s start on an E minor chord, which echoes the E in the
top voice of the previous prelude’s tonic chord. Furthest in relation, in terms of
preparation, is the appoggiatura-like semitonal slide, as in the F-sharp minor → B-flat
major preludes, and the G-flat major → C major preludes. Further tonal connections,
seen in the presentation of enharmonically related keys, may be detected between the
first and last pieces of the sets, as shown below:
┌──────────────┐
#

#

Op. 3/2 – C m; Op 23/1 – F m; Op. 23/10 – Gb; Op. 32/13 - Db
└───────────────────────────────────────────┘

All these, in addition to the effective arrangement of varying moods and tempi, hold the
pieces together, forming a satisfactory cycle possible for performance as a set, very
much like the preludes of Chopin’s Op. 28.
Besides this, Rachmaninoff’s preludes, reflecting the initial key-establishing function of
the genre, are tonal and are generally strongly anchored in the tonic key. The majority
of the pieces have their key clearly established in the opening bars, or at least by the end
of the first section, which remains mostly unchallenged throughout the piece. There are,
however, several pieces without such unambiguous tonal clarity.
The Prelude in C major (Op. 32 No. 1), for example, is so filled with chromatic notes in
nearly every bar (excepting four bars of cadences) that its tonality might be threatened if
it were not for the frequent appearance of the tonally anchoring perfect cadence (as in
bars 7-8, 16, 24-25, 29, and 32-33). This is an example of radical chromaticism where
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linear chromatic decoration is embedded in both the melody and counter melody (as
seen in bars 1-2); it also leads the bass line, affecting the harmonic progressions (as seen
in bars 5-6). In the middle section, it saturates the entire fabric in multi-layer chromatic
lines, moving in both parallel as well as contrary motion (bars 19-21). Though such
chromatic treatments do not really affect the tonality in the larger context, they create
passages of considerable ambiguity.
Besides chromaticism, modality can also create tonal ambiguity. The tonality of the
Prelude in B major (Op. 32 No. 11) is not immediately clear in the first section, due to
its frequent iii – vi progressions providing a modal cadence on the submediant (as in bar
4). This gives an aeolian flavour on G sharp; and the tonic is not confirmed until the end
of the first section, almost a third of the way into the piece (bar29). Similar treatment is
also found in preludes in E minor (Op. 32 No. 4), A minor (Op. 32 No. 8), A major (Op.
32 No. 9), and B minor (Op. 32, No. 10, bars 1-4).
On the whole, Rachmaninoff maintains a strongly tonic-flavoured environment in his
set of twenty-four preludes. In spite of slight ambiguities in several preludes, they are
clearly tonal, and thus conform to the key-establishing tradition of the prelude. In
addition, though without a preplanned systematic key sequence, these independent
preludes, with no introductory obligation, show the possibility of having a linear tonal
or pitch relationship or preparation that connects the pieces in such a way that enables
their smooth performance in groups or in succession as a set, after the tradition of
Chopin. Such tonal or pitch relationship for a set of preludes parallels that of Bach and
Chopin’s systematic key arrangement in their preludes and may be considered an
offshoot or tangential development of this concept.

Pianistic/Technical Figuration
In line with the tradition of the genre, these Rachmaninoff preludes are pieces each with
one (or more) particular pianistic feature(s) or technical figure(s) which are often
carried consistently through the piece, as summarily tabulated below:
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Table 2.1 Rachmaninoff Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents and Presentations
Preludes
Op. 3/2: C#m
Op. 23/1:F#m
No. 2 in Bb
No. 3 in Dm
No. 4 in D
No. 5 in Gm
No. 6 in Eb
No. 7 in Cm
No. 8 in Ab
No. 9 in Ebm
No. 10 in Gb
Op. 32/1: in C
No. 2 in Bbm
No. 3 in E
No. 4 in Em
No. 5 in G
No. 6 in Fm
No. 7 in F
No. 8 in Am
No. 9 in A
No. 10 in Bm
No. 11 in B
No.12 in G#m
No. 13 in Db

Pianistic/Technical Content
Chords and octaves
Broken chords and lines/octave
Arpeggio and broken chords
Lines and counterpoint
Arpeggio and part-playing
Chords: repeated and leaping
Chords/octave and lines
Rapid semiquaver lines/figuration
Broken chords and lines
Double-note figuration/trill
Chords and lines
Chromatic lines and broken chords
Dotted auxiliary chords and broken chords
Chords and broken chords
Chordal and imitative lines
Broken chords and lines
Broken chords
Part-playing: sustaining melody and
staccato chords, duet between outer voices
Broken chords and lines with falling 3rds
Broken chords and octaves/chords/lines
Dotted auxiliary chords
Chords and broken chords
Arpeggio and broken chords/lines
Chords and broken chords in various partplaying

Presentation
With variants
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
With variants
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
With textural variants
Consistent
With textural variants
With several mixtures
With textural variants
Consistent
Consistent
With slight variant
(coda)
With textural variants
With textural variants
Consistent
Consistent
With textural variants
With several mixtures

More than half of these pieces contain a distinctive specific pianistic feature or technical
figure, which is kept with uniform consistency throughout the work. This is clearly
exemplified in the three study-like preludes of Opus 23: No. 7 in E-flat major, No. 8 in
A-flat major, and No. 9 in E-flat minor. There are, however, some preludes that contain
either some form of variant (of a textural or technical nature), or multiple (in addition to
specific central) figural content.
An example of technical content presented with textural variants can be seen in the
Prelude in A minor (Op. 32 No. 8). After introducing broken chords and melodic lines
with falling thirds as the main technical feature of the piece, the second section (bars1225) seems to include new features. Here, the opening falling-third figure now appears in
octaves or chords (bars 14-22), and a new, more sustaining line is added to the initial
broken-chord figure (bars 20-25). These new features have effectively thickened the
texture. In the last section (bars 35-51), yet another new feature, a toccata-like passage,
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is introduced. Here both the broken-chord and falling-third figures are combined into
one line that alternates between the hands in toccata-like fashion (bars 35-36, and 4549), thus thinning out the texture significantly. Hence, the seemingly different or new
figures are, in fact, a varied presentation of the main figure(s); they have not disrupted
the uniformity of material(s) but have effectively varied the textures without affecting
the coherence of the piece. As such, this is closely related to examples in Bach’s
Prelude in E-flat major (Book 1 No. 7), and Chopin’s Prelude in D-flat major (Op. 28
No. 15).
The Prelude in G minor (Op. 23 No. 5) provides an example of a technical variant.
Block chords, both repeated and leaping, are introduced in the first section as the main
pianistic and technical features in this piece. In the middle section, a new arpeggio
figure is introduced. However, this different accompanying figure is combined with the
melody that is still in block chords. This main feature provides unity and a sense of
cohesion necessary for the two seemingly contrasted sections. This technical variant is
also seen in the Prelude in C-sharp major (Book 2 No. 3) of Bach, and the Prelude in Fsharp major of Chopin (Op. 28 No. 13).
The Prelude in E major (Op. 32 No. 3), on the other hand, is an example of toccata-like
multiple presentation of pianistic or technical features. Within the first phrase (bars 110, refer to Ex. 2.1 16 ), several figures are presented: split and double octaves (bar 1),
alternating notes (bar 2), lines and broken chords (bars 3-5), chords and extended
broken chords (bars 6-8), and block chords (bars 9-10). These numerous figures, each
linked to its own musical idea or motif, are however, components of a larger unit/phrase
that shapes and forms the entire piece. On the whole, however, chords and broken
chords are still the prominent features that unify the whole piece. Such multiple
presentation of pianistic or technical features is seen also in Bach’s Prelude in B-flat
major (Book 1 No. 21), and Chopin’s Prelude in D-flat major (Op. 28 No. 15).
As seen above, the different approaches to presenting the pianistic or technical features
found in Rachmaninoff’s preludes are not without precedence; they appeared in the
toccata-like preludes, albeit those considered as exceptions, of Bach and Chopin.
Moreover, though less homogeneous when compared to his predecessors there is still,

16

Musical examples may be found at the end of each chapter.
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on the whole, an underlying pianistic feature or technical figure that unifies the piece in
these preludes of Rachmaninoff, conforming therefore to the tradition of the genre.

Thematic Treatment and Formal Structure
Maintaining a generally single-minded consistency in their presentation of pianistictechnical figure(s), these preludes reflect, generally, a monothematic treatment common
to the genre. However, although most of these pieces are still, in a way, based on the
unisectional form, or form based on a single pattern (A), they often have more than one
section, extended by varied repetition(s) (A', or A' A"), or development(s) (Ad, or Ad
Ad2), as shown below. With such extended sections, these unisectional-derived forms
will, from here on, be classed as unified-sectional form. A summary of their formal
structures is tabulated below:
Table 2.2

Rachmaninoff Preludes: Thematic Treatments and Formal Plans

Preludes
Thematic Treatment Formal Plan/Structure Type of form
#
Op. 3/2: C m Multi/monomotivic
ABA
Ternary
#
d
Op. 23/1: F m Monomotivic
A A A' coda
Unified-sectional
No. 2: Bb
Monomotivic
ABA
Ternary
No. 3: Dm
Multi/monomotivic
A [B C] A
Ternary
No. 4: D
Monothematic
A A' Ad A"
Theme and variation
No. 5: Gm
Monomotivic
ABA
Extended ternary
No. 6: Eb
Monomotivic
A Ad A' coda
Unified-sectional
No. 7: Cm
Monothematic
A Ad A' coda
Unified-sectional
b
d
d2
No. 8: A
Monothematic
A A A' A coda
Unified-sectional
No. 9: Ebm
Monothematic
A A' A" coda
Unified-sectional
No. 10: Gb
Monothematic
A Ad A' Ad2 coda
Theme and variation
Op. 32/1: C
Monothematic
A A' Ad A" coda
Unified-sectional
b
No. 2: B m
Monomotivic
ABA
Ternary
No. 3: E
Duo-motivic
A A' Ad A" coda
Unified-sectional
No. 4: Em
Duo-motivic
A B C A' D E A"
Multi-sectional
d
No. 5: G
Monomotivic
A A' A A" coda
Unified-sectional
No. 6: Fm
Monothematic
A A'
Unified-sectional
No. 7: F
Monothematic
A A' coda
Unified-sectional
No. 8: Am
Monomotivic
A Ad A' Ad2
Unified-sectional
d
d2
No. 9: A
Monothematic
A A A' A coda
Unified-sectional
No. 10: Bm
Monothematic
A [B Ad] A
Ternary
d
No. 11: B
Monothematic
A A' A
Unified-sectional
#
d
No. 12: G m
Monomotivic
A B A C A' coda
Rondo
No. 13: Db
Triple-motivic
A B C A' coda
Multi-sectional
d
(The figure = development, and ' and " = variant 1 and 2 respectively)
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As shown above, though a large number of these preludes are essentially monothematic
in nature, they contain various different forms. Some of them are based on one single
motif or pattern, such as the three study-like preludes mentioned above (Op. 23 nos. 7, 8
and 9). Apart from a single motif or pattern is the extended melody, often accompanied
by a repetitive motivic figure in the bass, similar to those by Chopin, as exemplified in
Rachmaninoff’s preludes in F-sharp minor (Op. 23 No. 1), and G major (Op. 32 No. 5).
There are also preludes with two or more motives, such as the Prelude in E major (Op.
32 No. 3), which is built on several motifs: a triadic figure, a falling third, broken fifths,
an ornamented scalic figure, and chords (bars 1-10, Ex. 2.1). Irrespective of the number
of motifs employed, these patterns are maintained almost throughout the piece, giving a
strong sense of cohesiveness.
Second in quantity to the unisectional preludes, are the pieces in ternary form (and its
extension: the extended ternary and rondo forms). These pieces have markedly
contrasting middle section(s) due to either tempo, stylistic or textural changes. The
preludes in C-sharp minor (Op. 3 No. 2), and G minor (Op. 23 No. 5), have middle
sections with both tempo and stylistic changes, where more linear and flowing
accompaniments replace the more vertical, chordal outer sections. The ‘tempo di
minuetto’ Prelude in D minor (Op. 23 No. 3), true to its stylistic model, has a sectional
division (║: A :║ B A ║) that marks the beginning of the middle section, in addition to
stylistic and textural changes as in the rest of the preludes in this form.
Though having a contrasting middle section, these preludes are still motivically unified.
The Prelude in C-sharp minor (Op. 3 No. 2), for example, is largely built on a theme
with three basic motifs. Its opening three loud descending notes in octaves form motif
‘a’; this is followed by motif ‘b’, which is a series of hushed descending chords
interjected with motif ‘a’ (bars 2-5 of Ex. 2.2); and ending with motif ‘c’ – a series of
rising appoggiaturas (bars 6-7). All three motifs, however, share a common figure – the
semitonal appoggiatura-like figure – and seem more like a development of the first
motif (like motifs ‘a’, ‘ad’ and ‘ad'’), forming thus a monomotivic treatment. The
‘agitato’ middle section has a new theme, which is also built on the same three motives.
Its first limb has motif ‘b’ in the upper voice, interjected with broken chords in the
middle voice, and doubled in compound perfect fourths in the bass which included the
three descending notes of motif ‘a’ (bars 14-15 of Ex. 2.2). Its second limb has motif ‘c’
in inversion, followed by extending the appoggiatura figure to that of an auxiliary note
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in the following bar (bars 16-17 of Ex. 2.2). These two themes form the basis for any
further developments or variations in the piece, making it a highly unified piece.
Likewise, the Prelude in D minor (Op. 23 No. 3) has its first theme built on two main
motifs. Motif ‘a’ comprises a changing-note figure and repeated notes in the treble,
which is answered by motif ‘b’, a scalic figure in the bass (bars 1-4, Ex. 2.3). This is
followed by a consequent phrase built on motif ‘a’ and its development: an inversion of
motif ‘a’ appears in the top voice, accompanied by motif ‘a’ itself in the bass, and a
counter-melody of motif ‘a’ in diminuation in the inner voice (bars 5-8, Ex. 2.3). These
motifs are developed in the two middle sections. Section ‘B’ begins with an extended
version of motif ‘a’, where the interval between its third and fourth notes is enlarged
and with an escaped note added between its last two notes (bar 17 of Ex. 2.3). This bar
is followed by a figure freely developed from motif ‘a’ in the treble, and a truncated
version of motif ‘b’ in the bass (bars 18-19 of Ex. 2.3). The next section, ‘C’, has motif
‘a’ repeated over two lower voices in imitation; they are a development of motif ‘b’, in
which the first limb of motif ‘b’ is stated without the passing notes in the rising fourth
(bars 25-27 of Ex. 2.4). This is followed by a series, both of exact repetition as well as
sequential repetition, of motif ‘a’ in diminuation, supported by pairs of appoggiaturas
that form the first two notes of motif ‘a’ (bars 28-33 of Ex. 2.4). In this way, the
different sections are unified by sharing the same motifs. In addition, motif ‘b’ is in fact
closely related to motif ‘a’, being an ornamented development of it (refer to Ex. 2.5);
this therefore resembles a monomotivic treatment that provides further cohesiveness for
the whole piece.
In the more toccata-like multi-sectional, or more appropriately, contrasted-sectional
forms, however, more contrasting sections than those in ternary form exist. The final
prelude, Op. 32 No. 13 in D-flat major, offers the best example with its exploitation of
contrasting themes, tempi, styles and textures. As the final piece of the set,
Rachmaninoff attempts, in this work, not only to give this a sense of climax in terms of
complexity of content and length, not unlike the final item of Chopin’s Op. 28, but also
a cyclical sense where some motifs from earlier preludes are quoted here giving a sense
of unity and cohesion to the entire set. Its opening theme, built on a rising tonic triad in
dotted rhythm (motif ‘a’, bars 1-4), is linked to the dotted-rhythm, auxiliary-note motif
in bars 11-17, which is also found in preludes in B-flat minor, B minor, and B major
(Op. 32 Nos. 2, 10, and 11). This is followed by a reference to the descending chromatic
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four-note motif (motif ‘b’ of the first prelude in C-sharp minor Op. 3 No.2),
superimposed on the opening motif ‘a’ in the next section (bars 21-26). The next section
(bars 27-30) is a transition passage filled with triadic figures in lively rhythms,
reminiscent of the Prelude in B-flat major (Op. 23 No. 2). This leads to the next section
(bars 31-36) in which a gently rising line of appoggiaturas is supported in the bass with
an ostinato figure built on three descending notes that subtly remind us of the opening
motif of the first prelude (Op. 3 No. 2) but in B-flat minor. This figure is then taken
over by the upper voice, and transposed three semitones up into its original key, that of
C-sharp minor, the enharmonic tonic minor (in bars 37-41), which leads back to the
opening motif in the tonic key. It would seem that Rachmaninoff, in addition to trying
to achieve a cyclical linear tonal relationship (mentioned earlier), consciously chose to
end his twenty-fourth with a prelude containing both tonal and thematic references to
the first one. The last section (from bar 42) restates its opening motif through a number
of varied keyboard textures developed from previous preludes before closing firmly
with a grand coda in the tonic (bars 52-62). With all these varied restatements or
references to earlier motifs, the piece as a whole is strongly held together by the
opening motif, whether in its entirety or just its dotted rhythm, to give it a strong sense
of unity.
As can be seen from the above discussion, the monothematic ideal is still prominent in
Rachmaninoff’s preludes, particularly in the three study-like moto perpetuo preludes of
Opus 23 (Nos. 7, 8 and 9). However, it is used with greater developments and freedom,
especially in those preludes with longer themes. Often with one or more motifs
embedded in the theme, the exploration or development of these motifs produces pieces
with more contrasting sections, as well as sections with more contrasting phrases, and
even phrases with a greater variety of figures, that are nevertheless held firmly together
by their underlying motifs. In this manner of monomotivic or motivically connected
treatments, Rachmaninoff’s preludes are on the whole, less homogeneous, showing
greater developmental technique that produces greater figural and textural variety than
the preludes of Bach and Chopin. These features are fully reflected in his choice of
structural plans: the rather long unified-sectional forms, ternary or extended forms,
theme and variation form, as well as the various contrasted-sectional forms.
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Improvisatory Style
The monothematic/motivic treatment with increased figural and textural variety in the
preludes of Rachmaninoff, as mentioned above, illustrates their simulation of
improvisatory inventiveness, freedom and flexibility associated with the initially
improvised prelude. In addition, there are passages which seem like an imitation of
improvisatory instrumental fill-ins, links and cadential extensions. The Prelude in B-flat
major (Op. 23 No.2) has an example of an instrumental link, with a rapid scalic descent
covering four and a half octaves within the space of a bar (bar 37). The Prelude in Gsharp minor (Op. 32 No. 12) offers an example of an instrumental fill-in, with its broad
sweeps of arpeggio figures used to ornament a chord as well as to bridge two widely
separated notes (bar 43); it then gently rises towards the high end of the keyboard like a
cadential extension in the final bars (bars 44-48).
Further simulation of improvisation may be seen in the cadenza or cadenza-like writing
found in Rachmaninoff’s preludes. Two of these are cadenza-like; with technical
flourishes at the end of a section, as seen in preludes in B-flat major (Op. 23 No. 2, bars
35-37), and B-flat minor (Op. 32 No. 2, bars 32-34). Another two are examples of
written-out cadenzas with unmeasured flourishes, as found in preludes in G major (Op.
32 No. 5, bars 22-23), and B minor (Op. 32 No. 10, bars 46-49). All these technical
passages are reflective of one of the prelude’s original function as an often-improvised,
virtuoso kind of technical warm-up piece.
Besides these improvisatory characteristics is flexibility of speed and rhythm. Many
pieces contain several tempo changes and notated ‘rubato-like’ flexibility, with
indications such as ritardando and accelerando of various levels, as briefly summarised
in the section on mood content below. Frequent too are various time-signature changes,
which move freely from duple to triple and quadruple in either simple or compound
time, such as in the preludes in B-flat minor (Op. 32 No. 2), and E minor (Op. 32 No.
4). While these changes may be rather subtle, they definitely reflect the spontaneous
rhythmic flexibility of improvisation. When compared to the preludes of Bach and
Chopin, such frequent changes of speed and rhythm emerge as a distinctive feature of
Rachmaninoff’s preludes, which is perhaps related to their simulation of the free spirit
of improvisation.
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Mood Content
Rachmaninoff’s preludes contain a wide variety of styles, of which three are most
dominant: Romanticism, nationalism, and neo-classicism. Foremost of these, is the then
still strongly rooted late-Romantic style, seen particularly in the harmonic language, the
idiomatic keyboard writing, as well as lyricism. The latter is often shown in expressive
melodies with flowing accompaniments as seen in the preludes in D major (Op. 23 No.
4), G-flat major (Op. 23 No. 10), and G major (Op. 32 No. 5). Nationalism, an offshoot
of Romanticism, is also clearly manifested in Rachmaninoff’s often strongly Russianflavoured preludes. This Russian quality is manifested through three idioms: that of
folk, gypsy, and church influences, which are often intermingled in a piece. Besides
these, there is also a trace of neo-classicism in the preludes of Rachmaninoff. This can
be seen in the stylistic adoption of various Baroque dances and textures, such as: the
Tempo di minuetto Prelude in D minor (Op. 23 No. 3), the siciliano preludes in B-flat
minor (Op. 32 No. 2) and B major (Op. 32 No.11), and the Baroque invention style of
Prelude in E major (Op. 32 No. 3), as well as the toccata-like Prelude in A minor (Op.
32 No. 8).
Matching their wide stylistic range, Rachmaninoff’s preludes express a variety of
contrasting moods within these manifestations. Although Rachmaninoff considers the
genre as absolute music, his pieces nevertheless have strong emotive content in the
Romantic manner. In relation to his C-sharp minor prelude, Rachmaninoff said that his
prelude is not so much ‘a tone poem’ or ‘a piece of musical impressionism’, but rather,
in line with the genre, is a piece of ‘absolute music’ to ‘induce a mood in the listener’ 17 .
This thought is close to André Gide’s comments on Chopin’s preludes, that ‘each one of
them is a prelude to a meditation’ 18 . These remarks clearly reflect the mood-inspiring
nature of the pieces.
Although the majority of the pieces are tinged with a typically Russian melancholic
quality, the variety of moods portrayed in these pieces, as well as their order, make this
an effective set of mood pieces. A summary of the performance directions, indicating
the pieces’ individual mood content and possible means of expression is tabulated
below:

17

Sergei Rachmaninoff, ‘My Prelude in C-sharp Minor’, from The Delineator, 75/2 (Feb.1910), p.127.
André Gide, Notes on Chopin, trans. Bernard Frechtman (New York: Philosophical Library, 1949),
p.32; quoted in Higgins (ed.), p.96.

18
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Table 2.3

Rachmaninoff Preludes: Tempo Markings and Mood Contents

Preludes
Op.3/2: C#m
Op.23/1: F#m
2: Bb
3: Dm
4: D
5: Gm
6: Eb
7: Cm
8: Ab
9: Ebm
10: Gb
Op.32/1:C
2: Bbm
3: E
4: Em
5: G
6: Fm
7: F
8: Am
9: A
10: Bm
11: B
12: G#m
13: Db

Tempo Indication/Mood Content
Lento; Agitato; Tempo primo
Largo; rit.; a tempo
Maestoso
Tempo di minuetto; Un poco più
mosso; tempo I
Andante cantabile; rit.; a tempo
Alla marcia; Un poco meno mosso;
Tempo I
Andante; rit.
Allegro
Allegro vivace; rit.; a tempo; rit.
Presto; Adagio (at coda)
Largo; accel.; Tempo I; rit.; a tempo;
rit.
Allegro vivace; Poco meno mosso (at
coda); rit.
Allegretto, dolce Un poco più mosso;
Allegro; Meno mosso; Allegro
moderato; accel.; Allegro scherzando
Allegro vivace; rit. ; A tempo; Meno
mosso; Tempo I; Meno mosso
Allegro con brio Più vivo; Tempo I;
Lento; Tempo I; Più vivo; presto
possibile; Meno mosso; Più vivo; rit.
Moderato; rit.; a tempo
Allegro appassionato
Moderato; rit.; a tempo; Più vivo; rit.

Presentation
Contrasting moods
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
With varied
intensity
Uniform mood
Contrasting moods
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
With varied
intensity
Uniform mood
With varied
intensity
Uniform mood
With varied moods

Uniform mood
Uniform mood
With varied
Intensity
Vivo
Uniform mood
Allegro moderato; rit.; a tempo; Più With varied
vivo; a tempo
Intensity
Lento; Poco più mosso; Tempo I; With varied
L’istesso tempo; veloce (cadenza); a Intensity
tempo, come prima
Allegretto; rit.; a tempo; rit.
Uniform mood
Allegro; Meno mosso; a tempo; mono With varied
mosso; a tempo…
Intensity
Grave; Meno mosso; Allegro; più With varied moods
vivo; Vivo; Grave; poco più vivo;
Grave

With mainly tempo markings, these performance directions are only an indication
among other factors, such as rhythm, melody, accompaniment, articulation, and
dynamics that may reflect the mood content and expression of a piece. They
nevertheless help to give a glimpse of these contents. From these, three categories of
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affective expression can be identified: pieces with single affection; single affection with
varying degrees of intensity; and pieces with two or more differing affections.
Most preludes from Opus 23 belong to the first category of single affection. They
contain no further indication of changes from its starting mood, excepting one or two
markings of ritardanto and a tempo. Most of the pieces from Opus 32 involve however,
more subtle changes of tempo, as shown from the above table, indicating subtle shading
of its mood content. These pieces, when compared to those of Bach and Chopin, seem
to contain a lot more tempo variations, and thus seem less homogeneous in their
expression of affection. These are, however, mostly a variant of intensity rather than
real changes of moods.
A few pieces, however, contain two or more contrasting changes of moods. The
preludes in C-sharp minor (Op. 3 No. 2) and G minor (Op. 23 No. 5) both contain a
clearly contrasting middle section which is more lyrically expressive and flowing than
the outer sections, giving two contrasting moods. The preludes in E minor (Op. 32 No.
4), and D-flat major (Op. 32 No. 13), on the other hand, are examples of more varied
affective expressions.
This set of preludes, with its wide range of styles and moods, is clearly in the moodsetting or -inspiring tradition of the genre. While most of the pieces remain in the
category of expressing a single affection, several pieces are less homogeneous in having
two or more differing or contrasting affections. They belong to the same category of
exceptions in Bach and Chopin, such as the preludes in E-flat major (Book 1), and Csharp major (Book 2) of Bach; and the preludes in F-sharp major (Op. 28 No. 13), and
D-flat major (Op. 28 No. 15) of Chopin.

Brevity
Rachmaninoff’s preludes are generally longer than the preludes of Bach and Chopin.
They vary between 41 and 155 bars, with most of the pieces lasting from around two to
four minutes of performance time, and with a quarter of the pieces in the duration range
of four to six minutes, as summarised below:
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Table 2.4

Rachmaninoff Preludes: Tempo Markings and Durations
Preludes
Op.3/2: C#m
Op.23/1: F#m
2: Bb
3: Dm
4: D
5: Gm
6: Eb
7: Cm
8: Ab
9: Ebm
10: Gb
Op.32/1:C
2: Bbm
3: E
4: Em
5: G
6: Fm
7: F
8: Am
9: A
10: Bm
11: B
12: G#m
13: Db

Tempo Indication
Lento
Largo
Maestoso
Tempo di minuetto
Andante cantabile
Alla marcia
Andante
Allegro
Allegro vivace
Presto
Largo
Allegro vivace
Allegretto, dolce
Allegro vivace
Allegro con brio
Moderato
Allegro
appassionato
Moderato
Vivo
Allegro moderato
Lento
Allegreto
Allegro
Grave

No. of Bars
61
41
61
77
77
86
43
91
78
51
62
41
54
63
155
41
60

Duration 19
5’28”
3’37”
3’36”
3’10”
4’43”
4’12”
3’46”
2’36”
3’30”
2’00”
3’58”
1’18”
2’57”
2’31”
5’55”
3’04”
1’26”

45
51
58
60
98
48
62

2’54”
1’49”
3’06”
6’06”
2’35”
2’37”
5’18”

Under 1 minute of performance time 20
Between 2-4 minutes
Over 4 minutes

With his resourceful exploration of extended monothematic and monomotivic
treatments, combined with various extended sectional forms as seen above,
Rachmaninoff produced preludes that are generally longer and weightier than the
traditionally brief, introductory prelude.
Such increase in length and weight have not only further strengthened the functional use
of the prelude as an independent piece first introduced by Chopin, but have also
elevated it to a full-sized concert piece, able to stand on its own (especially the longer
ones) without teaming it with other preludes or pieces. However, in addition to this
possibility, these preludes have often been performed either in groups, as their
19

Based on the CD sound recording of Howard Shelley’s The Complete Piano Music of Sergei
Rachmaninov (London: Hyperion: 1993), CDS 44041 and CDS 44044.
20
This colour coding for durations applies to all subsequent tables.
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composer himself has done (as noted in the previous chapter); or as a cycle, as is
popular with Chopin’s set Op. 28. Furthermore, Rachmaninoff’s use of them as encores
(as mentioned in Chapter 1) – equivalent to ‘postludes’ – further diversified their
original role as prefatory pieces.

Conclusions
Continuing in a late-Romantic style, the preludes of Rachmaninoff demonstrate their
adherence to some extent to their models, especially that of Chopin’s Op. 28. However,
these preludes of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries also show specific
developments.
Developments are clearly seen in the formal characteristics of these pieces, which are
closely related to their respective functional features. In general, these pieces
demonstrate bolder tonal and harmonic treatments in incorporating modality and
various chromatic harmonies as was in keeping with the current trends. These often lead
to increased dissonance that stretches the limit of tonality, and at times causes tonal
ambiguity that is not clarified until the final cadence. However, they still remain tonally
centred, and also show a predilection for tonal relations that establish cyclical
connections within the set. This is close to the tradition of Bach and Chopin even
without their systematic key sequence.
The simulation of improvisation is manifested in the various elaborated melodic
ornamentations, a certain rhythmic flexibility, as well as various cadential flourishes,
and cadenzas. This nature is further supported by idiomatic keyboard styles and
technique, showing typical Romantic keyboard writing, especially the thick and
complex texture of the late-Romantic style, and with increasing technical demand.
Besides these, the improvisatory spirit of the prelude is also simulated in the
monothematic treatment, which in general, is moving towards greater motivic
development, at times employing more than one motif in a theme, producing greater
variety, and hence less homogeneity in texture. This is often reflected in the growing
length of the pieces – supported by a proliferation of sections (of pattern ‘A’),
expanding the original unisectional form to that of either unified- or contrastedsectional forms, as well as freer treatment of the traditional forms, such as ternary,
rondo and variation. However, such freer or more varied developments are countered by
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those of increased cyclical connection in having restatements of earlier themes or motifs
in the final number (such as seen in the final prelude, Op. 32, No. 13).
Like their models, these preludes exhibit various stylistic manifestations including
Romanticism, nationalism, and also a touch of neo-classicism. These styles are
expressed in both external features, such as dances, marches, or chorale forms; as well
as internal characteristics, such as modes, melodic curve, rhythms, texture, and etcetera.
Furthermore, these styles link with strongly projected expressions of mood as is
characteristic of the genre. These preludes, however, as examples of late Romanticism,
tend to focus more on darker, more melancholic moods.
All these formal characteristics suggest expanded roles for the prelude. Apart from the
original prefatory role, these pieces may be performed as encores, and they remain in
the tradition of Chopin’s Op. 28 as independent preludes which may be performed in
groups, as a set, or singly. The increases in length, and complexity of texture and
technical demands have also added weight to the pieces, turning them into virtuosic
concert items.
In fact all of the above features, both formal and conventional, found in these preludes,
clearly reflect the influence of late Romanticism. Under this influence, the prelude is
growing in length, formal complexity, and technical demands that turn this originally
brief introductory piece into a typical Romantic phenomenon, that of an independent
virtuosic concert piece of reasonable length. Nevertheless, these late-Romantic preludes
of Rachmaninoff, as seen from the above discussion, retain sufficient features to show
their conformity to, or continuity in, the tradition of the prelude genre.
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Ex. 2.1
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Ex. 2.2
Section 'A'
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Ex. 2.3
Section 'A'

Tempo di minuetto (q=66)
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Chapter 3
The Impressionistic Piano Preludes: Debussy
Impressionism in music, which emerged around the turn of the twentieth century, bears
similar artistic ideals and techniques to its precursors: impressionist art and symbolist
literature. Its innovator, Debussy, was sympathetic to impressionist and symbolist
artistic aesthetics, which in turn influenced his own; as Virginia Raad commented, ‘in
[Debussy’s] full development, he uniquely employed the piano’s sonorous resources as
a painter of atmospheric scenes…ultimately, it was the musician himself who was a
poet of tone’ 1 . Such programmatic associations may be seen as an extension or
development of Romanticism, and is compatible with the mood-painting characteristics
of the prelude genre. Nevertheless the impressionistic concept of capturing and
suggesting a fleeting response to its surrounding stimuli and its resultant vague,
shimmering, fugitive, evanescent effects required new techniques of composition. This
led to various novel treatments of form, instrumental tone colour, harmony, dissonance,
and modal or artificial scales that at times may weaken or blur the tonal centre.
However, the style and techniques which evolved as ‘impressionist’ still retain an
allegiance to tonality, or rather neo-tonality, often associated with a freedom of
harmonic function, as is reflected in the preludes of Debussy.

Debussy
Claude Debussy’s piano preludes are often mentioned along with the preludes of Bach
and Chopin. In fact, Chopin’s music as well as musical aesthetics has left a considerable
influence on Debussy’s musical identity both as a pianist and a composer 2 . This is most
clearly seen in the parallel development of their keyboard techniques and textures 3 .
However, Chopin is only one of the many diverse influences on Debussy, which include
others such as Palestrina and Lassus 4 , Bach and Mozart, Wagner’s operas, the exotic
and oriental music of Spain, Java, China, and Russia 5 , and the unusual sound of the
Javanese gamelan. However, more than an eclectic, he digested and filtered the essence
1

Virginia Raad, The Piano Sonority of Claude Debussy (New York: The Edwin Mellen Press, 1994), pp.
75-76.
2
Roger Nichols, The Life of Debussy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), p. 9.
3
Jim Samson, The Music of Chopin (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1985), pp. 214-215.
4
Nichols, p. 36.
5
Léon Vallas, Claude Debussy: His Life and Works (London: Oxford University Press, 1933), p. 60.
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of these influences, and contributed to significant changes in the course of musical
developments in the twentieth century, towards what is known as modernism; and he is
recognised as ‘the father of twentieth-century music’ 6 .
The two sets of Préludes for piano date from Debussy’s mature period. He started
composing the first book of the Préludes at the end of 1909 and completed the set in
1910 7 . This was followed, a year later, by a second set, which was completed and
published in 1913 8 .
Apart from occasional reports of his progress in composition, where Debussy referred
to these preludes, there is no mention regarding his choice of this genre in all his
correspondence. As such, the reason or purpose for their composition can only be
deduced from related events around this period. In 1909, the year Debussy commenced
the composition of the preludes, he became a member of the advisory board of the
Conservatoire 9 ; and in November, he was serving on the jury for its entrance exam. Due
to this, perhaps, Roger Nichols has suggested that Debussy was encouraged to write for
the piano, as seen from his letter to André Caplet in the same month: ‘I’ve been
dedicating myself to the betterment of the pianistic race in France…’ 10 . This suggested
that there might be an inherent didactic reason for their composition. Besides this, the
fact that the first book of Préludes was ‘published in the Chopin centenary year’ 11 ,
perhaps adds a further clue to the reason for their composition, in addition to reflecting
the extent of his admiration for the older composer who so inspired him.
A more important point however, is the significance of these preludes in Debussy’s
oeuvre. Their composition reflects the direction of his musical development, as shown
below:

6

Arthur B. Wenk, Claude Debussy and Twentieth-Century Music (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1983), p.
124.
7
François Lesure and Roger Nichols ed., Debussy Letters, translated by Nichols (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1987), p. 204.
8
François Lesure, ‘Debussy, Claude (4)’ in The New Grove of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie,
2nd edition (London: Macmillan Publishers Ltd., 2001), vol. 7, p. 100.
9
Ibid., p.99.
10
Nichols, p. 131.
11
Roy Howat, ‘Debussy, Claude (10)’ in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley
Sadie, 2nd edition (London: Macmillan Publishers Ltd., 2001), vol. 7, p. 109.
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Table 3.1 The Relationship between Debussy’s Oeuvre and his Musical Developments
Romantic and Classical genres:

Pieces with descriptive titles:

Classical genre with descriptive titles:
Classical genre:

Deux Arabesques (1888)
Suite Bergamasque (1890): Prélude, Menuet, Clair de lune,
Passepied.
Rêverie (1890)
Danse (Tarantelle Styrienne) (1890)
Valse romantique (1890)
Ballade (1890)
Mazurka (1890)
Nocturne (1890)
Suite pour le piano (1901): Prélude, Sarabande, Toccata
D’un cahier d’esquisses (1903)
Estampes (1903): Pagodes, Soirée dans Grenade, Jardins sous la
pluie.
Masques (1904)
L’Isle joyeuse (1904)
Images (1905 and 1907): Reflets dans l’eau, Homage à Rameau,
Mouvement, Cloches à travers les feuilles, Et la lune descend…,
Poissons d’or
Children’s Corner (1909)
Homage à Haydn (1909)
La plus que lente (1910)
Préludes Book I (1910)
Préludes Book II (1913)
Études (1915)

As shown above, the compositions from his early period, up to around 1901, bear titles
of either Romantic or Classical derivation; those from about 1903 onwards to around
1909, carry descriptive titles representing his impressionist/symbolist inclination, before
a gradual turn towards a neo-classical style. The Préludes, a traditionally abstract/nonprogrammatic genre now with a descriptive postscript or caption for each individual
piece, represents thus the culmination of his impressionistic style, bridging across to his
later neo-classical turn.
The Préludes, in this way, reflect Debussy’s predilection as an innovator who held
strongly to tradition. Instead of composing in a completely new genre, he explored new
means of treating a traditional genre based on his developing musical aesthetics. Robert
Schmitz commented on his connection to tradition: ‘in writing préludes, Debussy
continues the natural evolution of this form: from its classical position as preliminary
movement,…[to the independent movement of Chopin.]…To this evolution of the
independent prelude Debussy added a complexity of materials and a completeness of
form, which, without losing its essential characteristic of brevity, brought the prélude to
its highest point of development’ 12 . John Gillespie, on the other hand, stressed its
departure from tradition in his comments that, ‘Debussy’s Préludes – or even just one –
12

Robert Schmitz, The Piano Works of Claude Debussy (Connecticut: Greenwood Press Publishers,
1950), p.129.
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offer a profusion of new sounds. But more than that they supply convincing proof that
music has acquired forceful expression, that it is capable of illustrating the
inexpressible, and that it can suggest the unreal in a most realistic fashion. With these
his music represented a novel departure from tradition’ 13 . Either way, they seemed to
recognise without question the legitimacy of the use of the generic title ‘prelude’ and,
along with other critics such as Thomas Higgins and Barrie Jones, placed his preludes
among the greatest in the genre, along with those of Bach and Chopin, as seen in the
following remarks:
In each of three centuries there were written for the keyboard great sets
of Preludes – by Bach, Chopin, and Debussy, the latter two intended as
musical tributes to their predecessors. 14
It is hardly an exaggeration to say that Debussy’s two sets of Preludes
were a landmark in the history of music, and indeed they are the only
works of this title that can compare with those of Bach and Chopin. 15
With such recognition, it is now necessary to examine this legitimacy and explore to
what extent these Debussy preludes have contributed to the development of the genre.

Formal and Conventional Characteristics

Tonality
Though comprising twenty-four numbers, Debussy’s preludes do not necessarily adhere
to major or minor tonality in the traditional sense, but are rather explorations of pitch
relationships and tone colours and their various shades; hence they are freely centred on
or around one or more pitches which evolve in relation to the blending of various modes
and scales. They are thus neo-tonal. Nevertheless, like those of Bach and Chopin, they
show, to some extent, some relations or patterns of organisation within each set as
shown below:
Book 1
Centred on

1
Bb

2
Bb

3
Bb

4
A

5
B

6
D

7
F#

8
Gb

9
Bb

10
C

11
Eb

12
G

Book 2
Centred on

1
C

2
C#

3
Db

4
Db

5
Ab

6
F

7
F#

8
D

9
F

10
D/C

11
C

12
Db

13

John Gillespie, Five Centuries of Keyboard Music (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1972), p. 337.
Thomas Higgins, Preface to Frédéric Chopin Preludes, Opus 28, A Norton Critical Score (New York:
W.W. Norton and Co., 1973), p. vii.
15
J. Barrie Jones, Debussy (London: The Open University Press, 1979), p. 36.
14
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Starting with B flat, the first prelude works within the traditional boundaries of a major
key, while the second prelude, on the other hand, explores whole-tone and pentatonic
colours held loosely together by the reiterated B-flat pedal. Still based on B flat, the
third piece takes the middle path of exploring yet another mode –the phrygian. From
here Debussy, as if following up on a cue given in the opening bar of the first prelude,
moves a semitone each away from B flat, taking a step down to A in the fourth piece,
and a step up to B in the fifth piece 16 . These are followed by an expanding near
symmetrical movement apart, as illustrated below:
(5)B

(8)Gb

(6)D

m2nd

m3rd

M3rd

(10)C
A4th

(12)G
P5th

b

(1-3)B

m2nd

m3rd

M3rd

P4th

#

(4)A

b

(7)F

(11)Eb

(9)B

The preludes from Book Two, however, show a different pattern of organisation. Here
Debussy explores different tonal and harmonic relations in addition to those he has
employed in Book One, such as bi- or poly-tonal superimposition, and octatonic scales
and harmonies. With these, he projected a symmetrical linear progression of semitones,
minor and major thirds as shown below:
(1)C

(2-4)(C#)Db

(5)Ab

(6)F

(7)F#

(8)D

(9) F

(10) D/C

(11)C (12)Db

└─────────┘

└─────┘

└─────┘

└───────┘

└─────┘

m2nd

m3rd

M3rd

m3rd

m2nd

Besides this overall tonal organisation within the set, there are also tonal links from
piece to piece via either common note(s), or tone/semitonal progressions to facilitate a
smooth transition from one piece to another, like those of Rachmaninoff mentioned in
the previous chapter. This provides for a coherent cyclic performance, as is the case for
Chopin’s Op. 28.
The exploration of various kinds of tonal relations between the preludes of both books
is also reflected within each prelude. However, since these preludes have been
extensively analysed and much has been written about them 17 , this chapter will not
include any more detailed description than is necessary to illustrate the points. The very
16

This chromatic split is mentioned in Roy Howat’s ‘Modes and Semitones in Debussy’s Preludes and
Elsewhere’, Studies in Music, 22 (1988), p. 83.
17
See bibliography.
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first prelude, ‘Danseuses de Delphes’, is an example of tonal clarity. Based on B-flat,
the major tonality is established in the opening phrase (refer to Ex. 3.1) despite various
mixtures of chromatic, modal, and pentatonic fragments. More chromatic colouring
follows, but the key is clearly established at the end.
The prelude, ‘La cathédrale engloutie’ (Book 1 No. 10), is an example of initial tonal
ambiguity due to various tonal mixtures, such as the phrygian mode on E (bars 1-6),
dorian mode on C-sharp (bars 7-13), a pentatonic section on B (bars 16-18) and E-flat
(bars 19-21), etcetera. Though C is presented at various points (such as bars 14-15 and
the middle section at bars 28-46), it is only confirmed as the tonic in the last section.
Such tonal ambiguity, with the tonic not confirmed until the end, has a precedent, albeit
on a smaller scale, in Chopin’s Prelude in A minor (Op. 28).
The second prelude, ‘Voiles’, provides an example in which the tonality is somewhat
obscured. Exploring the colour of the whole-tone scale and harmony, this piece is
devoid of any semitone that may give a leading-note-tonic pull that emphasises the
tonic and, with relevant cadences, establishes it as the key centre. Its contrasting
pentatonic middle section is equally devoid of this semitonal-tonic pull. Although there
are recurring reference points, such as the opening note – G-sharp (or its enharmonic Aflat), another frequent phrase starter – D, and a rather persistent pedal note – B-flat, that
may establish possible tonal centre(s), they are absent in the final bars. Instead, the coda
(bars 58-64), though lengthened and decorated, reflects the opening introductory bars
and ends on the same notes (C and E, as in bar 5). This way of obscuring the tonality is
perhaps Debussy’s symbolic way of expressing one of the two possible meanings of the
title – veils 18 . Other examples of such tonal obscurity include the bitonal ‘Brouillards’
(Book 2 No. 1), and the multi-sectional ‘Feux d’artifice’ (Book 2 No. 12).
In these pieces Debussy demonstrated bolder and more novel ways of tonal treatment
than his predecessors. Perhaps the impressionistic influence led, at times, to the elusive
vagueness of tonality found in his preludes; they nevertheless, in their various multicoloured tonal contents, still express an attachment to tonal centres. In this respect, as
well as the inherent Rachmaninoff-like linear pitch relationships within the set, these
preludes still reflect the tonal exploration characteristic of the genre.

18

Though it may also mean sails.
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Pianistic/Technical Figuration
In this area, Debussy’s preludes also contain both adherence to and departure from
traditional expectations. A summary of their content and presentation is tabulated
below:
Table 3.2
Preludes
Bk I/1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Bk II/1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Debussy Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents and Presentations
Pianistic/Technical Content
Chords with layering of lines/voices
Parallel 3rds, 8ves, and chords
Various trill-like patterns

Presentation
Consistent
Mixes with some lines/scales
Consistent; mixes with lines
and chords
Chords and octaves
Consistent,
with
some
arpeggio fill-ins
Lines and counterpoint, plus broken Rather
consistent,
with
chords
additional octave figures
Lines and ostinato figure
Consistent, plus some chords
Arpeggios and broken chords in Mixes with some tremolos
toccata fashion
and chords
Legato lines
Consistent
Staccato and toccata skill
Consistent
Chords and pedal
Mixes with some arpeggio
figurations
Lines and lateral freedom, combines Consistent
with chords and various tremolo
patterns
Lines, chords and broken chords in Varied combinations
various articulations
Triads and broken chords
Consistent, plus octaves and
arpeggios
chords doubling and counterpoint, Consistent
hands coordination
Lines/ chords with rhythmic ostinato Rather consistent
Broken chords and trill/trill-like Mixes with some chords and
figures
lines
Legato lines and chords
Rather consistent
Staccato chords and lines
Consistent
Chords and voicing
Consistent, with some variant
Broken chords and arpeggios with Mixes with staccato and
lateral freedom
repeated notes/ chords
Chords and dotted notes
Consistent
Chords and lines
Rather consistent
Double thirds in toccata style
Consistent
Toccata-like study
Varied combinations

The table above shows that while there are still one or two central pianistic or technical
feature(s) in each of these preludes, there is also a greater tendency to mix these with
additional pianistic or technical figure(s). Among the pieces with a consistent technical
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figuration, the prelude ‘Les tierces alternées’ (Book 2 No. 11), offers the best example
for homogeneous technical presentation. The only piece without a descriptive title, it
bears a close resemblance to the moto perpetuo preludes of Bach and also to Debussy’s
Études which were to follow. However, this technically unified piece shows greater
concern for expressive effect, as shown in the rhythmically contrasting introduction
(bars 1-10), interlude (bars 91-102), and a middle section from bars 103 to 116, in
addition to the various carefully marked-in performance directions, articulation marks,
dynamic shadings and tempo variations.
The prelude ‘La terrasse des audiences du clair de lune’ (Book 2 No. 7) is an example
of consistency plus some variations: in this case both technically and texturally. Various
chordal combinations are employed, giving a variety of textural effects: thin and sparse
texture in single hand (bars 1-6); doubled at a higher register (bars 7-8); or at the
extreme ends of the keyboard, interjected with more chords in the middle register (bars
25-27); as well as combined in a contrapuntal setting (bars 16-18). Besides these
textural variants, touches of chromatic lines are added in the upper register of both the
opening (bars 1-2, and 5-6) and closing sections (bars 37-38) to adorn this otherwise
basically chordal piece.
The very final prelude, ‘Feux d’artifice’ (Book 2 No. 12), is an example exploiting a
variety of technical patterns. This toccata-like piece is like a study on the quick passing
or alternation of the hands which includes several different patterns, such as the
alternation between black and white keys (bars 1-16), single and two-note clusters (bars
20-24), various scalic and arpeggio figurations (bars 25-46), chords and clusters (bars
47-52), octaves, and single notes (bar 81). In addition to these toccata figures, there is
also a mixture of several other technical features. Melodic fragments, first introduced in
bars 27-31, are presented in a different texture (single line or octaves), articulation, and
rhythm. A cadenza-like passage with both hands doubled in similar motion instead of
the usual toccata fashion is found in bar 67. Besides these are various trills or trill-like
figures (bars 71-78), tremolos (bars 90-97), as well as several glissandi: on white notes
(bars 61-62), black notes (bars 63-64), and double glissandi on both black and white
notes (bar 87). Written by a composer who was himself a competent pianist, all these
technical figurations are not only fit well under the hands, but the juxtaposition and
mixture of these make this prelude both musically interesting and technically
challenging.
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In addition to the varied technical content discussed above, these pieces also contain
comparatively greater emphasis on touch and sonority than their predecessors, as can be
seen in the various markings of articulation, performance indications and also the
inclusion of subtle, though often unmarked but implied, uses of the pedal(s). The
prelude ‘Minstrels’ (Book 1 No. 12) is highly illustrative in this area. It contains a wide
range of touches from staccato, to portato, non-legato, legato, and a mixture of these in
one hand, as well as between the hands in quick succession. Besides these touches are
various further indications for producing a wide range of sonority. Tones are carefully
shaded with different dynamic markings that vary from ppp to ff, including the various
degrees of crescendos and diminuendos, and with either gradual or sudden changes.
Besides these, different nuances such as different degrees of accent, tenuto, and
sforzando, are marked. In addition to all these, is the effective uses of tessitura
(especially the lower register), and the damper pedal, both for enhancing the tone colour
and enriching the texture (bars 39-41). There is also the imaginative emulation of timbre
as seen in the direction to produce a drum-like effect (bars 58-63).
As seen above, although these preludes, like their predecessors, still contain a core
pianistic or technical feature that unifies the piece, they may include more varied
materials. These are often little ideas or fragment of figures that are freely interjected
into, and integrated with, the main musical figure(s), resembling perhaps ever-changing,
fleeting or subtle changes of movement or images. In addition, they call for creative and
imaginative uses of different pianistic techniques, articulations, dynamics, and pedals,
producing unlimited subtle, gamelan-like, changing effects, and the juxtaposition of
these often produces a myriad of different sound effects. The superimposition of these
lines produces layers of sound that are often notated over three staves for clarity, and
produce effects of foreground, middle- and background sonority, reflecting the
impressionistic technique of colour juxtaposition in paintings. This treatment reflects
the impressionistic nature of the preludes; and paralleling the technically more varied
and contrasted toccata-like manifestation, these preludes promote simultaneous
diversified techniques more than the study-like persistent singleness of technical skill.
Still reflecting the original ‘warm-up’/ virtuosic-technical display function of the early
preludes, this tendency of multiple-technical display provides greater challenge and
interest for both the performer and the audience. In this way, these preludes display both
adherence to and departure from the traditional expectation.
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Monothematic Treatment and Formal Structure
Like the other characteristics mentioned above, the thematic treatment and formal
structure in Debussy’s preludes show both adherence to and departure from the
traditional approach. Their formal structures are summarised below:
Table 3.3 Debussy Preludes: Thematic Treatments and Formal Plans
Preludes
Bk 1/1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Bk 2/1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Thematic Treatment
Monothematic
Monomotivic
Monothematic
Monomotivic
Duo-motivic
Monothematic
Multi-motivic
Monomotivic
Multi-motivic
Duo-motivic
Multi-motivic
Multi-motivic
Duo-motivic
Multi-motivic
Monothematic
Duo-motivic
Multi-motivic
Duo-motivic
Monomotivic
Multi-motivic
Duo-motivic
Duo-motivic
Monothematic
Monomotivic

Formal Plan/Structure
A A' Ad Ad2 A" coda
A B A' coda
A A' Ad A" A'" coda
A A' Ad coda
A [B C] A' coda
A A' coda
A B B' A coda
A B A'
A Ad Ad2 A'
A Ad A' Ad2 A"
A B A'
A B C Bd A'
A B A' C A"
A B A'
A Ad A' coda
A B C A'
A B A'
A Ad A'
A B A'
A B C A'
A B A'
A A'
A Ad A' Ad2 A" Ad'
A B C D E A' coda

Type of Form
Unified-sectional
Ternary
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Ternary
Unified-sectional
Ternary
Ternary
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Ternary
Contrasted-sectional
Rondo
Ternary
Unified-sectional
Contrasted-sectional
Ternary
Unified-sectional
Ternary
Contrasted-sectional
Ternary
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Contrasted-sectional

As seen above, the majority of the pieces, like those of Rachmaninoff, are still in
extended ‘unified-sectional’ forms. These are followed by, in decreasing order, ternary,
sectional, and rondo forms. With these structures, different thematic treatments are
used.
The prelude ‘Les tierces alternées’ (Book 2 No. 11) represents a radical example of
monothematicism, where the entire piece is built, justifying its title, on one single figure
– the alternating thirds, which place it closest in nature to the moto-perpetuo preludes of
Bach. With this single idea, Debussy constructs an entire piece based on an extended
version of the unisectional form. Besides this truly homogeneous thematic treatment,
ostinato-like accompanying patterns are also used to unify pieces with one or more
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motifs, as in the preludes ‘Des pas sur la neige’ (Book 1 No. 6), ‘Le vent dans la plaine’
(Book 1 No. 3), and ‘La puerta del vino’ (Book 2 No. 3).
Besides monothematicism, Debussy also draws on the idea of monomotivic treatment,
often extending this to that of multi-motivic treatment. The prelude ‘Feuilles mortes’
(Book 2 No. 2) is an example of this in ternary form. The first section (A) introduces
theme ‘A’ that consists of three limbs. The first limb (bars 1-5) consists of two motifs:
the first motif (‘a’, bars 2-3) is more disjunct than the second one (‘b’, bars 4-5), which
is like a contracted development of motif ‘a’ (Ex. 3.2). This is followed by the second
limb (bars 6-7), which is like a chromatic turn figure; and continues with the third limb
(bars 8-9), which comprises three descending pairs of falling fourths (like a
development of figure ‘2’), and is extended by modified repetitions (bars 10-14). The
first limb of theme ‘A’ then returns to round off the first, ‘slow and melancholic’
section. An ostinato bass on motif ‘b’ ushers in the middle section (B) (bars 19-40), that
is more ‘forward moving and more solemnly expressive’. This section introduces a new
theme ‘B’ that also consists of three limbs (refer to Ex. 3.3). The first limb (motif ‘c’,
bars 21-24), a melody based on an ascending whole-tone scale, is accompanied by the
ostinato on motif ‘b’. The second limb (bars 25-31), built on an ornamented E minor
triad, is now accompanied by a series of chords in the upper register that resembles a
modified version of motif ‘a’. The third limb (motif ‘d’, bars 32-35) is based on a
broken-chord-like figure; an extension of this rounds off the section. The last section
(bars 41-52) is a curtailed version of the first. Only the first limb of theme ‘A’ is
restated; this is followed by a variant of motif ‘d’ (bars 47-48, Ex. 3.4), and ends with
an inverted variant of motif ‘c’ (bars 48-49 and 50-52 of Ex. 3.4), both from theme ‘B’.
This way of integrating the motifs from both sections produces unity and cohesiveness
in this bi-thematic piece.
The prelude ‘Minstrels’ (Book 1 No. 12) provides yet another example of thematic
treatment. This sectional-form piece seems to contain a hotch-potch of figures or
fragments in quick succession giving, perhaps as suggested by the title, an impression
of fleeting scenes. The first section (A) (bars 1-8) introduces its main idea (A) in stages
of increasing revelation, giving three motifs: a three-note ascending motif ‘a1’ (bar 1),
an extension of it by repeating the last note – motif ‘a2’ (bar2), and the ‘v’-and
inverted-shape motif ‘a3’ (bars 3-4, Ex. 3.5). The second section (B) (bars 9-34)
presents five more figures in the first ten bars (bars 9- 18): figures ‘B1’ (bars 9-10),
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‘B2’ (bars 11-12), ‘B3’ (bars 13-14), ‘B4’ (bar 15), and ‘B5’ (bars 16-18). These figures
are then repeated (bars 19-25) with the last figure developed and extended (bars 26-31).
The second figure (B2) rounds off this section (bars 32-34) and usheres in the third
section (C) (bars 35-44) which brings in another new figure (C) that is built on a series
of augmented chords. The fourth section (Bd) (bars 45-77) is a varied development of
the second: where the previous figures are developed and appear in a different order,
and new figures (‘B6’ – bars 58-63, and ‘B7’ – bars 63-74) are introduced; their order is
shown as follows (refer also to Ex. 3.5):
‘B1'’ (bars 45-49), ‘B2’ (bars 49-50), ‘B5’ (bars 51-52), ‘B2’ (bars 53-54),
‘B5’ (bars 55-57), ‘B6’ (bars 58-63), ‘B7’ (bars 63-74), and ‘B2’ (bars 74-75).
The final section (A') (bars 78-89) restates theme ‘A’ (bars 78-91), followed by figures
‘B6’ (bars 81-84), ‘B1’ (bars 85-86), and ‘B2’ (bars 87-88), before concluding with a
perfect cadence. It thus contains a total of about nine seemingly disparate figures that
are freely juxtaposed in a mosaic-like arrangement. These, together with their variants,
make this piece seem to contain greater diversity than unity. However, closer inspection
reveals that there is a close connection between the figures because most of them are
either related to, or derived from, the three motifs from theme ‘A’ (as illustrated in Ex.
3.6). This underlying relation binds the different figures together, providing some sort
of motivic cohesiveness that ensures there is still unity amidst diversity.
However, not every piece with a sectional form shows such multi-thematic or multimotivic treatment. The prelude ‘Feux d’artifice’ (Book 2 No. 12) illustrates a different
approach. In this, a single theme, and variants of its motif, overlay the sections adorned
with different arabesque-like figures, giving an example of monothematic treatment that
shows diversity amidst unity.
In addition to these various cohesive thematic/motivic treatments within a piece, there is
also an apparent motif that subtly underlies the set of preludes. This three-note
ascending motif, first introduced in the opening bar of the first prelude (‘Danseuses de
Delphes’, refer to Ex. 3.1), recurs, with variants, in various other preludes, particularly
in the last prelude of the first book (motif ‘a1’ of ‘Minstrels’, refer to Ex. 3.5), the first
prelude of the second book (bar 2 of ‘Brouillards’), and the very last prelude of the set
(opening figure of ‘Feux d’artifice’). Such subtle recurrence of a motif provides
cohesion in a broader sense that unites the set, providing a cyclic effect.
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As shown above, there are various different thematic treatments and formal structures in
these preludes that show varying degrees of resemblance to traditional treatments. Some
of these preludes may contain a number of different, more contrasting, and rapidly
shifting ideas that are juxtaposed in mosaic-like patterns. These may be changing motifs
over an ostinato-like accompaniment, like those of Chopin; or may be changing
background/accompaniment figures with one or more recurring motifs often appearing
in unpredictable succession. These multi-motivic treatments produce preludes that are
seemingly less homogenuous, more diversified, and more episodic than their
predecessors. However, often underlying these seemingly dissimilar fragments are one
or more common motif(s), like an underlying monomotivic treatment, that connects and
ensures an overall cohesion within the piece. In this regard, these preludes are an
extension of the monothematic treatment of the Bach/Chopin tradition, showing greater
freedom and flexibility.

Improvisatory Style
As the impressionistic style shares some common features/characteristics with that of
improvisation, such as a spontaneous exploratory flow, with constant changes,
unfoldment or flux, these features enhance the improvisatory nature of these preludes.
The assemblage of a great number of often related motifs and the coordination and
continuous developments of these figures, through unlimited transformation of their
motifs, rhythms, textures, accompaniment figures, etcetera, as mentioned above, greatly
enhances the simulation or representation of improvisation as it is characteristic of the
prelude genre.
Besides this, the freedom of movement across the keyboard and the resultant varied
pianistic effects provide further simulation of improvisation such as was common in the
often improvised, technical warm-up/virtuosic display convention of the early prelude.
This simulation is particularly distinctive in the pieces with extended scalic or arpeggio
figures that cover the entire keyboard, such as in the preludes ‘Ce qu’a vu le vent
d’ouest’ (Book 1 No. 7), and ‘Feux d’artifice’ (Book 2 No. 12). It may also be seen in
their different combinations of various pianistic techniques, as described earlier under
‘Pianistic/Technical Figuration’ that produce various wave-like arabesque effects.
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All these subtle shifts and changes, characteristic of the impressionistic style provide
these pieces with a quality of spontaneity, freedom and inventiveness that enhance the
improvisatory nature, characteristic of the genre.

Mood Content
Like the preludes of Bach and Chopin, this set of Debussy’s preludes displays a wide
variety of styles ranging from the still, almost static pieces such as ‘Danseuses de
Delphes’ (Book 1 No.1) and ‘Canope’ (Book 2 No. 10) to the vibrant ‘Feux d’Artifice’
(Book 2 No. 12); and from the Italian serenade in ‘La sérénade interrompue’ (Book 1
No. 9), to the Spanish habanera in ‘La puerta del vino’ (Book 2 No. 3), and American
jazz and the cake-walk in ‘Minstrels’ (Book 1 No. 12), and ‘“General Lavine” –
eccentric-’ (Book 2 No. 6) respectively.
Besides style, these Debussy preludes are pieces with clear affective content, as shown
in their very detailed performance indications and directions tabulated below:
Table 3.4

Debussy Preludes: Tempo Markings and Mood Contents

Preludes
Bk 1/1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Tempo Indication / Mood Content
Lent et grave; Doux et soutenu
Modéré (Dans un rythme sans
rigueur et caressant)
Animé; aussi légerement que
possible
Modéré (harmonieux et souple)
Très modéré
Triste et lent; Expressif et
douloureux
Animé et tumultueux
Très
calme
et
doucement
expressif; Sans rigueur
Modérément animé; Quasi guitarra
(comme en préludant)

Presentation
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform, with some variation
Uniform, with some variation
Uniform
Uniform, with varied intensity
Uniform mood

With more varied/contrasting
episodes (though all related to
central ‘guitar image’)
Profondément calme (Dans une Uniform, with episodic growth
brume doucement sonore)
Capricieux et léger
Episodic organic growth
Modéré (Nerveux et avec humour) Episodic with a contrasting
middle section
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Table 3.4 (continued from previous page)
Preludes
Bk 2/1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Tempo Indication / Mood Content
Modéré; extrêmement égal et léger
Lent et mélancolique; Doucement
soutenu et trés expressif
Mouvt de Habenera; Avec de
brusques oppositions d’extrême
violence et de passionnée douceur
Rapide et léger
Calme – Doucement expressif
Dans le style et le mouvement
d’un Cake-walk
Lent
Scherzando

Presentation
Uniform, with some variation
Uniform, with varied intensity
Uniform, with varied intensity
Episodic
Uniform, with varied intensity
Uniform, with varied intensity

Uniform, with varied intensity
Episodic, with more contrasted
middle sections
Grave; sonore
Contrasted sections
Trés calme et doucement triste
Uniform, with varied intensity
Modérément animé
Uniform,
with
slightly
contrasted middle section
Modérément animé; Léger, égal et Uniform, with varied intensity,
lointain
and episodic

As can be seen from above, the highly emotive performance-tempo indications such as
grave, triste, melancholie, tumultueux, calm, scherzando, animé, amiable, etcetera,
show that these pieces are concerned with the conveyance of moods. A vast array of
moods, in association with, or generated by, many different subjects or topics, is
captured by Debussy in these preludes, as can be seen in their highly descriptive titles
or, rather, captions. These wide ranging topics touch on the archaic, as in ‘La cathédrale
engloutie’ and ‘Canope’; the exotic, such as the Spanish ‘La sérénade interrompue’ and
‘La puerta del vino’, the Egyptian ‘Canope’, and the Scottish ‘La fille aux cheveux de
lin’. They also touch on nature, as in ‘La vent dans la plaine’ and ‘Brouillards’; and
atmosphere, such as ‘Les sons et les parfums tournent dans l’air du soir’, ‘Les collines
d’Anacapri’, and ‘Feux d’artifice’. Besides these, there are also pieces inspired by
paintings, such as ‘Danseuses de Delphes’, ‘Voiles’, and ‘La puerta del vino’; literature,
as in ‘Ce qu’a vu le vent d’ouest’, ‘Les fées sont d’exquises danseuses’, and ‘La terrasse
des audiences du clair de lune’; and legend, such as ‘La cathédrale engloutie’, and
‘Ondine’. These pieces also include the depiction of several humorous characters, as in
‘“General Lavine” –eccentric – ’, ‘Hommage à S. Pickwick Esq. P.P.M.P.C.’, and
‘Minstrels’.
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Though with evocative titles, these preludes adhere to the traditional characteristic of
the genre in having a unified mood throughout a piece. However, as with the preludes
of Bach and Chopin, they are not without exceptions. While the majority of the pieces
convey a single uniform mood throughout, there are several pieces with varying degrees
or intensities of a mood, and some (in line with the toccata-like manifestation) with
short sections of contrasting mood(s). The prelude ‘Ce qu’a vu le vent d’ouest’ (Book 1
No. 7), is an example of a mood portrait with varying intensity. Its ‘spirited and
tumultuous’ opening is followed by a section of brewing (bars 15-18) and then, growing
(bars 19-24), intensity. This is followed by a section with slight relief or relaxation (bars
25-34), before a renewed increase (bars 35-42), leading to a climax of heightened
intensity (bars 43-53). A sudden simmering down (bar 54) with a few more surges of
tumultuous eruption bring the piece to an end. Even with such changes, there remains a
strong sense of the continuous organic growth of a unifying mood.
The prelude ‘La sérénade interrompue’ (Book 1 No. 9) illustrates another means of
affective treatment. The piece opens with a rather lively mood that mellows down to a
more ‘expressive and somewhat pleading’ mood (bars 32-45). This is rudely interrupted
by a sudden loud and rather violent excerpt (bars 46-48) before resuming its former
lyrical, expressive mood (bars 50-79). This is interrupted again; this time by a
contrasting, more rhythmic excerpt (bars 80-84), marked ‘lointain’, provoked perhaps
by a possible ‘programme’ of a ‘competing’ serenader in the distance, which is quickly
succeeded by a short ‘furious’ outburst (bars 85-86). Another exchange of these two
contrasting moods occurs (bars 87-94) before the piece returns to the lyrical serenading
mood; and a refrain of the opening livelier mood (bars125-137) rounds off the piece.
These snapshot-like contrasting moods, probably inspired by the descriptive caption, are
more episodic than sectional, and thus do not detract from the piece having an overall
unity of mood.
As seen from the above discussion, these preludes still contain a unifying mood. Meant
more for suggesting or provoking moods than painting or detailing events, the
descriptive captions, in line with the impressionist ideal, help to clarify the moods
conveyed. In this sense Debussy’s preludes present, not so much a turning away of the
genre from absolute to programme music (although several of the preludes are
programmatic – such as ‘La cathédrale engloutie’ and ‘La sérénade interrompue’), but a
reinforcing of its original mood-setting/conveyance characteristic. This suggests
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perhaps Debussy’s respect for past tradition on the one hand, in retaining the generic
title before the pieces and affirming the mood-setting tradition of the genre, and subtly
inserting his originality on the other hand, in incorporating the evocative nature of
impressionism by his placement of descriptive titles as caption while adhering to the
independent prelude tradition of Chopin. Besides this, with their descriptive titles, these
preludes reflect not only their impressionistic nature but also the French clavecinists’
tradition or predilection for musical painting, as seen in the descriptive titles of François
Couperin’s Ordres and Charles Henri Valentin Alkan’s Préludes (Op. 31).

Brevity
These preludes are of varying length, as shown below:
Table 3.5 Debussy Preludes: Tempo Markings and Durations
Book 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Book 2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Tempo Indication
No. of bars
Lent et grave
31
Modéré
64
Animé
59
Modéré
54
Très modéré/ Vif
96
Triste et lent
36
Animé et tumultueux
71
Très calme et doucement expressif
39
Modérément animé
137
Profondément calme
89
Capricieux et léger
96
Modéré
89
Tempo Indication
No. of bars
Modéré
41
Lent et mélancolique
52
Mouvt de Habenera
90
Rapide et léger
127
Calme
51
Dans le style et le mouvement
109
d’un Cake-walk
Lent
45
Scherzando
80
Grave
54
Trés calme et doucement triste
33
Modérément animé
165
Modérément animé
98

19

Duration 19
3’37”
3’40”
2’22”
3’22”
3’28”
4’06”
3’39”
2’29”
2’44”
5’46”
2’59”
2’05”
Duration
2’51”
3’06”
3’30”
3’44”
2’18”
2’26”
4’22”
3’09”
2’23”
2’31”
2’28”
4’26”

Based on the CD sound recording of Cécile Ousset, DebussyPréludes: Books I & II (Hayes Middlesex:
EMI Records Ltd., 1986), CDS 7 47608 8.
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Varying between 31 and 165 bars, the majority of the pieces last approximately two to
four minutes. Four pieces, however, last around four minutes to nearly six minutes.
When performed as a set, the first group of twelve preludes lasts approximately forty
minutes, and the second book approximately thirty-seven minutes. A complete
performance of the whole set of twenty-four preludes will take approximately an hour
and eighteen minutes. These pieces, like those of Rachmaninoff, are generally longer
than those of Chopin (whose whole set lasts approximately forty minutes 20 ). This may
be due to their often more developmental, sectional, multi-thematic or –motivic
treatment, reflective of their evocative nature. However, they are still comparatively
shorter than most of Debussy’s other sets of pianoforte pieces 21 and thus remain close
to the characteristically brief nature of the prelude genre.
Prior to the composition of these two books of twenty-four preludes, Debussy wrote two
preludes with a prefatory function, very much in the tradition of the genre. These are the
preludes to Suite Bergamasque (1890), and Pour le piano (1901). However, unlike
these two preludes, his set of twenty-four Préludes has no clearly designated sequel.
They belong, therefore, to the category of independent prelude initiated by Chopin; and
like Chopin, Debussy performed them independently, often in groups of three or four
numbers 22 , in recitals. Although he never performed his preludes as a complete set,
neither did he preclude this possibility 23 . In fact, their specific sequence and the
inherent cyclical connection (discussed above) seem to suggest this possibility. Their
colourful and virtuosic nature make them excellent concert pieces that can be performed
either singly 24 , or in groups of any number, including the entire set.

Conclusions
With developments based firmly on traditional principles, these sets of Debussy
preludes signify both adherence to and departure from the traditional characteristics of
the genre. Their technical and expressive characteristics reflect largely the impressionist
20

Based on the CD sound recording of Dmitri Alexeev, Chopin: the Complete Preludes (Hayes
Middlesex: EMI Records Ltd., 1986), CDC 7 47662 2.
21
The majority of the pieces from sets such as Suite Bergamasque, Estampes, and Images are above four
minutes.
22
Paul Roberts, Images: The Piano Music of Claude Debussy (Portland, Oregon: Amadeus Press, 1996),
p.241.
23
Roy Howat ed., in collaboration with Claude Helffer, ‘Foreword’ to Claude Debussy: Préludes, Livre I
and II (Paris: Durand –Costallat, 1985), p. xvi.
24
Ricardo Viñes had included just one prelude (Book 1 No. 12) in his performance at the Salle des
Agriculteurs in 1911; quoted in Howat, p. xv.
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style that embodies the vague, intangible, fleeting, and evanescent, in shimmering
musical effects, evocative of the atmospheric or other pictorial images captured by the
mind at a particular moment. This attempt to express such a mental image in tone,
coupled with a sense of improvisatory spontaneity, lends itself to the projection of a
diverse yet unified mood throughout a piece which corresponds to the characteristic of
the genre.
Strengthened by impressionism, the mood-inspiring characteristic of the genre is
heightened in these preludes. Clarified by descriptive captions, these pieces go beyond
emotive subjects to include the atmospheric as well as natural phenomena. While most
of the pieces still convey a single affection, variety is assured by the manifestations of
varied intensity and diversity which are found in some pieces.
In addition, drawing on the genre’s original association with pitch or tonal
establishment, and inspired perhaps by their impressionistic counterparts and the
extramusical associations, these preludes explore new tone colours. The mixture of
traditional tonal practice with modes, exotic and artificial scales, and the new harmonies
derived from these, as well as the novel treatment of traditional harmonies, often
produce new effects that challenge traditional tonal perception, extending its boundaries
and possibilities. Though maintaining a tonal centre or reference point gives each piece
its distinctive colour, these neo-tonal preludes evolved from Bach’s and Chopin’s
systematic presentation of a key scheme in their sets of preludes to the presentation of
certain schematic and linear pitch relationships, paralleling those of Rachmaninoff’s
preludes.
Besides these features, inspired again perhaps by their extramusical associations, these
preludes contain, in addition to the traditional technical figurations, further exploration
of novel technical and pianistic possibilities and sonorities, as seen in their increased
exploitation of such pianistic details as articulations, dynamics, tessituras, and pedals.
Instead of a study-like uniform presentation of certain technical figure(s), these preludes
seem to prefer a more toccata-like diversified approach by combining and contrasting
these with other figures. Similarly, they grow towards the presentation of two or more
themes or thematic fragments that are often juxtaposed in a mosaic-like design,
producing therefore a less homogeneous texture. These multi-motivic treatments are,
however, an extension of monothematicism, retaining its characteristic unity and
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coherence through the recurrence of several often related motifs. These motivic links
underlie the constant and subtle changes of tone colours produced by the multiple
figures, ensuring unity within diversity. Such unity also undergirds the increasingly
episodic, multiple-sectional structures. All these features spelt greater freedom and
flexibility in the treatment and presentation of their formal content that greatly enhances
the improvisatory nature of these preludes.
While all these tendencies towards multiplicity and diversity seem to increase the length
of these pieces, there is also a growing tendency towards cyclical technique, as seen in
the presence of a unifying motif within the set. This brought a growing tendency to have
the preludes performed as a whole set, forming a substantial concert item. This
nevertheless does not preclude the earlier practice of performing them either singly or
as a small group as Debussy himself had performed them.
Thus impressionism is well suited to this genre; without excluding traditional
characteristics, but blending novel effects into a traditional mould has recast the genre
and brought new developments as well as a new balance of unity and diversity that
characterise these impressionistic preludes. With such fusion, the two sets of Debussy’s
Préludes, that typify the impressionistic prelude, indicate a new development that set,
like those of Bach and Chopin, a new benchmark for the genre.
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Ex. 3.2
Section 'A': theme 'A'
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Ex. 3.3
Section 'B': theme 'B'
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Ex. 3.5
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Ex. 3.6
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Chapter 4
Jazz and Folk Elements: Gershwin and Kabalevsky
The nineteenth century, with the rise of national consciousness caused by war or other
adversities that threatened racial or national unity or sovereignty, saw the growth of
nationalism. Either due to certain political reasons or pressures, or trying to eliminate
foreign influences, nationalistic composers turned to the exploration of their own
heritages. Folk music, indigenous to each nation, with its particularities of style, mode,
and rhythm, was one of the resources drawn on by composers who wished to establish a
distinctively national style. This trend continued throughout the early twentieth century,
particularly around the time of the two world wars. However, this approach was, in this
later period, to varying extents combined with modernist compositional techniques or
procedures.
Concurrently in America, jazz, initially considered a decadent and immoral type of
music, was gaining increasing popularity. This, too, was linked to a general concern for
a national identity and thus, in music, something that could represent ‘a
characteristically American school of composition’ 1 . With the widespread popularity of
jazz in the 1920s, the so-called ‘Jazz Age’ 2 , it was considered by many as a typical
American product. This saw the incorporation of various jazz styles, such as ragtime,
and blues into classical or serious music. Meanwhile, jazz spread to Europe and was
taken as either a popular, exotic, or ethnic style, beyond that of a national one. It was
adopted by composers as early as Charles Ives and Debussy in the first decade of the
twentieth century, Satie and Stravinsky in the second, and Hindemith, Krenek, Ravel,
Milhaud, Honegger, Gershwin, Martinů, and Berg in the third decade – showing a
growing tendency, which continued into the next decades. These early twentiethcentury jazz-inflected classical compositions were however, in the realm of ‘composed’
rather than ‘improvised’ music; and as all jazz music of the period, they were largely
tonal or neo-tonal.
This period also saw the rise of a new generation of composer-music educators, such as
Bartók, Kodály, Villa-Lobos, Kabalevsky and Tcherepnin, who faced the lack of
1

C. André Barbera, ‘George Gershwin and Jazz’ in The Gershwin Style: New Looks at the Music of
George Gershwin, ed. Wayne Schneider (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), p. 177.
2
Charles Hamm, ‘Towards a New Reading of Gershwin’ in The Gershwin Style: New Looks at the Music
of George Gershwin, ed. Wayne Schneider (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 6.
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suitable teaching materials for young learners. To meet this shortage, they resorted to
composing their own pieces. For some composers, the prelude genre, with a didactic
tradition since the Baroque period, was a suitable choice. Trying to establish familiar
ground to which the student can relate, composers often drew from national, folk, or
popular musics. At the same time, modern compositional techniques are often included
in these didactic compositions with the aim of introducing the students to more modern
or contemporary sounds.
These developments are variously reflected in the jazz-inspired preludes of Gershwin
and the folk-derived preludes of Kabalevsky.

Gershwin
George Gershwin held a unique position in America as ‘the man who brought “jazz”
into the concert hall’ 3 , and who has ‘written popular classical music and classic popular
pieces’ 4 . Maurice Hinson commended his ingenuity in this aspect for ‘out of the
elements of jazz, ragtime, and the blues, he wove a musical language that is fresh,
spontaneous, and above all, American’ 5 . With an interest not confined to classical or art
music but including the popular music of the day, especially jazz6 , Gershwin had a
unique career, composing both popular and art music, and developed a unique
compositional style, as described by Robert Wyatt: ‘by fusing the elements of classical
music, the jazz he heard in Harlem, and the popular music of Tin Pan Alley, George
Gershwin had assimilated a compositional style that was unique among the composers
of the early 1920s’ 7 .
Following the success of his first concert piece, Rhapsody in Blue in 1924, Gershwin,
planning to write more concert pieces, conceived the idea of writing a set of twenty-four
preludes for piano, perhaps after the tradition of Chopin, but mixed with jazz idioms
and to be called The Melting Pot. He started this project in 1925 8 ; however, by the end
3
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of 1926, only six were written, which he premiered in a recital featuring the contralto
Marguerite d’Alvarez with Gershwin as her accompanist. Of these, three were
eventually published in 1927, dedicated to William Daly, a close friend, interpreter, and
adviser 9 .
Several factors could have led to the composition of these ‘jazz preludes’. The first of
these is his perception that concert, or art music is of more lasting value than popular
music. This is reflected in his words, ‘[popular songs] die at an early age and are soon
completely forgotten’ 10 , but ‘the only kinds of music which endure are those which
possess [a serious] form in the universal sense’ 11 . Interestingly, his statement, however,
has proven to be not necessarily the case, as some of his popular songs have become
‘classics’. A second factor is perhaps the influence of society’s consideration of jazz as
a possible national style. Gershwin shared a similar view when he wrote ‘one country
may prefer a peculiar rhythm…[so much that] it becomes identified with that nation. In
America this preferred rhythm is called jazz…Jazz has contributed an enduring value to
America in the sense that it has expressed ourselves’ 12 . He went further to suggest that
jazz might be regarded as an American folk music that, like folk music of other nations,
has the potential to be developed into art music:
The great music of the past in other countries has always been built on
folk-music…It is not always recognized that America has folk-music;
yet it really has not only one but many different folk-musics. It is a vast
land, and different sorts of folk-music have sprung up in different parts,
…all being a possible foundation for development into an artmusic…Jazz I regard as an American folk-music; not the only one, but a
very powerful one which is probably in the blood and feeling of the
American people more than any other style of folk-music. I believe that
it can be made the basis of serious symphonic works of lasting value. 13
These two ideas thus brought about the integration of jazz into classical concert music.
A third factor that could have led to his choice of the prelude genre may have been as a
homage to Chopin, as shown in his initial intention to write a set of twenty-four
preludes, and also to Debussy, by incorporating the jazz idiom as Debussy had done in
9
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his preludes ‘Minstrels’ and ‘“General Lavine” – eccentric’. A final factor may be
Gershwin’s recognition of some common features between jazz style and the prelude:
both are mainly instrumental pieces with a simple form and an improvisatory nature.
This led to the incorporation of certain jazz elements into the prelude genre, producing a
set of jazz preludes. Isaac Goldberg, Gershwin’s first biographer, noted in regard to the
Gershwin-d’Alvarez recitals that the six preludes are ‘founded upon jazz motifs, thus
proving…that jazz was adaptable to the consecrated forms of the classics’14 .
However, since Gershwin chose, eventually, to publish only three of these preludes, and
since the exact performance programme of the six preludes played during the 1926
recitals can not be fully ascertained 15 , this study will examine only the three published
preludes.

Formal and Conventional Characteristics

Tonality
Gershwin’s Three Piano Preludes are clearly tonal, each with their tonal centre clearly
established in the four- to six-bar introductions. This is strongly emphasised throughout
most of the piece, with the tonic often embedded in ostinato-like chord patterns giving a
pedal effect. Their tonality is, however, coloured by certain jazz idioms.
One of these is the frequent chromatic inflection of the third and seventh degrees of the
scale, producing a constant flux of major/minor thirds or sevenths, as can be seen in the
opening phrase of Prelude No. 1 (bar 8, refer to Ex. 4.1), the introductory bars of
Prelude No. 2 (bars 1-4, refer to Ex. 4.3), and the bass melody in its middle section
(bars 31-34, refer to Ex. 4.4), as well as the opening melody of Prelude No. 3 (bars 6
and 8). These chromatic inflections, contributing to the major-minor ambiguity of the
pieces, are derived from the ‘blues scale’, such as used in the penultimate bar (bar 61)
of Prelude No. 1.

14
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Another jazz idiom employed in these preludes is the tendency towards subdominant
and plagal harmony, instead of the more common dominant-tonic progression. This
progression can be seen in the first half-cadence of Prelude No. 1 (bars 9-10, refer to
Ex. 4.1), the first section of Prelude No. 2 (bars 8 into 9, refer to Ex. 4.3), and the
middle section of Prelude No. 3 (bars 29-48), where the subdominant harmony is
emphasised. Emphasis is also given to the subdominant in Prelude No. 2 whose middle
section modulates to the subdominant major (C-sharp minor into F-sharp major in bars
31-44, as seen in Ex. 4.4), and the near plagal closure at the end (bars 57-58).
Besides these is a preference for either diatonic or chromatic seventh, ninth, or addedsixth chords in place of the common triads. Added-sixth chords are featured in the
introductory phrases of both preludes nos. 1 (bars 3-6) and 3 (bars 1-4). Seventh and
ninth chords are used frequently in all three preludes, as can be seen in the parallel
ninths progression in the middle section of Prelude No. 1: minor ninths on G minor, Bflat minor, C-sharp minor, and E minor in bar 20 (refer to Ex. 4.2); and minor ninths on
A minor, C minor, E-flat minor, and F-sharp minor in bar 29.
All these harmonic progressions, while causing major/minor ambiguity, do not disturb
the often clearly stressed tonal centre of the pieces. Besides occasional modulations
(such as the middle section of Prelude No. 2), or more often modulatory inflections,
these progressions add colour to the otherwise strongly tonic-centred pieces.
Moreover, there is strong tonal relationship between the pieces in which each piece
leads smoothly into the next via either common note or progression of thirds, as shown
below:
Starting and ending bar of:
Prelude No. 1

  







Preludes
Key centre

No. 1
Bb major

 

 
Prelude No. 2

Links between pieces: progression of 3rds and common note(F = E#)










 

Prelude No. 3

common note (D# = Eb)

No. 2
C minor (middle section in F# major)
#





No. 3
Eb minor

Strong tonal relationships within the set are also found. When spelt enharmonically, the
existing tonal centres give the reading of B flat, D flat, G flat, and E flat. This linear
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pitch relationship coincides with the notes of an E-flat minor seventh chord, while the
progression from the first to the last piece is like that of a movement from a dominant
(in this case, a B flat) to a flattened leading-note (C sharp), touching the mediant (F
sharp through modulation), before ending on the tonic (E flat).
With such tonal relationships within the set, this set of neo-tonal preludes, though
having only three pieces, illustrates the presence of a linear pitch relationship that
parallels that of Rachmaninoff’s preludes, and further reflects the genre’s preoccupation
with tonal relations.

Pianistic/Technical Figuration
Conforming to the tradition of the genre, each of the Gershwin preludes has a specific
pianistic or technical figuration, as shown below:
Table 4.1

Gershwin Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents and Presentations

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3

Pianistic/Technical Content
Syncopated chords and lines
Ostinato chords, lines, and counterpoint
Syncopated chords and lines

Presentation
With textural variants
With textural variants
With textural variants

Although chords and lines are the common features of these preludes, reflecting the
song-and-accompaniment-derived jazz style, each piece, like a study, has its distinctive
patterns. The first piece contains mainly triadic melodic lines (bars 7-10 of Ex. 4.1),
with occasional scalic decorations (bars 11-13 of Ex. 4.1) and repeated-note extensions
(bars 16-17 of Ex. 4.2), supported by a syncopated leaping-bass figure. The second
piece has a melody based mainly on alternating thirds or fourths supported by doublenote broken chords (refer to Ex. 4.3), while the third piece has its melody based on
ornamented arpeggios supported by syncopated extended broken chords (refer to Ex.
4.5).
While these figures are kept rather consistently throughout the pieces, they are
subjected to textural variants. Octaves are introduced when the melody is repeated,
often in the last section, to thicken the texture (bars 50-56 of Prelude No. 1; bars 18-28
and 54-55 of Prelude No. 2, further thickened by a contrapuntal insertion; and bars 5158 of Prelude No. 3, refer to Ex. 4.5). A contrasting texture is introduced in the middle
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section of Prelude No. 2, when the hands exchange roles. The melody is given to the
bass, and the treble takes on the double-note accompaniment, now in repeated patterns
(bars 31-44, refer to Ex. 4.4). Contrasting texture is also seen in the middle section of
Prelude No. 3 when the arpeggio-like melody is taken over by appoggiatura-like chords
over a walking-bass line supported by sustained basses (bars 29-43). These textural
changes add colour to the pieces without changing their core pianistic or technical
figures.
Despite their song-and-accompaniment-derived jazz style, these pieces demonstrate
keen pianistic or technical concerns which may be seen in the employment of various
technical figures such as scales, arpeggiated chords, and octaves and chords in different
combinations including crossed hands and different registers. Prelude No. 3, for
example, presents its two main figures in various registers and settings, as can be seen
in Ex. 4.5.
This exhaustion of the pianistic or technical possibilities of one or more specific
figuration(s) is reflective of the Bach/Chopin tradition, and well connected to one of the
original functions of the genre – as a technical warm-up or display piece.

Thematic Treatment and Formal Structure
In the area of thematic treatment and formal structure, these pieces reflect the
compatibility of the jazz idiom with the prelude genre, as shown below:
Table 4.2

Gershwin Preludes: Thematic Treatments and Formal Plans

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3

Thematic Treatment
Multimotivic
Multimotivic
Multimotivic

Formal Plan/Structure
Intro A B A' A coda
Intro A A' B A coda
Intro A B A'

Type of Form
Ternary
Ternary
Ternary

Perhaps influenced by jazz idioms, all three Gershwin preludes are in ternary form,
where the contrasted ‘B’ section, known as the ‘release’ or ‘bridge’ 16 in popular song
form, uses different, though in this case related, musical materials. With these, the
sections are often unified by another jazz idiom – the employment of one or more short

16

Norman Lloyd, ‘Jazz’ in The Golden Encyclopedia of Music (New York: Golden Press, 1968), p. 263.
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melodic ostinato-like ‘riff’(s) 17 – which parallel the mono- or multi-motivic treatment
common to the prelude genre. The first prelude provides an example of this motivic
link. Having four main sections and four riffs or motifs, its first motif, ‘a’, which first
appears unaccompanied in the introduction, contains the intervallic germs for the other
motifs. Comprising two halves, it begins with an appoggiatura leading to an arpeggiated
tonic triad in second inversion, followed by a repeat of this figure with the last note
replaced by the flattened leading note. When verticalised, these provide two groups of
intervals: a major sixth encompassing a major third over a perfect fourth; and another
major sixth encompassing an augmented fourth over a minor third (bars 1-2, Ex. 4.1).
These form the basic intervallic components of the other motifs in the piece. Two
motifs are introduced in Section ‘A’: the above-mentioned motif ‘a’ and its extension
(bars 7-10) is followed by motif ‘b’. Comprising four descending notes and a rising step
outlining a third (which may be either minor or major) decorated by passing and
auxiliary notes, this motif, repeated in descending sequences (bars 11-14, Ex. 4.1), is
like a development of the thirds from motif ‘a’. The ‘B’ section again has two motifs,
‘c’ and ‘d’, which develop in turn the intervals of perfect and augmented fourths from
the first motif. Motif ‘c’ consists of a rising perfect fourth with its second note reiterated
throughout the bar. This is followed by the inversion of the interval followed by a
further step up to a sixth (bars 16-17, Ex. 4.2). Motif ‘d’ comprises a series of rising
sequences based on a broken chord figure made up of an augmented followed by a
perfect fourth (bars 20-21 of Ex. 4.2). These four motifs, all related intervallically to the
opening motif, are the basic melodic materials for the entire piece, hence ensuring unity
and coherence.
Prelude No. 2 provides another example of integrated motivic treatment where the
materials of its contrasted middle section are drawn freely from the first section. The
four-bar introduction brings in the first riff, or motif ‘a’, a four-note ostinato figure with
arch-shape chromatic steps doubled by alternating tonic and dominant notes. Its first
section, A, comprises two more riff-like motifs. The first one, motif ‘b’, is based on
alternating thirds and, in the later part, fourths (bars 5-8, Ex. 4.3). This is followed by
motif ‘c’, which is based mainly on the subdominant triad (F-sharp major, bars 9-12).
The second section, A' (bars 17-30, Ex. 4.3), introduces a ‘compound riff’ in which the
motifs appear in counterpoint or superimposition. The ‘B’ section has the melody in the
17
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bass and freely develops the materials from these three motifs in the following order:
motif ‘cd’ (bars 31-37), ‘ad’ (bars 38-40), and ‘bd’ (bars 41-44) (refer to Ex. 4.4). In all
three preludes, similar motivic relations provide coherence to the otherwise, seemingly
contrasted sections.
This multimotivic treatment parallels that of Debussy’s preludes, and the jazz-inspired
forms and thematic treatments are compatible with the prelude genre as they provide the
variety and unity needed for contrast and coherence characteristic of the genre.

Improvisatory Style
As can be seen from the above discussion, these preludes adopt the form of jazz which
is essentially a series of variations. This variation technique may be seen in the
resourceful melodic or motivic treatments mentioned above which capture or emulate
the spirit of improvisation, characteristic of jazz.
Several variation techniques often associated with jazz may be seen in these preludes.
One of these is the improvisatory extension of repeated melodic patterns, phrases, or
riffs, as seen in the opening phrase of Prelude No. 2, where the repeated alternatingthird pattern is developed and extended on its third repetition (such as in bars 4-8, refer
to Ex. 4.3). This melodic feature closely emulates practices common in jazz
improvisation.
A second common variation technique is short melodic variations over a rhythmic
ostinato, as in the opening sections of Prelude No. 3, where the melody is modified or
varied while retaining the same rhythm, such as in bars 5-8, 13-16 (refer to Ex. 4.5), and
29-32. A reverse process where the melodic pattern is maintained over a varied rhythm
may be found in bars 32-33.
A third technique is subtle variations of a rhythmic ostinato, such as is found in Prelude
No. 1, in which the rhythm in bar 3, is subtly varied in the left hand part of bars 11, 13,
21, 23, 43, 50, and 54 (refer to Exs. 4.1 and 4.2).
Besides these, is the simulation of another jazz idiom – the ‘break’ or the short cadenza
for solo improvisation, such as seen in the little cadential flourishes found in the final
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bar(s) of all three preludes, as well as a cadenza-like section in Prelude No. 3 (bars 4450). The employment of these jazz-style improvisatory idioms is compatible with the
improvisatory nature of the prelude genre.

Mood Content
Though without descriptive titles, clear affective content is indicated by the
performance directions found in these preludes, as seen below:
Table 4.3

Gershwin Preludes: Tempo Markings and Mood Contents

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3

Tempo Indication/Mood Content
Allegro ben ritmato e deciso
Andante con moto; Largamente con moto;
Tempo I
Agitato

Presentation
Uniform mood
With varied intensity
Uniform mood

A uniform mood is maintained in each of these preludes. Although there is a change of
tempo in the middle section of the second piece, it is, however, slight and despite the
change to a major tonality, the opening mood and relaxed blues style is maintained.
With a clear mood content and a unitary expression, these Gershwin preludes are
reflective of the Bach/Chopin tradition of the prelude genre.

Brevity
These three preludes are relatively short, as shown below:
Table 4.4

Gershwin Preludes: Tempo Markings and Durations
Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3

Tempo Indication
Allegro ben ritmato e deciso
Andante con moto
Agitato

No. of bars
62
61
58

Duration 18
1’26”
3’32”
1’13”

Varying between 58 and 62 bars, the two faster numbers last less than one and a half
minutes, while the slower second piece lasts around three and a half minutes. With the
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whole set occupying around six minutes in performance, they reflect the small scale
characteristic of the genre.
Comprising only three relatively short pieces, these preludes are often performed, as by
their composer, as an entire set. Well contrasted, and, like those of Rachmaninoff, rather
virtuosic, this set of fast-slow-fast preludes makes an effective suite of concert pieces.

Kabalevsky
A prolific composer, Dmitri Borisovich Kabalevsky wrote a wide range of music, often
with a nationalistic flavour. His compositional output ranges from large-scale theatrical
and orchestral works for both professional and young performers, to chamber music and
solo pieces of all levels of difficulty for didactic purposes. Significant is his contribution
in the area of composing music for children and young performers, as well as
developing a system of musical education for them 19 .
Chopin was a major influence on nineteenth-century Russian composers who
contributed significantly to the literature of the piano, a large proportion of which were
piano preludes. Coming from a background with such a strong tradition of prelude
composition, it is not surprising that Kabalevsky’s opus one is a set of three preludes
composed during his first year of study at the Moscow Conservatoire (1925).
During that time (1925-6), Kabalevsky became aware of the lack of suitable teaching
material for piano in Russia and resolved to fill this shortage 20 . The prelude, conceived
as a study-like miniature, is especially suitable for teaching purposes; and Kabalevsky
wrote several more sets of these, exhibiting different levels of difficulty: Four Preludes,
Op. 5 (1927-28), Four Preludes, Op. 20 (1933-34), Twenty-four Preludes, Op. 38
(1943-44), and Six Preludes and Fugues, Op. 61 (1958-59).
Of these sets, the Twenty-four Preludes, Op. 38 – in addition to its educational purpose
– has a patriotic association. Composed during the Second World War, this set of
pieces, along with other vocal or choral works of a patriotic nature, was Kabalevsky’s
19
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inspirational contribution to his nation. Within a keyboard genre the nation could well
identify with (mentioned above), a further patriotic element is injected into this set of
preludes, as Kabalevsky described at the beginning of the work: ‘if I want to inject the
folk element into writing, there is truly no place for me to seek it other than in Russian
songs’ 21 . Dedicated to his composition teacher, Myaskovsky who, along with several
other Russian composers such as Borodin, Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninoff, Scriabin, and
Prokofiev, had a definite influence on Kabalevsky’s music 22 , each of the twenty-four
preludes is based on a folk song, taken mostly from Rimsky-Korsakov’s Collection of
100 Russian Folksongs 23 (Op. 24, 1877).

Formal and Conventional Characteristics

Tonality
Like Chopin’s Op. 28, this set of Twenty-four Preludes, Op. 38, has a set key scheme.
Pairs of major and the relative minor are presented in a cycle of fifths, covering all the
twelve major and minor keys; and each piece flows smoothly into the next either by
steps or with common note(s) as in the example of Chopin.
With a set key scheme, these preludes are thus tonal, and have the tonal centre clearly
established in the opening bars with the exception of preludes nos. 10, 18, and 19.
Prelude No. 10, for example, begins with a series of chromatic chords (refer to Ex. 4.6)
leading, each time, to the dominant for the first twelve bars, before confirming the tonal
centre as C-sharp minor. Preludes nos. 18 and 19 on the other hand, seem to waver
between two keys, the tonic (F minor and E-flat major respectively), and the
submediant (D flat major and C minor), resulting in tonal ambiguity, before confirming
the tonic near the end of each piece.
In the other pieces, tonality may be coloured by or tinged with several elements. For
some preludes, the chosen folk tunes may be modal (such as the aeolian tune in Prelude
No. 8, and the phrygian tune in Prelude No. 11); hence, modes, as well as the whole-
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tone and octatonic scales (Prelude No. 11, bars 34-39), may be used along with the
major-minor keys. Frequent modulations (with changes of key signature) occur in some
preludes, such as nos. 9, 13, and 14, with some emphasising semitonal relations, such as
Prelude No. 15 (Db to C, and D to Db). Chromatic inflections, especially the
major/minor third or sixth degree of a scale are often used, along with other chromatic
harmonies, such as may be seen in the opening bars (bars 1-15) of Prelude No. 1.
Besides these are various non-perfect cadential closures, such as that in the final prelude
(No. 24), which closes with the flattened-supertonic minor with added fourth, followed
by the flattened-dominant-ninth in second inversion before the tonic major (Ebmadd4,
Ab9, D, bars 101-105). All these elements add colour to the basic major-minor tonality,
producing neo-tonal preludes with clear tonal centres, which are usually clearly
emphasised by the often tonic-anchored folk tune, and repetitive tonic pedal (such as in
preludes nos. 12 and 13).
Though tinged with some chromatic or modal colourings, these neo-tonal preludes
clearly retain the traditional characteristics of the genre in establishing a tonal identity
and relationship for both the individual pieces as well as the set.

Pianistic/Technical Figuration
Like their predecessors, these Kabalevsky preludes each contain one or more specific
pianistic or technical figure(s), as shown below:
Table 4.5

Kabalevsky Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents and Presentations

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11

Pianistic/Technical Content
Lines and repeated chords; with
counterpoint in the middle section
Chords and lines, with trill-like figure
Broken chords and lines
Chords and octaves; with arpeggio and
chromatic lines in the middle section
Chords and octaves
Broken chords and voicing
Two-part counterpoint; doubles in
parallel sixths in the middle section
Lines and leaping basses
Lines and leaping basses
Chords and broken chords
Lines and chords; with arpeggio
passages in two middle sections
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Presentation
With textural variant
Consistent
Consistent
With textural variant
Consistent
Consistent
With textural variant
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
With textural variant

Table 4.5 (continued from previous page)
No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16
No. 17
No. 18
No. 19
No. 20
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23
No. 24

Chords and lines; with some octaves
Chords and octaves; with lines in two
middle sections
Toccata-like figuration, lines and
broken chords; with trill-like figure at
the last section
Lines in unisono and contrapuntal
treatments, and chords
Repeated and alternating notes; lines;
broken chords and octaves
Part-playing; with lines and octaves in
the middle section
Chords and broken chords
Chords and lines
Leaping basses and lines
Chords and octave
Part-playing, lines, and broken chords
Lines and chords in unison
Chords, broken chords, and lines

With textural variant
With textural variant
With textural variant
With textural variant
With varied sectional
treatment
With textural variant
Consistent
Consistent
With textural variant
Consistent
With textural variant
Consistent
With textural variant

While almost half of these pieces have a consistently uniform presentation of pianistic
or technical materials, the other half contain some varied materials due to textural
variants. Prelude No. 11, for example, alternates the main sections, where the folk tune
is presented in half chordal and half contrapuntal textures (bars 1-12, 21-32, and 42-60),
with interlude-like bridge passages of monophonic arpeggio figurations (bars 13-20,
and 34-39).
Prelude No. 16, however, has more varied materials in a toccata-like sectional style.
The first section introduces the folk tune accompanied by alternating thirds in the right
hand over a repeated tonic pedal of alternating octave and single note in the left hand
(bars 1-14). The theme is repeated in a similar texture, but with the alternating thirds
now in harmonic form and syncopated (bars 15-22). The next section contains extended
arpeggios decorated with passing notes, over repeated pairs of disjunct octaves (bars 2327). The fourth section develops the theme in fragments of repeated and auxiliary
figures in counterpoint with scalic figures (bars 28-35). This is followed by another
theme-free section, like the third, now in broken-chord and -octave figurations (bars 3640). The last section then combines the extended ornamental arpeggio figures of section
three with the theme over syncopated tonic pedals (either straight or with auxiliary
notes, bars 43-59). This prelude thus presents a mixture of different pianistic or
technical figures unified by the recurring theme and the tonic pedals. This potpourri
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presentation of materials (reflective of the toccata-like manifestation), is, however, an
exception, like similar exceptions in Bach’s WTC.
As a set, these Kabalevsky preludes are rather virtuosic, and present a wide variety of
idiomatic piano writing. Prelude No. 24 in particular explores different textures in
various technical combinations, covering a wide keyboard range in different
articulations and dynamic shadings. It thus serves, like the final numbers of Chopin,
Rachmaninoff, and Debussy, as the climax of the entire set.
Partly composed for didactic reasons, these preludes are pieces in which different
technical figurations are explored and strongly wrought in either study-like consistency
or in toccata-like variety, where the folk tune setting either conceals the essentially
technical-study nature of these pieces (such as in Prelude No. 11) or provides the
unifying factor for such exploration (such as in Prelude No. 16). They thus reflect one
of the genre’s original functions, as a pianistic/technical warm-up and display piece.

Thematic Treatment and Formal Structure
Closely adhering to the Bachian prelude tradition, most of these Kabalevsky preludes
are in ‘unified-sectional’ forms, as shown below:
Table 4.6

Kabalevsky Preludes: Thematic Treatments and Formal Plans

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10

Thematic Treatment
Monomotivic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Multimotivic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic

Formal Plan/Structure
Intro A A' coda
A A' Ad A
Intro A Ad A codo
A Ad A
A Ad A'
Intro A A' Ad Ad' A' coda
Intro A A'
Intro A A' Ad A"
A Ad A' Ad' A"
A B A' B'

No. 11

Monomotivic

A B A' B' A"

No. 12

Monothematic

A A'
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Type of Form
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Modified strophic
/unified-sectional
form
Modified strophic
/unified-sectional
form
Unified-sectional

Table 4. 6 (continued from previous page)
Preludes
No. 13
No. 14

Thematic Treatment
Monomotivic
Monomotivic

No. 15
No. 16

Monothematic
Monomotivic

No. 17
No. 18
No. 19
No. 20
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23
No. 24

Multimotivic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Duo-motivic
Monothematic
Monothematic

Formal Plan/Structure
A B Ad Bd A'
A B A' B'

Type of Form
Rondo
Modified strophic
/unified-sectional
form
A A'
Unified-sectional
Intro A A'B Ad B'A" coda Modified strophic
/unified-sectional
form
A B A'
Ternary
A A' A"
Variations
A Ad A'
Unified-sectional
Intro A A' Ad A' coda
Unified-sectional
d
Intro A A A' coda
Unified-sectional
Intro A Ad A' coda
Unified-sectional
d
A A A' coda
Unified-sectionl
d d'
A A' A A coda
Variations

As can be seen above, ‘unified-sectional’ forms predominate. Closely related are the
preludes in modified-strophic forms, such as nos. 10, 11, 14, and 16. These contain
sections based on folk themes (marked ‘A’ in preludes nos. 11, and 16; and ‘B’ in nos.
10, and 14), and sections that are more purely technical in nature (marked ‘B’ in
preludes nos. 11, and 16; and ‘A’ in nos. 10, and 14). They thus seem to emulate the
song form of having the verses in alternation with an instrumental introduction,
interludes, and/or postludes. These modified-strophic forms are thus like unifiedsectional forms with added introduction, bridge passages, and coda. With mainly
monomotivic treatments, coherence and unity are maintained in these preludes. Both
sections ‘A’ and ‘B’ of Prelude No. 10, for example, are based on motif ‘a’, which
comprises two pairs of thirds forming a triad (compare bars 1-2, and 11-12, Ex. 4.6).
Another form closely related to that of unified-sectional, is the theme and variations
form. This is seen in preludes nos. 18, and 24 (refer to Ex. 4. 7), where either the folk
theme, or the accompaniment, or both, are repeated with varied decorations or
developments. They are thus part of the unified-sectional forms.
Besides these forms, rondo form is found in Prelude No. 13, where the first section,
with the folk theme, ‘A’, recurs after sections with a different theme, ‘B’ (bars 17-28,
and bars 44-53). Monomotivic in treatment, both themes are based on a scalic motif.
Theme ‘B’ is an ornamented inverted development of theme ‘A’ (Ex. 4.8). Prelude No.
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17, however, is in ternary form. Different in texture, the middle section (bars 17-32,
Ex. 4.9) is more homophonic, and seems like an improvisation that spins off freely from
the materials in section ‘A’.
Slightly different from the preludes mentioned in earlier chapters, folk tunes, as can be
seen, provide the basis for thematic and formal considerations in these Kabalevsky
preludes. The tune may be introduced right at the beginning (such as Prelude No. 2), or
after an introduction, which may be brief (as in Prelude No. 8) or as long as an entire
section in emulation of an instrumental-prelude (as in No. 10). It may be restated
immediately (as in No. 18) or with interpolated sections emulating instrumental
interludes (as in No. 11). The theme may be decorated or varied as a whole (as in No.
1), or developed motivically in rhythms, melodic intervals, phrases and/or textural
treatments or accompaniments (as in No. 4).
With such treatments, these Kabalevsky preludes resemble the Baroque chorale prelude.
The folk tune is subjected to treatment similar to the chorale tune, which may, in some
preludes (such as nos. 3 and 12), come close to a ‘cantus-firmus’. The folk tune thus
supplies the theme for the essentially variation-based formal structure of the prelude,
and reflects the essential relation between variation technique, improvisation and the
formal characteristics of the genre.

Improvisatory Style
Like the Baroque chorale prelude as well as the later jazz preludes, the various highly
variational and developmental thematic and formal treatments of the folk tunes found in
these Kabalevsky preludes, as mentioned above, are reflective of their simulations of
improvisation peculiar to the initial improvised prelude. As mentioned above, there is a
close relation between improvisation, variation and the formal structure of the prelude
genre. Originating as an improvised piece, the improvisation aspect is strongly
associated with, or based on variation technique, which is manifested in: on the smallscale construction level – the monothematic nature; and on the large-scale construction
level – the various unisectional or unified-sectional forms found in these preludes.
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Besides these, further improvisatory variation abounds in these preludes, where the folk
tune/theme is presented with varying textures, rhythms, registers or accompaniments, as
seen in Prelude No. 24 (shown in Ex. 4.7).
In addition to these are the various technical flourishes, in emulation of the oftenimprovised instrumental links (such as in preludes No. 17, bar 32; and No. 18, bar 4),
introductions (preludes No. 10, bars 1-10; and No. 14, bars 1-12), interludes (No. 11,
bars 13-20; and No. 16, bars 23-27), or cadenzas and cadential extensions (No. 22, bars
52-62; and No. 24, bars 96-105). With all these improvisatory features, these
Kabalevsky preludes reflect close connections to the original improvisatory
characteristic of the genre.

Mood Contents
Like their predecessors, each of the Kabalevsky preludes contains and presents mostly a
single affection, as shown in the tempo and performance indications below:
Table 4.7

Kabalevsky Preludes: Tempo Markings and Mood Contents

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16
No. 17
No. 18
No. 19
No. 20

Tempo Indication/Mood Content
Andantino
Scherzando
Vivace leggiero
Andantino
Andante sostenuto
Allegro molto
Moderato e tranquillo
Andante non troppo. Semplice e cantando; Poco
agitato; diminuendo a più tranquillo, Tempo I
Allegretto scherzando; Poco piu mosso; poco a
poco accelerando al fine
Non troppo allegro ma agitato. Recitando,
rubato; Largo; come primo; Largo
Vivace scherzando
Adagio
Allegro non troppo
Prestissimo possibile
Allegretto marcato
Allegro tenebroso
Andantino tranquillo
Largamente con gravita
Allegretto
Andantino semplice
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Presentation
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
With
varied
intensity
With increasing
intensity
With
varied
intensity
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood

Table 4.7 (continued from previous page)
Preludes
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23
No. 24

Tempo Indication/Mood Content
Festivamente (Non troppo allegro)
Scherzando. Non troppo allegro
Andante sostenuto
Allegro feroce; poco allargando…Meno moss.
Marciale; Pochissimo più mosso, dolce
tranquillo; Poco meno mosso

Presentation
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Varied moods

While the majority of the preludes present a single mood and keep it uniformly
throughout the piece, several vary or increase the intensity. Prelude No. 8, for example,
has a brief slightly agitated section (bars 20-24) in the middle before returning to the
opening simple, sweet, flowing, cantabile style. Prelude No. 10, on the other hand, has
its slow, stately, and somewhat melancholic homophonic folk-theme sections, preceded
by slightly agitated, freer recitative-like sections. The more light-hearted Prelude No. 9,
however, builds in intensity towards the end, as shown by the marking: poco a poco
accelerando al fine.
The final prelude (No. 24) contains more varied moods. This minor-mode piece begins
with a strongly marked fiery section and builds up to a grandly majestic martial section
(bars 47-56) before it simmers down to conclude with a sweet and calm major section
(bars 71-105).
The varied moods presented in Prelude No. 24 are, however, an exception, very much
like similar exceptions found in the preludes of Bach and Chopin. Most of the pieces in
the set contain and present a single unified mood very much in keeping with the
traditional characteristics of the genre.

Brevity
These Kabalevsky preludes are of varied length and duration, as shown below:
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Table 4. 8

Kabalevsky Preludes: Tempo Markings and Durations

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16
No. 17
No. 18
No. 19
No. 20
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23
No. 24

Tempo Indication
No. of bars
Andantino
27
Scherzando
38
Vivace leggiero
53
Andantino
63
Andante sostenuto
45
Allegro molto
35
Moderato e tranquillo
26
Andante non troppo
29
Allegretto scherzando
63
Non troppo allegro ma agitato
43
Vivace scherzando
60
Adagio
35
Allegro non troppo
69
Prestissimo possibile
99
Allegretto marcato
32
Allegro tenebroso
59
Andantino tranquillo
41
Largamente con gravita
13
Allegretto
35
Andantino semplice
53
Festivamente (non troppo allegro)
57
Scherzando (non troppo allegro)
62
Andante sostenuto
30
Allegro feroce
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Duration 24
1’25”
0’39”
1’24”
2’08”
2’26”
1’15”
3’08”
2’31”
1’17”
3’01”
0’52”
3’12”
3’12”
2’15”
0’51”
2’06”
2’29”
1’27”
0’53”
2’23”
1’43”
1’57”
1’48”
4’20”

While some pieces may be as short as thirteen bars or last less than a minute, some are
considerably longer. These longer ones do not necessarily contain more bars or notes,
but are generally of slower tempo; they thus reflect the characteristic of the genre as
short keyboard pieces. The final fast-paced prelude, however, contains 105 bars, and
lasts over four minutes; it is thus the longest in the set, serving as its climax, similar to
the final numbers of Chopin, Rachmaninoff (Op. 32), and Debussy.
Originally of patriotic inspirational purpose, these Kabalevsky preludes are suitable
concert pieces, and may be performed either singly, in groups of any numbers, as well
as the entire set. The last possibility is further supported, like those of Chopin,
Rachmaninoff, and Debussy, by the presence of a key scheme, well-contrasted
sequencing of pieces, and a climactic final piece.

24

Based on the CD sound recording of Murray McLachlan, D. Kabalevsky: Piano Works, Volume 1
(London: Olympia Compact Discs Ltd., 1991), OCD 266.
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Conclusion
The rise of nationalism and didactic concerns led to the incorporation of folk idioms and
other musical styles, including jazz, into the prelude genre. Different approaches
however, are seen in the jazz-inspired preludes of Gershwin and the folk-oriented
preludes of Kabalevsky.
Though both sets of preludes are clearly tonal, and with linear pitch relationships within
the set reflecting the tonally oriented tradition of the genre, Gershwin’s preludes are
coloured more by the then popular jazz style and its characteristic harmony. As jazz
pieces often have a distinctive, consistent style set forth by a melodic, rhythmic, and
even harmonic ostinato, this is manifested in the single affection and consistent
presentation of specific pianistic or technical figure(s). The employment of jazz-style
thematic or motivic riffs, and the application of melodic and/or rhythmic improvisatory
variation leads to the multimotivic treatment, paralleling that of Debussy. Furthermore,
the emulation of a jazz soloist’s ‘break’, or improvisation, in these preludes enhances
the improvisatory characteristic of the prelude genre, and is reflective of the early
unnotated, improvised preludes.
Kabalevsky’s preludes, Op. 38, on the other hand are based on folk tunes, presented in
song-like verse or strophic settings that often lead to a clear theme-and-accompaniment
style, and contain, in some preludes, an instrumental introduction, interlude, and/or
coda. This treatment, in some ways paralleling that of the Baroque chorale prelude, is
close to the more thematically inclined preludes of Chopin.
In either treatment, these preludes fall well into the tradition of the genre. The
incorporation of jazz elements gives Gershwin’s preludes a distinctive jazz style while
retaining the basic characteristics of the prelude genre. Likewise, the folk elements in
Kabalevsky’s preludes, particularly their strophic-variation nature which parallels the
chorale prelude, are compatible with the Bachian-unitary characteristic of the prelude
genre. These preludes thus reflect the traditional characteristics of the genre, and imbue
it with greater stylistic variety and a contemporary overtone.
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Ex. 4.2
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Ex. 4.3
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Ex. 4.4
Section 'B'
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Ex. 4.5

Gershwin, No. 3
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Ex. 4.6
Section 'A'
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Ex. 4.7
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Ex. 4.8
Theme 'A'
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Ex. 4.9
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Chapter 5
The Neo-Classical Preludes: Shostakovich
A parallel development to nationalism, or ‘national classicism’ 1 in its recourse to
traditional sources, is one of more international or universal slant, generally known as
neo-classicism. In its broadest sense, all the preludes of the period under study may
come under this category, as their generic title is a traditional one. However, this style
often refers, more specifically, to a group of compositions written between the two
World Wars.

A general strain on social, political, and economic factors following the post-war years
led to changing attitudes and aesthetics 2 . Accompanying the post-World War I need for
economy of means was a general reaction against the extreme chromaticism and
excessive emotionalism of post-Romantic, impressionistic and expressionistic
aesthetics, and a turn toward more accessible musical idioms targeting a wider musical
public. This led to a simplification of style through greater clarity and economy of
means and expression, and a ‘deliberate attempt to revive old or create new “classical”
forms’ 3 .

‘Classicism’, according to Eric Salzman, ‘can be defined historically as a return to
certain periods of high accomplishment and style and esthetically as the use of certain
strict intellectual standards of form and form-enclosed content’ 4 . This points to the
possibility of identifying with musical models from the eighteenth-century Classical
tradition, as well as from earlier periods and the more recent past; and their respective
characteristics. This denotes the assimilation of their genres, formal principles and
idioms, their clarity of texture and line, their aesthetics of detachment and objectivity,
and their tonal centricity. The last aspect is, however, combined with an inclination to
enrich the traditional harmonic vocabulary with contemporary tonal developments. This
led to Salzman’s indication that ‘neo-classicism’ and ‘neo-tonality’ are interchangeable

1

Hermann Danuser, ‘Rewriting the Past: Classicisms of the Inter-War Period’ in The Cambridge History
of Twentieth-Century Music, ed. Nicholas Cook and Anthony Pople (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2004), pp.266-267.
2
Elliott Antokoletz, Twentieth-Century Music (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1992), p.
242.
3
Eric Salzman, Twentieth-Century Music: An Introduction (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall,
1988), p. 56.
4
Ibid., p. 54.
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synonyms 5 . Such an eclectic nature points to another of its characteristics: a parody –
for though idiomatically related to tradition, it is essentially new, or different, due to its
assimilation of divergent elements.

Such a revival of earlier styles and genres inevitably included the prelude, a traditional
genre with a long history, typified particularly by the preludes of Bach and Chopin that
became favourite models for the neo-classical composers. Hindemith’s Ludus Tonalis
(1942) illustrates this development. It is a collection of twenty-five piano pieces
consisting of a prelude, twelve fugues separated by modulating interludes, and a
postlude, which is a strict retrograde inversion of the prelude. This series of fugues,
each with a different tonal centre, representing all the twelve chromatic pitches, was
written to demonstrate his theory of tonal organisation. In its systematic ordering of
tonal centres, it resembles both Bach’s Das wohltemperierte Clavier and Chopin’s Op.
28; although its arrangement of pitch centres is according to his ‘Series I’ given in The
Craft of Musical Composition 6 where the chromatic pitches are arranged in order of
increasing dissonance in relation to the first note, C. Though having only one prelude,
the interludes, in preparing the keys of the ensuing fugues, have in actual fact the same
function as a prelude. Subtitled ‘Studies in Counterpoint, Tonal Organization, and
Piano Playing’, Ludus Tonalis is a neo-baroque work written to demonstrate the
continuing validity of traditional practices within a contemporary idiom.

Such innovative mixes of traditional and contemporary idioms are characteristic of neoclassical preludes, which, to some extent, is an irony, as they are in fact more of a
parody of their respective models 7 . Actual preludes of neo-classical derivation may be
exemplified in the 24 Preludes, Op. 34 (1932-33) and 24 Preludes and Fugues, Op. 87
(1950-1951) of Shostakovich, compositions of the inter-War and early post World War
II periods.

5

Ibid., p. 66.
Paul Hindemith, The Craft of Musical Composition, trans. Arthur Mendel, (New York: Associated
Music Publishers, Inc., 1945), vol. 1, p. 223.
7
Arnold Whittall, ‘Neo-classicism’ in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley
Sadie, 2nd edition (London: Macmillan Publishers Ltd., 2001), vol. 17, p. 753.
6
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Shostakovich
Undoubtedly aware of the rich Russian prelude tradition, Shostakovich began
composing piano preludes during his student days. These are the Eight Preludes, Op. 2
(1918-1920), and the Five Preludes (1919-1921). The latter was his contribution to a
cycle of twenty-four preludes in every major and minor key, in which he collaborated
with two other schoolmates, Pavel Feldt and Georgiy Klements 8 , during his early
Conservatoire years. Besides these two student compositions, his mature output
includes a set of independent preludes, the Twenty-four Preludes, Op. 34 (1932-33), and
a later set of attached preludes, the Twenty-four Preludes and Fugues, Op. 87 (195051).

These two sets of twenty-four were in part his reaction to the immediate political
circumstances. Since 1932 Soviet composers, as well as other artists and writers, were
expected to comply with the doctrine of ‘socialist realism’ and to eschew ‘formalism’.
The former connoted that which was constructive, optimistic, and idealistic; and so
‘Soviet music should be lyrical and melodious’, it should be ‘the expression of real
feeling, and of joyous or heroic or optimistic feeling rather than of personal, subjective
brooding’ 9 . The latter meant art for art’s sake, as opposed to art with a message; or art
for a small elite, instead of for the general public, the Soviet people. It also covered any
extreme individualism or sophistication, and experimentation, complication or
excessive abstraction, often linked with decadent Western art 10 , which should thus be
avoided. In order to satisfy the requirements of socialist realism, Shostakovich, in the
early 1930s, turned to a style that is much simpler and more tonal than his earlier
modernist works 11 . This style corresponded perhaps with the then popular neo-classical
trend of Prokofiev and Stravinsky, which reacted against extremes of dissonance and
complexity. This change followed soon after the completion of his opera, Lady
Macbeth, in 1932, when Shostakovich abandoned, temporarily, large-scale public
works, and composed instead a series of more inward looking, private pieces. The first
composition marking this change of direction is a set of piano pieces, the Twenty-four
Preludes, Op. 34. Hoping perhaps, at the same time, to satisfy socialist requirement to
write music more accessible to the people, Shostakovich drew on one of Russian’s
8
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favourite keyboard genres, the prelude, and his love for Chopin’s music. This may be
seen in the statement he made in 1949:
Frédéric Chopin is one of the most popular composers in our country.
…No one who loves music can be indifferent towards Chopin…The
great composer’s musical language is classically simple and ideally
expressive. His love for man rings out clearly both in his lyrical preludes
…and in his humorous, fiery folk dances. 12
Since as a composer/performer, Shostakovich had not been performing much since his
(self-considered) ‘unsuccessful’ 13 participation in the Chopin Competition in Warsaw
(1927), this new set of piano preludes was also designed perhaps to ease his return to
concert performance. He included eight of the preludes in a recital given in January
1933, and premiered the complete set of twenty-four preludes in May of the same
year 14 .

A further period of extreme political pressure on the arts occurred following World War
II. Under these circumstances, Shostakovich turned again towards the composition of
more inward-looking, private pieces, and produced, in 1950-51, his set of Twenty-four
Preludes and Fugues, Op. 87. Moreover, attending the bicentennial commemoration of
the death of J. S. Bach in Leipzig, in 1950, as well as serving on the panel of judges for
the First International Bach Competition, reacquainted Shostakovich with Bach’s Das
wohltemperierte Clavier, and rekindled his love for Bach’s music. Inspired by Bach’s
forty-eight preludes and fugues, Shostakovich set out to improve his own polyphonic
skill by writing a series of polyphonic pieces. This effort eventually expanded to the
completion, in 1951, of the complete cycle of twenty-four preludes and fugues.

However, when the composer gave a preview of this new composition (the first half of
the cycle was presented to the Union of Composers soon after its completion) it was
considered ‘formalistic’ 15 , and thus was barred from public performances as well as
publication. This is probably due to their purely abstract nature, without any
nationalistic programme, and their inherent neo-classical texture, particularly that of
Bach’s contrapuntal style (especially in the fugues). These features place the set in the
category of formalistic compositions which the Soviet party abhorred as ‘art for art’s

12
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13
Ibid., p. 13.
14
Fay, p. 73.
15
Fay, p. 178.
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sake’ as opposed to the socialist realist ideal of ‘art for the people’. Ironically, this is
contrary to Shostakovich’s own perception, as may be seen from the following
statement: ‘J. S. Bach was a great master of polyphony – his works are marked by
exceptional melodic wealth and perfect polyphony. What I love about Bach is his depth
of thought, his humanity and the sincerity of his multifaceted work. All his works are
very dear to me, as they are to every Soviet composer and musician’ 16 . This admiration
for the expressive, humanistic qualities of Bach’s music besides that of pure technical
intelligence and perfection indicates, therefore, a similar intention for his set of neoclassical pieces. Not until more than a year later did it receive authorisation for
publication; however, the ‘formalistic’ label marred its initial reception 17 . Nevertheless,
the set is considered later ‘a twentieth-century Well-Tempered Clavier’ and ‘a major
contribution to twentieth-century contrapuntal art’ 18 .

These two sets of twenty-four independent and attached preludes will now be examined
and compared, and their roles in the development of the genre explored.

Formal and Conventional Characteristics
Tonality
In his two sets of preludes, Op. 34 and Op. 87, Shostakovich followed Bach in
demonstrating his tonal resources by covering all the twelve major and minor keys, and
adopted Chopin’s key scheme in presenting them in a rising cycle of fifths. Though the
pieces are tonal and mostly tonic-centred, he often worked against this expectation of
key setting or establishment by incorporating various elements that come close to
countering or denying that expectation.

Key confirmation is often evaded by melodic dissonance. The chromatic notes that
weave around the diatonic notes (refer to the circled notes) in the melody of, for
example, the Prelude in A-flat major, Op. 34 No. 17 (refer to Ex. 5.1), erode rather than
affirm its tonality. Similar treatment is also found in the preludes of Op. 87, for example
the first one in C major (bars 5-9). It is, however, more widely employed in Op. 34.
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Harmonic instability is another means of evading the affirmation of key. This may be
seen, for example, in Op. 34, Prelude No. 19 in E-flat major. After the tonic key is
established, it turns abruptly to D major in bars 10-11, and moves chromatically back to
the tonic key in bar 13. The tonic key is soon, however, eclipsed by a series of
unrealised modulations, as seen in the following chord progressions in bars 15-25: B,
C#m7, Cm, EbM7, Eb7, Am, F, Db, Ab, Abm, Eb. Besides this, further chromatic
inflections, as in the last phrase (bars 40-44, Ex. 5.2) heighten the tension of tonal
expectation, before it is met by an abrupt settling on the tonic chord in the last two bars.
Such tonal instability is stretched further in the Prelude in A major (Op. 34, No. 7),
where the tonic key, after the first phrase, is almost completely shrouded by chromatic
or near modulatory progressions (bars 5-22). Tonal ambiguity persists until the final
phrase (bars 23-27), where the repeated inner tonic pedal, amidst further chromatic
colouring helps to pave the way gradually back to the tonic key. Similar tonal
techniques may also be found in the preludes of Op. 87, such as in No. 17 in A-flat
major (bars 54-59) and No. 23 in F major (bars 2-10, etcetera).

Tonality may also be undermined by contrapuntal dissonance. This may be the result of
linear contrapuntal combinations, forming various dissonant harmonies, such as in Op.
34, preludes No. 1 (bars 7-18, refer to Ex. 5.3), and No. 2 (bars 16, and 18-19). This
feature is, however, more prominent in Op. 34 than in Op. 87. Dissonance is also
introduced by the inclusion of added-note chords, forming tone clusters, as well as false
relations, such as may be seen in Prelude No. 3 of Op. 34 (bars 13 and 15), and Prelude
No. 5 of Op. 87 (bars 64-71).

Tonal evasion is sometimes maintained to the final moment. Even the final cadence or
pre-cadence chords may be coloured by chromatic notes (often flattened). This may be
seen in Op. 34, Prelude No. 2 in A minor, where the penultimate bar contains an E-flat
minor chord over F, and passes to a C diminished chord over E natural, before
concluding with the tonic chord in the final bar (Ex. 5.4). Similar evasion may be seen
in Op. 87, Prelude No. 15 in D-flat major, where the final perfect cadence is
contradicted three times by chromatic pulls (bars, 199-206), before settling finally into
repeated tonic chords.

By these various means, the expectation of establishing a key centre that comes with the
generic title is often suspended until an abrupt turn around at the final bar(s). Because of
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this, an element of ‘irony’ or ‘wit’, similar to that of Prokofiev, and which is
characteristic of a neo-classical style, is manifested. Though common to both sets, this
treatment is however, less abruptly resolved in the preludes of Op. 87, perhaps due to
their prefatory function, in that these preludes do, as expected, prepare the key of the
succeeding fugue.

Pianistic/Technical Figuration
Like their models, each piece in these two sets of Shostakovich preludes presents and
works out one or more specific pianistic or technical figure(s), as shown below:
Table 5.1
Preludes
1) C
2) Am
3) G
4) Em
5) D
6) Bm
7) A
8) F#m
9) E
10) C#m
11) B
12) G#m
13) F#
14) Ebm
15) Db
16) Bbm
17) Ab
18) Fm
19) Eb
20) Cm
21) Bb
22) Gm
23) F
24) Dm

Shostakovich Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents
Pianistic/Technical Content in Op. 34
Melody and Alberti-type figuration
Melody and broken chords
Melody and broken chords (with
octave tremolos)
Fugal counterpoint
Study-like passage work for the RH

Pianistic/Technical Content in Op. 87
Chords
Broken chords shared between hands
Melody in unison octaves and chords

Part-playing and octaves
Melody, counter melody and
spreading-chords
Melody and leaping chords
Slurs in skipping rhythms and chords
LH Melody and RH repeated chords
2-part-like counterpoint
Melody and leaping staccato notes
2-part counterpoint with staccato and
slurs
Melody and broken chords
Unison playing in antiphonal setting
Melody and repeated chords (with 2-part counterpoint and chords
trills)
2-part playing
Counterpoint and chords
Melody and broken chords
Part-playing and octave ostinato
Melody and ostinato chords
Melody and chords
Melody, chords and octaves
Melody, tremolo octaves and chords
Melody and repeated chords
Melody in different doublings and
articulations, and chords
Melody and chords (with octaves)
Part-playing and passage work
Melody and chords
Passing of melody between the hands
and broken chords
Canonic and other part-playing
Melody and chords
Melody and chords (with counter Chords and voicing
melodies)
Melody in various doubling and part- Melody, unison octaves and chords
playing
Melody and repeated-note chords
Passage work and alternating chords
Counterpoint and chords
Slurs and repeated chords
Melodic part-playing and octaves
Melody and chords in contrapuntalsetting
Melody, chords and broken chords
Melody and chords in contrapuntalsetting
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On the whole the Op. 34 set, like Chopin’s Op. 28, exhibits, apart from several moto
perpetuo study-type pieces (such as nos. 5, 12 and 23), a preference for the presentation
and working out of melodies with various accompaniment figures. Different textures
and keyboard sonorities are explored rather freely in this set, as well as in each of the
pieces, producing a myriad of keyboard effects. Prelude No. 10 in C-sharp minor, for
example, first presents its melody in the treble register, over a long sustained bass and
portamento repeated chords in the lower register. The texture is inverted in the next
section (bars 23-25) before being thinned out with the hands engaged briefly in
imitative counterpoint (bars 26-28), then the right hand in alternating figures (bars 2934). The opening setting returns with the bass line moved up to the middle register,
where it is joined by a long dominant trill in the upper register that shifts between three
octaves (bars 35-48). The texture is thinned out again in the final coda-like section (bars
49-64), where the earlier figures, including the antiphonal setting and the high trills, are
briefly recapitulated or developed, ending with both hands in the extreme ends of the
keyboard. Though presenting the same few pianistic and technical figures throughout,
the texture of this piece, like several others in the set, is more varied and hence less
homogeneous than those of Chopin.

The preludes in the Op. 87 set are, however, comparatively more uniform and consistent
in their presentation of pianistic or technical figures. Several pieces (Nos. 2, 21 and 22)
contain moto perpetuo study-like figurations. The second prelude in particular is a study
in arpeggio figuration, shared between the hands, that closely resembles that of Bach’s
Prelude No. 1 in C major (Book 1 of Das wohltemperierte Clavier). On the whole this
set explores different contrapuntal settings to a greater extent than melody and
accompaniment textures. Preludes nos. 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 23, and 24, for example,
involve varied contrapuntal work, and Prelude No. 10, in particular, is like a Bach twopart invention. The opening triadic figure is tossed from hand to hand with varied
development throughout the piece. This consistency of presentation produces a
homogeneous sound, which, as in many other preludes in the set, is close to that of
Bach.

The two sets of preludes retain the study-like characteristic of the genre, and explore in
them varied pianistic and technical figurations, exhausting a wide variety of idiomatic
pianistic and technical possibilities. Thus, like Bach’s Das wohltemperierte Clavier,
these are compendia of keyboard skills.
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Thematic Treatment and Formal Structure
Both sets of Shostakovich preludes maintain the genre’s characteristic of presenting a
single musical idea and its brief development, as may be seen from their adherence to
either monothematic or monomotivic treatments shown below:
Table 5.2

Shostakovich Preludes: Thematic Treatments and Formal Plans

Preludes Op. 34
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16
No. 17
No. 18
No. 19
No. 20
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23
No. 24

Thematic Treatment
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monothematic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monothematic
Monomotivic

Formal Plan/Structure
A
A
A Ad
A Ad A'
A
Intro A Ad Ad' A'
A
A
A
A Ad A' coda
A Ad A'
A
A
A
A Ad A'
Intro A A' coda
Intro A Ad Ad' A'
A Ad A'
A
A Ad
A
A
A
A Ad Ad'

Type of Form
Unisectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unisectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unisectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unisectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional

Preludes Op. 87
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12

Thematic Treatment
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monomotivic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic

Formal Plan/Structure
A A'
A
A Ad A'
A
A Ad A'
A
A
A Ad1 Ad2 A d1
A
A Ad A' A"
A A'
A A' A" A"'

No. 13
No. 14

Monomotivic
Monothematic

A Ad A'
A Ad A'

Type of Form
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Theme and
variations
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
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Table 5.2 (continued from previous page)
Preludes Op. 87
No. 15
No. 16

Thematic Treatment
Monomotivic
Monothematic

Formal Plan/Structure
ABA
A A' Ad A" Ad'

No. 17
No. 18
No. 19
No. 20
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23
No. 24

Monomotivic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monomotivic

A Ad A'
A Ad
A
A Ad Ad'
A Ad A' A"
A
A Ad A'
A Ad A'

Type of Form
Minuet and trio
Theme and
variations
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional

Op. 34 shows a predominance of monomotivic thematic treatments, often set in
unisectional forms. They reflect Shostakovich’s general preference for a linear, organic
development, close to that of a through-composed form, often without direct repetition
or restatement of the theme. Prelude No. 1 in C major is an example of this treatment.
Throughout the piece, a rather chromatically ornamented melody is presented, and
freely developed, especially in rhythm, giving a general pattern of ‘a’ (bars 3-5), ‘a'’
(bars 6-12), and ‘ad’ (bars 14-19). Though disparate in appearance, they share a
common melodic outline, which shows their derivation from, the original phrase, as
illustrated in Example 5.3. The piece is further held together by a consistent flow of
quavers in either Alberti-bass or broken-chord figurations. This treatment is rather close
to Chopin’s Op. 28 (such as nos. 2, 4, 6, 9, 13, 16, 21 and 24), where a consistent
accompanimental

figuration

supplies

the

basis

for

his

melodic

invention.

Shostakovich’s example is, however, freer in both the melodic invention as well as the
accompaniment, as mentioned above. Instead of employing a consistently uniform
accompaniment pattern, coherency is supplied by a consistent flow of quavers, which
draws parallel with that of Bach.

Op. 87 on the other hand, being inspired by Bach, follows its model in its preference for
monothematic treatment. While the moto perpetuo, study-like pieces (such as nos. 2 and
22) are often set in unisectional form, the other pieces are found mostly in ‘unifiedsectional’ forms or its close associate, the theme-and-variation form. The latter is seen
in the passacaglia-based Prelude No. 12, and Prelude No. 16, with a cantus firmus-like
treatment in the style of a chorale prelude.
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Prelude No. 15 is the only exception. In a minuet-and-trio, or compound ternary form, it
has the following plan: ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘a'’, ‘c’, ‘d’, ‘c'’, ‘a'’, ‘ad’, coda. The first section (‘a’,
bars 1-27), contains the germs of later developments, and sets the pattern for the entire
piece. Its theme, consisting mainly of fourths and thirds, is set to a staccato-crotchet
repeated-note accompaniment. These intervals, rhythms and articulations supply the
materials for the other sections (as illustrated in Ex. 5.5 and 5.6), providing unity and
coherence for the whole piece.

In these respects, it can be seen that both sets of Shostakovich preludes reveal a close
adherence to their respective models, Chopin (Op. 34) and Bach (Op. 87).

Improvisatory Style
As seen above, their often linear, organic development (especially in Op. 34) is like a
continuous unfolding or variation of musical ideas that gives the illusion of freely
spontaneous improvisation. Likewise, the preludes of Op. 87, with their often
exhaustive presentation and development of a single musical idea evoke the creative
spirit of improvisation.

Besides this, although these Shostakovich preludes do not contain many of the cadenzalike improvisatory flourishes found in those of Chopin, Rachmaninoff or Debussy,
traces of them may still be seen in the various improvisatory melodic lines (such as in
bars 3-4 of Prelude No. 1, Op. 34), or melodic extemporisation (Prelude No. 20, Op. 87,
bars 9-15 and 28-38); cadential extension (Op. 34, preludes No. 2, bars 34-38, and No.
20, bars 30-33); as well as the cadenza-like passages (Op. 34, preludes No. 10, bars 5464, and No. 24, bars 26-42). These preludes therefore retain some affinity with the
improvisatory characteristic of the genre.

Mood Content
Both sets of Shostakovich preludes contain specific expressive unitary mood content for
each piece, as indicated by the numerous performance directions given in addition to the
tempo markings, as shown below:
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Table 5.3
Preludes
1) C
2) Am
3) G
4) Em
5) D
6) Bm
7) A
8) F#m
9) E
10) C#m
11) B
12) G#m
13) F#
14) Ebm
15) Db
16) Bbm
17) Ab
18) Fm
19) Eb
20) Cm
21) Bb
22) Gm
23) F
24) Dm

Shostakovich Preludes: Tempo Markings and Mood Contents
Performance Indications in Op. 34
Moderato, p espressivo
Allegretto
Andante
Moderato, p espressivo
Allegro vivace
Allegretto,
mf
marcatissimo;
Moderato
Andante, p espressivo
Allegretto, p espressivo
Presto
Moderato non troppo, p simplice;
Allegretto; Moderato non troppo
Allegretto; p espressivo; amoroso
Allegro non troppo
Moderato, p ma marcato
Adagio, p pesante, espressivo
Allegretto
Andantino, marcato; espressivo
Largo, p dolce; pp espressivo
amoroso
Allegretto, mf marcato

Performance Indications in Op. 87
Moderato, p dolce; p espressivo
Allegro
Moderato non troppo, f pesante
Andante, espressivo
Allegretto, p dolce
Allegretto, f espressivo; ff espressivo;
Moderato
Allegro poco moderato
Allegretto
Moderato non troppo; espressivo
Allegro
Allegro
Andante
Moderato con moto; espressivo
Adagio; pp espressivo
Allegretto
Andante
Allegretto

Moderato;
espressivo;
Adagio,
accelerando poco a poco; Moderato
con primo
Andantino, p dolce
Allegretto
Allegretto furioso, f marcato
Adagio
Allegretto poco moderato
Allegro
Adagio; p espressivo; espressivo Moderato non troppo, p tranquillo
molto
Moderato
Adagio
Allegretto; mf espressivo
Andante; pp maestoso; espressivo

Several of the pieces (Op. 34, nos. 6 and 10; and Op. 87, nos. 6 and 18) contain changes
of tempo. These, however, with other musical elements remaining constant, indicate
varying intensity of the same mood rather than changes of mood. The individual
preludes, therefore, project a single mood as is often expected of the genre.

However both sets, as a whole, cover a rather wide variety of moods, with some pieces
leaning towards sarcasm and the grotesque. This element is more apparent in Op. 34;
perhaps it had to be more discreet in Op. 87 due to the political climate at the time.
Some preludes introduce an unexpected twist or turn towards the grotesque at the end of
the piece, such as may be seen in Op. 34, Prelude No. 3 (bars 27-36). Prelude No. 10,
likewise, is a nocturne with a similar twist at the end (bars 49-64), where certain notes
are flattened, and new elements such as tremolos and high trills are introduced. Some
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preludes are, however, ironic or satirical parodies of various musical or composers’
styles. Prelude No. 6, for example, is a grotesque march, with an ironic parody of a
polka at the end (bars 50-58). Prelude No. 16 is another satirical parody of a march, and
No. 17 that of a waltz. Besides these, Prelude No. 6 of Op. 87 parallels the French
overture style of Bach’s Fugue No. 5 (Book 1 of the WTC); and preludes nos. 13 and 22
parallel Chopin’s nos. 18 and 12 respectively. In addition, Prelude No. 4 has a
Schumannesque touch (bars 30-33) followed by a hint of the blues (bars 33-37); while
preludes nos. 8 and 11 mirror Prokofiev’s mixture of impish cheekiness with a shade of
dark, somber, even morbid or bitter-sweet grotesquerie. Evoking the genre’s moodsetting expectation, Shostakovich is able, in these pieces, to extend this to include the
expression of hidden double meanings, or subtle, discreet comments on his surrounding
personal and political environment 19 . These preludes are therefore, like those of
Chopin, the composer’s ‘psychological reflections’ 20 .

In addition to the projection of mood, these two sets of preludes also explore, in each
piece, a different musical style, covering thus a wide range. Op. 34, for example,
contains various dances. These include Russian folk dance (nos. 2 and 21), tarantella
(No. 9), gigue (No. 11), gavotte (No. 24) and waltz (nos. 15, 17 and 22). There are also
several marches or march-songs (nos. 6, 13, 16 and 20), nocturne (No. 10), barcarolle
(No. 19), pastorale (No. 23), fugato (No. 4), and studies or etudes (nos. 5 and 12). Op.
87, like-wise, includes various different styles such as the sarabande (No. 1), waltz (No.
15), barcarolle (No. 5), passacaglia (No. 12), two-part inventions (nos. 7 and 10),
studies or etudes (nos. 2, 21 and 22). Besides these are various song styles such as
chorus (nos. 3 and 20), chorale (nos. 4, 16 and 19), oriental-chant (No. 14), folksong
(No. 17) and marching song (No. 9). These sets are thus, like those of Bach and Chopin,
also compendia of musical styles.

Brevity
The number of bars and the duration of the two sets of preludes are tabulated below:
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Table 5.4

Shostakovich Preludes: Tempo Markings and Durations

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3

Op. 34: tempo/no. of bars/duration 21
Moderato; 21 bars (1’13”)
Allegretto; 38 bars (0’36”)
Andante; 36 bars (1’37”)

No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7

Moderato; 34 bars (2’02”)
Allegro vivace 21 bars (0’26”)
Allegretto; 58 bars (1’00”)
Andante; 27 bars (0’51”)

No. 8
No. 9

Allegretto; 42 bars (0’53”)
Presto; 51 bars (0’29”)

No. 10

No. 22

Moderato non troppo;
64 bars (1’12”)
Allegretto; 34 bars (0’34”)
Allegro non troppo; 39 bars (0’51”)
Moderato; 42 bars (0’51”)
Adagio; 36 bars (1’43”)
Allegretto; 59 bars (0’47”)
Andantino; 31 bars (1’03”)
Largo; 40 bars (1’30”)
Allegretto; 49 bars (0’47”)
Andantino; 44 bars (1’03”)
Allegretto; 33 bars (0’35”)
Allegretto poco moderato;
34 bars (0’39”)
Adagio; 46 bars (1’49”)

No. 23
No. 24

Moderato; 29 bars (1’07”)
Allegretto; 46 bars (1’13”)

No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16
No. 17
No. 18
No. 19
No. 20
No. 21

Op. 87: tempo/no. of bars/duration 22
Moderato; 67 bars (2’28”)
Allegro; 39 bars (0’56”)
Moderato non troppo;
48 bars (1’56”)
Andante; 46 bars (3’11”)
Allegretto; 71 bars (1’44”)
Allegretto; 56 bars (2’20”)
Allegro poco moderato;
28 bars (1’19”)
Allegretto; 63 bars (1’15”)
Moderato non troppo;
71 bars (2’33”)
Allegro; 54 bars (1’46”)
Allegro; 79 bars (1’24”)
Andante; 119 bars (5’13”)
Moderato con moto; 55 bars (2’28”)
Adagio; 40 bars (4’45”)
Allegretto; 206 bars (3’13”)
Andante; 102 bars (3’12”)
Allegretto; 86 bars (1’46”)
Moderato; 50 bars (3’05”)
Allegretto; 133 bars (1’40”)
Adagio; 59 bars (3’54”)
Allegro; 56 bars (1’31”)
Moderato non troppo;
84 bars (3’14”)
Adagio; 31 bars (3’42”)
Andante; 82 bars (3’53”)

Varying between about half a minute (for Prelude No. 5) and slightly over two minutes
(No. 4), the preludes of Op. 34 are, like those of Chopin, quite short. The preludes of
Op. 87, on the other hand, are relatively longer; they vary from almost a minute
(Prelude No. 2) to around five minutes (No. 12). With most of the pieces under four
minutes, these single-movement pieces may still be considered as relatively short, and
reflective of this traditional characteristic of the prelude genre.

Intended as concert pieces, both sets (Op. 34 and Op. 87) may be performed in groups
of any number as well as the entire set, as they were performed during the composer’s
21

These are approximations, as calculated from the given metronome markings in the edition: D.
Shostakovich, 24 Preludes, Op. 34, Piano Solo (London: Anglo-Soviet Music Press Ltd.).
22
Based on the CD sound recordings of Tatiana Nikolayeva, Shostakovich: 24 Preludes and Fugues Op.
87 (London: Hyperion Records Ltd., 1991), CDA 6441/3.
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life time 23 . Whereas the entire set of Op. 34 lasts about half an hour (around 24’ 51”),
the whole set of Op. 87 (including the fugues) will take nearly three hours
(approximately 2 hours and 45 minutes) of performance time. Even so, despite the
composer’s initial reservations 24 , it was performed in its entirety at its public premiere
in 1952.

Conclusion
These neo-classical compositions exhibit their connection to specific technical models:
the main ones being those of Bach and Chopin. Most of these preludes exhibit a great
insistence upon the Bachian short motif in fortspinnung-like monothematic treatment, a
leaner Classical-like texture, Baroque motor rhythms and idioms, such as counterpoint,
ostinato and pedal points. They are also modeled after the Bachian tradition of formal
treatment in their mainly unitary presentation of motif, texture and mood. In additional
to these is a general adherence to tonal centricity for the individual preludes and the
presence of a key scheme or linear pitch relationship for the whole set.

However, it is in this respect also that deviation from tradition is most prominent. In
most of these preludes, the listener’s expectation of confirmation of key or tonality as
associated with the genre is often suspended by its deviation from traditional tonal
practice. Despite the adoption of the twenty-four major and minor keys, Shostakovich’s
preludes are often tinged with chromatic dissonance caused by contrapuntal
combinations or tone clusters. These neo-tonal treatments are often combined with a
twist of either grotesque sarcasm or witty satire of different musical styles that give an
ironic overtone to these neo-baroque or -classical parodies.

23
24

Fay, pp. 73 and 178.
Ibid., p. 180.
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Ex. 5.3
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Ex. 5.4
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Ex. 5.5
Shostakovich, Op. 87 No. 15
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Ex. 5.6

Shostakovich, Op. 87 No. 15
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Chapter 6
Towards Atonality: Scriabin, Leo Ornstein and George Perle

Central to the development of early twentieth-century music, which under-girded all
stylistic trends mentioned earlier, is the issue of tonality, and the disintegration of the
traditional major-minor key system – the most radical trend being – towards outright
atonality. Atonality is the term used to describe music without a tonal centre or key,
which means there is ‘no relationship of its tones and chords to a central keynote’ 1 , and
the notes of the chromatic scale are used equally and independently. This dissolves the
distinction between consonance and dissonance, and led to a new melodic, harmonic,
formal, and even rhythmic order, resulting in a new musical language. This dissolution
of the traditional major-minor tonal system was the result of escalating chromaticism in
the late nineteenth century, such as in the music of Wagner, the rejection of traditional
harmonic functions in the impressionism of Debussy, and led to the novel harmonic
constructions of Scriabin, and eventually the free atonal and twelve-note music of
Schoenberg 2 . This development has since affected the compositions of many twentiethcentury composers, as noted by George Perle:
The crucial and monumental development in the art music of our century
has been the qualitative change from a highly chromaticized tonality
whose principal functions and operations are still based on a limited
selection, the seven notes of the diatonic scale, from the universal set of
twelve pitch classes to a scale that comprehends the total pitch-class
content of that universal set. We can point to the moment of that change
with some precision. It occurs most obviously in the music of Scriabin
and the Vienna circle, Schoenberg, Webern, and Berg, in 1909-1910, and
very soon afterwards, though less obviously, in the music of Bartók and
Stravinsky. I think it is safe to say that…nothing of comparable
significance for music has ever occurred. 3
However, in the development towards such a radical rejection of tonal centricity or pitch
priority, how many twentieth-century piano preludes are truly atonal? Since the prelude
genre (both historically, and as seen in earlier chapters) has been particularly associated
with the establishment or exploration of tonality – or at least, of pitch priority – can the
prelude genre survive the absence of such a fundamental aspect of its traditional
identity? This chapter will explore a group of pieces titled ‘prelude’ by Scriabin,
1

Oscar Thompson ed, The International Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians (London: J. M. Dent and
Sons Ltd., 1975), p. 92.
2
Ibid., p. 93.
3
George Perle, The Listening Composer (Berkeley and Los Angeles, California: University of California
Press, 1990), pp.42-43.
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Ornstein and Perle in which tonal centres might seem to be suppressed to a greater
extent than that of other works studied in this thesis, and will attempt to assess to what
extent this might seem to negate that ‘generic contract’ and hence the validity of the
label for such pieces.

Scriabin
Considered by his Conservatory teacher 4 as ‘Russia’s Chopin’, Alexander Nikolaevitch
Scriabin was not only, like Chopin, an exceptionally sensitive pianist, but also a
productive composer who wrote over two hundred pieces for the instrument he most
loved, almost ninety of which are piano preludes.

Since his student years, Scriabin admired Chopin and showed a keen interest in his
music that is clearly reflected in his early compositions: lyrical melody, arabesque-like
ornamentation, rich harmony, flowing rhythms, idiomatic piano writing, sentimental
moods, and also their generic titles – preludes, etudes, mazurkas, etcetera; so much so
that Hugh Macdonald described Chopin’s music as ‘his Bible’ 5 . This influence was
gradually extended to include those of Liszt and Wagner, as reflected in the increased
use of chromatic harmony, and tertian-extended chords in his compositions from around
opus 22. From here on, Scriabin began to develop a more individual style, particularly
in his harmonic treatment (from around opus 30, 1903) where he ventured further into
chromatic harmonies, chords built on fourths and unresolved dissonances, blurring the
distinction between consonance and dissonance, and therefore undermining tonality.
This led to the works of his last period (from around opus 58, 1910) where the line
between tonality and atonality is blurred, the key signature is discarded, and the tonality
comes close to disintegration.

This harmonic innovation placed Scriabin among the most progressive composers of the
early twentieth century who searched for ever-newer means and compositional
techniques. Murray Baylor commented that though Scriabin has started no ‘school’, he
was ‘the precursor of many trends in twentieth-century music – chord clusters, additive

4

Vassili Safonov, mentioned in Faubion Bowers, The New Scriabin: Enigma and Answers (New York:
St. Martin’s Press, 1973), p. 29.
5
Hugh Macdonald, Skryabin (London: Oxford University Press, 1978), p. 12.
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melodic fragmentation, serialism, and the psychedelic combination of sounds and
colours now called “mixed media”’ 6 .

As mentioned above, Scriabin, a prolific composer of keyboard music, produced around
ninety piano preludes in twenty years. His earliest prelude, Op. 2 No. 2, was composed
during his conservatory years (1889); this is followed by a prelude for the left hand, Op.
9 No. 1 in C-sharp minor, composed at the period he had a right-hand injury (1894).
Later, during his European tour in 1896, he completed a set of twenty-four preludes,
Op. 11, that is closely modeled on Chopin’s Op. 28, including the key scheme of
arranging all the major-minor keys in a cycle of fifths. In fact in that year, Scriabin was
supposed to complete a total of forty-eight preludes (perhaps after Bach’s WTC) for his
sponsor and publisher, Mitrofan Belyayev; he came close to that by completing fortyseven in total. However, after the first set of twenty-four, op. 11, the key scheme of
Chopin is less closely adhered to in the pieces that are supposed to make up the second
set. It is maintained only as far as the first nine preludes, after which there is some
repetition as well as omission of keys. Abandoning the plan, these pieces are
subsequently published separately as Op.13, 15, 16, and 17 7 .

Scriabin continued to compose preludes throughout his life, until the year before his
untimely death in 1915. Spanning the whole course of his compositional development,
the preludes serve as a compendium of his developing compositional technique and
reflect his evolving harmonic language. A list of his preludes is tabulated below:

Table 6.1

Scriabin’s Preludes and his Musical Developments

Year of comp.
1889
1894
1888-96
1895
1895-96
1894-95
1895-96
1897
1900
1903
1903

Preludes
Prelude Op. 2 No. 2
Prelude for LH Op. 9 No. 1
24 Preludes Op. 11
6 Preludes Op. 13
5 Preludes Op. 15
5 Preludes Op. 16
7 Preludes Op. 17
4 Preludes Op. 22
2 Preludes Op. 27
4 Preludes Op. 31
4 Preludes Op. 33

6

Developments
Chopinesque tonal writing

Transitional period

Murray Baylor, the preface to Scriabin – Selected Works for Piano (New York: Alfred Publishing Co.,
1974), p. 5.
7
Bowers, p. 40.
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Table 6.1 (continued from previous page)
1903
1903
1903
1904
1905
1905
1906
1906
1910
1912-13
1914

3 Preludes Op. 35
4 Preludes Op. 37
4 Preludes Op. 39
1 Prelude Op. 45 No. 3
4 Preludes Op. 48
1 Prelude Op. 49 No. 2
1 Prelude Op. 51 No. 2
1 Prelude Op. 56 No. 1
1 Prelude Op. 59 No. 2
2 Preludes Op. 67
5 Preludes Op. 74

Transitional period (cont.)

Towards atonality

The earlier sets of Scriabin preludes (such as Op. 11) are, like those of Chopin, tonal,
though this is sometimes blurred by either a delay of key confirmation (as in No. 9), or
the avoidance of the usual key-confirming cadences (as in No. 10), the replacement of
standard chord progressions with those determined by voice-leading (as in No. 2), and
the inclusion of dissonance caused by chord anticipation or suspension (as in No. 24).
They are either monothematic or monomotivic, and often in unisectional or ‘unifiedsectional’ forms, with a relatively short length and often with irregular time signatures
or rhythms.

The preludes from his middle period (such as Op. 48) become increasingly chromatic,
with the inclusion of chromatic melodic decorations, and chords derived from the
French-sixth chord or altered dominant, and the whole-tone as well as octatonic scales.
These preludes are largely monothematic with the inclusion of some binary or ternary
structures besides that of unisectional or ‘unified-sectional’ forms. They are more
homophonic in texture and become shorter and more compact than the earlier preludes.

Preludes from the last period (such as Opp. 67 and 74) move even closer towards
atonality. Abandoning the use of a key signature, they employ whole-tone and octatonic
scales, and the interval of the fourth (especially the augmented fourth) in both melody
and harmony. With greater use of ostinato, sequences and repetitions, they become
increasingly monothematic, and even shorter and more concentrated than before. His
very last completed composition is a set of five preludes, Op. 74 (1914), which are
‘supposedly sketches or fragments’ 8 of his final uncompleted piece, the Prefatory
Action. This is supposed to be a preliminary piece to his long-harboured plan for a
8

Macdonald, p. 66.
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grand apocalyptic mystical piece, the Mysterium, where ‘all the different branches of art
would be united’ 9 . Denied the chance of bringing this to fruition, Op. 74 thus represents
a final stage of his compositional development.

Due to the large number of Scriabin’s preludes as well as the scope of this study, this
chapter will examine only the last set of preludes, Op. 74, the apogee of Scriabin’s
evolution towards atonality, to explore their relationship to the tradition of the genre.

Formal and Conventional Characteristics

Tonality
Without key signatures, these Scriabin preludes, like Debussy’s, explore novel means of
tonal treatment. However, in contrast to Debussy’s mixture of modal and fundamentally
tonal treatments, they explore other tonal possibilities that seem to point towards
atonality. Traditional tonal organisation, in terms of chordal arrangement and
progressions, is relinquished and replaced by one based on the free arrangement of
chromatic, whole-tone or octatonic sets, and other synthetic modes, similar for example
to Messiaen’s modes of limited transposition.

Reflecting the tradition of Bach/Chopin’s schematic organisation of tonality within the
set, Opus 74, though having only five pieces, suggests the presence of some kind of
tonal organisation, as shown below:

Preludes
Centred on

No. 1
F#

No. 2
F#

No. 3
F#

No. 4
A

No. 5
Eb

With three pieces centred on F sharp, this is like a tonic for the set, with the fourth piece
moving a minor third higher (A), and the fifth piece a minor third lower (Eb). These
pitches belong to one of the symmetrical ordering of ‘equidistant-pitch groups’ 10 – the
diminished-seventh chord (F#-A-C-Eb) that also forms a part of the octatonic scale.

9

Alfred J. Swan, Scriabin (New York: Da Capo Press, 1969), p. 77.
Siglind Bruhn, Images and Ideas in Modern French Piano Music: the Extra-Musical Subtext in Piano
Works by Ravel, Debussy, and Messiaen (New York: Pendragon Press, 1997), p. 387.
10
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Like his predecessors, these pieces flow well from one into another, connected either by
common note(s), as in preludes nos. 1 to 4, or semitonal slides, as between the last two
preludes. These connections enable these preludes, like those of Chopin and
Rachmaninoff, to be performed as a coherent set.

Like Debussy, the first three preludes of Scriabin’s Op. 74 are centred on a single pitch
(F sharp in this case), with each having a different tonal approach. The first prelude is
like an extension of traditional tonal treatment in its exploration of tonal construction
based on several chromatically altered dominant-type chords, such as seen in the first
section (bars 1-4), shown in Ex. 6.1.
The piece begins with a C minor 9th flattened 5th chord with diminished 7th and added
4th (B#-F#-E-A-C#-E#, which may be labelled as pitch-class set [6-Z44], according to
Allen Forte’s theory 11 , with the integers of the pitch class content in prime form being
[0, 1, 2, 5, 6, 9]), which is linked by chromatic passing notes to that of C 7th with perfect
as well as flattened 5ths (B#-F#-E-G-A#, or set 5-28 [0, 2, 3, 6, 8]). This is followed by
an A minor 9th flattened 5th chord with added 6th (A-D#-C#-F#-Bb-G, or set 6-Z49 [0, 1,
3, 4, 7, 9], bar 11). The progression is repeated before introducing the ‘tonic’ – F# major
and minor 9th with perfect as well as flattened 5ths (F#-C-G-Db-E-Ab, or set 6-Z17 [0, 1,
2, 4, 7, 8], bar 23), which is like a stacked-up-5ths chord (F#-C-G-Db-Ab-E). This is
again linked with chromatic passing notes to a chord of F# minor 9th with major-minor
3rds as well as perfect-diminished 5ths (F#-C-G-Db-E-Bb-A, or set 6-Z13 [0, 1, 3, 4, 6,
7], bar 23), before ending the first section with a chord on C minor 9th flattened 5th with
added 6th (C-F#-E-Bb-A-Db, or set [6-Z49], bars 3-4).

Some of these altered-dominant chords with added sixth could have been derivations of
the French-sixth chord. While the chord based on pitch-class set [5-28] is equivalent to
a French-6th chord with added perfect 5th (eg. C-E-F#-G-A#), the chord based on pitchclass set [6-Z49], the most prominent or frequently used chord in this piece, is
equivalent to a French-6th chord with added minor 9th and major 6th (eg. A-C#-D#-F#-FxBb), as shown in Ex. 6.2.

In addition, instead of the traditional root progressions of fourths and fifths, this
opening section explores a progression of minor thirds, reflecting the symmetrical
11

Allen Forte, The Structure of Atonal Music (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1973), pp. 179-181.
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ordering of ‘equidistant-pitch groups’ to which the diminished-seventh chord belongs.
After a middle section (bars 4-8) that ‘modulates’ away, the opening progression is
repeated at a tritone transposition that finishes in F# - the tonic, as shown below:
Bars 1-41: C (enharmonic of B#) - A - C – A –F# -C.
Bars 83-121: F# - Eb – F# - Eb – C (enharmonic of B#) –F#.
Both phrases end with a tritone that simulates the I-V imperfect cadence (F# - C in the
former), and the V-I perfect cadence (C – F# in the latter) of traditional tonal treatment.

This symmetrical treatment of tonal structure is itself a projection of the symmetrical
pitch ordering of chord progressions mentioned above. At the closing, the quasi perfect
cadence is repeated twice (bars 123-16), like a cadential extension or coda, ending on an
F# minor 9th chord with flattened 5th and added minor 6th (F#-B#-A#-D-G-E, or set 6-34
[0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9]), which is very close to Scriabin’s ‘mystic’ chord when rearranged in
fourths (F#-B#-E-A#-D-G). This gives a further sense of inconclusiveness to the already
highly chromatic and dissonant piece despite the frequent emphasis of its tonic.

The second prelude explores another means of tonal establishment. Alternating a pair of
perfect fifths a tritone apart (F#-C# and C-G) gives rise to an ostinato simulating the
traditional tonic-dominant pedals. These reiterated double pedal points help to establish
the tonal centre of this otherwise highly chromatic piece.

The third prelude combines the treatments of the two previous preludes in its tonal
construction. Employing, like the second prelude, an ostinato figure based on the same
tritone (F# and B#, which is the enharmonic of C), the piece moves through symmetrical
progressions similar to those of the first piece:
Bars 1-12: B#-F#, D#-A, F#-B#, D#, B#.
By transposing the opening passage up a tritone, the whole progression is nearly
reversed in the second half:
Bars 13-26: F#-B#, A-D#, B#-F#, A, F#.

In addition, this ostinato progression is combined with melodic fragments based on two
chromatic modes. The first one, based on three semitones-tone-semitone, is equivalent
to the 7th of Messiaen’s modes of limited transposition [mode VII/2 in bars 1-5 and 8,
and 13-17 and 19; and mode VII/5 in bars 6-8, and18-19, Ex. 6.3]. The second one is
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based on the octatonic mode, which is the same as Messiaen’s mode II [mode II/1 in
bars 9-12, and 21-26, Ex. 6.3].

After these three preludes centred on F-sharp, the last two preludes move out
symmetrically a minor third upwards and downwards respectively, as shown above. The
fourth piece explores still other possibilities of novel symmetrical chord construction.
This may be seen in its opening chord built on the juxtaposition of A major and minor
chords (that is A-C-C#-E, two minor thirds a semitone apart with the axis lying between
them), derived from the octatonic scale. These chords move freely in either chromatic
progressions or that of tone-semitone-semitone, equivalent to Messiaen’s mode III (bars
11-16). The fifth and last piece concludes the set by combining all the above treatments
in employing the dominant-type chords over an ostinato-like accompaniment, in
addition to other chords derived from whole-tone and octatonic modes. With such tonal
treatments, these various chordal constructions and treatments produce, in each piece,
different tone colours similar to such explorations in the preludes of Debussy.

While still adhering more or less to a tonal centre or reference point which relies on
certain residual cadential treatments for its establishment, these preludes, though
moving a step closer towards atonality, still exhibit residual tonal relationships
characteristic of the genre. They nevertheless stretch this tonal dimension to its limit.

Pianistic/Technical Figuration
Like their predecessors, each of these Scriabin preludes contains one or more specific
pianistic or technical figure(s), as shown below:

Table 6.2
Preludes
No. 1

Scriabin Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents and Presentations

No. 2
No. 3

Pianistic/Technical Content
Large chords and chromatic voiceleading
Chromatic part-playing
Chromatic lines, chords, and ostinato

No. 4
No. 5

Chordal voice-leading
Octave and arpeggio figurations
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Presentation
Uniform consistency
Uniform consistency
Consistent but with textural
variants
Uniform consistency
Consistent, with textural variants

As seen in the above table, specific pianistic feature(s) or technical figure(s) are
presented with uniform consistency throughout most of these pieces, excepting slight
textural variants in preludes nos. 3 and 5. In Prelude No. 3, for example, the generally
polyphonic presentation of its technical content – chromatic lines, chords, and ostinato,
is interrupted at two places (bars 9-12, and 21-26). In these, the texture is thinned out to
that of a single chromatic line supported by long-sustainrd chords. Marked f, the
intensity is maintained by the increased rhythmic activity through continuous sequential
repetitions.

In Prelude No. 5, the process is reversed, where the generally homophonic presentation
of its technical content – octaves and arpeggio figurations – is changed to that of a
polyphonic presentation of similar materials at two places (bars 5-8, and 13-17) marked
impérieux, thereby thickening the texture.

These changes, besides providing some textural variety, do not deviate from the basic
materials. These Scriabin preludes therefore, have a high consistency in their unitary
presentation of pianistic or technical figuration(s) that reflect their close adherence to
the study-like Bach/Chopin tradition.

Thematic Treatment and Formal Structure
In the area of formal structure, these preludes also reveal their allegiance to the tradition
of the genre, as shown below:

Table 6.3
Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5

Scriabin Preludes: Thematic Treatments and Formal Plans
Thematic Treatment
Monomotivic
Monothematic
Duo-motivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic

Formal Plan/Structure
A Ad A'
A
A A'
A Ad A'
A A'

Type of Form
Unified-sectional form
Unisectional form
Unified-sectional form
Unified-sectional form
Unified-sectional form

Employing mainly the unisectional-extended forms, these preludes contain from one to
three unified sections. Prelude No. 2 assumes the traditionally characteristic
unisectional form, and is highly economical in its monothematic treatment, in which the
opening phrase (bars 1-2) supplies all the material for the entire piece (refer to Ex. 6.4).
This arch-shaped theme (figure ‘a’) contains three components: a rising then falling
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augmented second (motif ‘a1’ in bar 1), followed by descending semitones (motif ‘a2’ in
bar 2), supported by a sustained perfect fifth in the bass (motif ‘a3’). This is followed by
a consequent phrase (figure ‘b’ in bars 3-4) based on an imitative setting of motif ‘a2’ in
diminution supported by a tritone alternation of a pair of perfect fifths that forms the
ostinato bass for the rest of the piece (motif ‘a3d’). The next phrase superimposes figure
‘a’ over ‘b’ (bars 5-8), followed by its repetition with figure ‘a’ doubled in minor thirds
in the third phrase (bars 8-10). The fourth phrase is a development of the second where
figure ‘a’ is both modified and retrograded (bars 11-13, Ex. 6.4). This is followed by a
recapitulation of the first phrase where figures ‘a’ and ‘b’ reappear in reversed order.
The entire piece thus seems to grow out of the opening two bars producing a closelyknit unified piece.

Prelude No. 3, like No. 5, illustrates a unified two-section form (A A') where the second
section is a transposed restatement of the first, and each section contains three parts as
follows: ‘a’ (bars 1-4, and 13-16), ‘ad’ (bars 5-8, and 17-20), and ‘b’ (bars 9-12, and 2126). Like Prelude No. 2, this piece is economical in its thematic treatment, in which all
the later parts are related to the first. The first part introduces a two-bar figure
comprising three motifs (Ex. 6.5): motif ‘a’, a three-note figure with a rising major 7th
and a falling minor 2nd; motif ‘b’, also a three-note figure with a minor second descent
followed by a further minor third descent; and motif ‘ad’, a modified retrograde
inversion of motif ‘a’. This figure is repeated an augmented fourth higher, followed by
the second part (ad), which is a transposed development of the first. The third part (b) is
built upon the sequential repetition of a figure derived from motif ‘b’ (motif ‘bd’, bars 911), followed by another figure derived from motif ‘ad’ (bar 12 of Ex. 6.5). Once again,
as in Prelude No. 2, the opening two bars supply the material of the entire piece.

Prelude No. 4, together with No. 1, is an example of the unified three-section form (A
Ad A'). Its first section (A, bars 1-9) comprises a four-bar theme and its modified
repetition. This theme is built on motif ‘a’, which comprises two intervals – a
descending minor second followed by a descending minor third that supply the
materials for the rest of the theme, marked as motifs ‘ad’ and ‘ad'’ (refer to Ex. 6.6). The
last part of the theme (motif ‘ad'’) is harmonised by a series of parallel descending
chromatics (figure ‘b’, bar 4), an extended development of the opening minor second of
motif ‘a’, which accentuates, like a cadence, the closure of a phrase. This closing figure
is developed in the next section (Ad, bars 9-17) in various sequential repetitions. The
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last section (A', bars 18-24) is a varied repetition of the first. This monomotivic
treatment thus unifies the piece with motif ‘a’ and its various developments.

As can be seen from the above discussion, these Scriabin preludes are highly coherent
pieces unified by their economical monothematic or monomotivic treatments in unified
sectional forms that produce a homogeneous texture, reflecting their close adherence to
the Bach/Chopin tradition.

In addition to this coherence within a piece, the set is further unified by the presence of
a rather prominent but rhythmically varied four-note chromatic descending figure in all
the pieces excepting the final one. This figure provides an element of cyclical
unification, which, as in the preludes of Debussy, holds the pieces together as a set.

Improvisatory Style
These Scriabin preludes contain, on the whole, comparatively fewer passages of
improvisatory virtuosic display compared with the preludes mentioned in earlier
chapters. This is perhaps due to their focus on novel chord formations and treatments
that gave rise to the mainly chordal texture in most of these preludes. Only preludes
nos. 3 and 5 contain extended scalic figures (bars 9-12 and 21-26 of No. 3, and bars 8
and 16 of No. 5) corresponding to the often improvised allusion to an instrumental link,
a cadenza or cadential extension.

Nevertheless, the often subtly changing thematic and motivic treatments over ostinatolike patterns in each of these preludes, as discussed above, reflects their simulation of
improvisatory variations particularly of a motivic and harmonic nature. These
resemblances to improvisation, though minimal, still reflect their connection to this
characteristic of the genre.

Mood Content
Though without poetic descriptive titles like those of Debussy, these Scriabin preludes
are nevertheless pieces with largely single mood content, as shown in their performance
indications below:
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Table 6.4

Scriabin Preludes: Tempo Markings and Mood Contents

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5

Tempo Indication/Mood Content
Douloureux, déchirant
Très lent, contemplatif
Allegro drammatico; comme un cri
Lent, vague, indécis
Fier, belliqueux; impérieux

Presentation
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
Uniform mood
With varied intensity

All of these preludes contain only a single emotive expression, which is kept uniformly
throughout the entire piece. Prelude No. 5, however, expresses increased emotive
intensity in its middle section (bars 5-8), clearly marked impérieux. This marking is
supported by a thickening of its initial homophonic texture to that of a contrapuntal
texture (as mentioned above), accompanied by increased dynamics. This intensification
of mood provides variety without changing the basic affective content.

With such unitary expression of mood content, these Scriabin preludes reflect clearly
the Bach/Chopin tradition of the genre.

Brevity
Perhaps due to their harmonically exploratory nature, these Scriabin preludes are
relatively shorter than the late-Romantic and impressionistic preludes mentioned in
earlier chapters. The length and duration of these pieces is tabulated below:

Table 6.5

Scriabin Preludes: Tempo Markings and Durations
Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5

Tempo Indication
Douloureux, déchirant
Très lent, contemplatif
Allegro drammatico
Lent, vague, indécis
Fier, belliqueux

No. of Bars Duration 12
16
1’06”
17
1’30”
26
0’34”
24
1’48”
17
0’56”

With a length varying between sixteen and twenty-six bars, and lasting from around half
a minute to just under two minutes, the whole set is just under six minutes of
performance time. These preludes therefore retain the brevity characteristic of the genre.

12

Based on the CD sound recording of John Ogdon, Scriabin: Piano Music (London: EMI Records Ltd.,
1998), CDFB 7243 5 72652 2 5.
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The large number of preludes written and published by Scriabin demonstrate the
possibility of their different roles. The Prelude for Left Hand is published as the first
piece of Opus 9, preceding a Nocturne; it thus, along with that of Opus 56 (a set of four
pieces, starting with a prelude), has an introductory function. Several preludes (as is
Rachmaninoff’s Op.3 No. 2) are published as the second or third piece in sets
containing a mixture of different pieces, such as Op. 2 No. 2, Op. 45 No. 3, Op. 49 No.
2, Op. 51 No. 2, and Op. 59 No. 2. Thus, they do not seem to have any prefatory
function. Besides these, the majority of the preludes were published in groups, varying
from two in a set, as in Opp. 27 and 67, to twenty-four in Op. 11. With no clearly
assigned sequel, these pieces are independent preludes in the tradition of Chopin’s Op.
28, which may be performed in groups of any number, as Scriabin himself had done 13 ;
or as an entire set. The possibility of the latter has been illustrated in Op. 74 above,
which shows a strong cyclical inclination in its motivic connections as well as tonal
links.

Ornstein
Leo Ornstein, a Russian-born American, was regarded as a ‘futurist’ composer in the
early decades of the twentieth century. Though he received a conventionally traditional
musical training both in Russia and America 14 , he took a sudden turn 15 towards a
radical style in the initial years of his career as a pianist-composer (from 1911 to about
1922), performing both standard classical repertoire and his own increasingly
modernistic compositions 16 .
Apparently unaware of other avant-garde developments at that time 17 , he composed
music that is filled with radical dissonance, percussive sonorities, and driving rhythms,
such as Suicide in an Airplane (c1913), Dwarfs Suite Op. 11 (c1913 or 1915), and

13

Jonathan Powell, ‘Skryabin, Aleksandr Nikolayevich’ in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie, 2nd edition (London: Macmillan Publishers Ltd., 2001), vol. 23, p. 488.
14
Leo and Pauline Ornstein speak with Vivian Perlis, ‘Leo Ornstein: The Last of the Original Twentieth
Century Mavericks’ – ‘Part 10. The Compositional Process: Influence and Memory’ (Texas: Yale
University, 1977) in New Music Box –The Web Magazine from the American Music Center,
http://www.newmusicbox.org/page.nmbx?ed=36fp10.
15
Gordon Rumson, ‘Leo Ornstein’ in WAC Newsletter (June 1998),
http://www.wiscomposer.org/news/1998-06/feature.html.
16
Michael Broyles/Carol J. Oja, ‘Ornstein, Leo’ in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians,
ed. Stanley Sadie, 2nd edition (London: Macmillan Publishers Ltd., 2001), vol. 18, p. 747.
17
Martin Anderson, CD sleeve notes in Marc-André Hamelin, Leo Ornstein: Piano Music (London:
Hyperion Records Ltd., 2002), CDA 67320.
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Danse Sauvage (Wild Men’s Dance) Op. 13 (c1913). So radical were these pieces that
many, including even the composer, doubted his sanity 18 . The source of such modernist
influence is hard to determine, except that the composer often heard or conceived an
entire piece of music in his head before playing it out and writing it down 19 . His
European concert tours in 1913-14 provided contacts with the then newest musical
trends in Europe, such as the music of Debussy, Ravel, Schoenberg, Scriabin 20 , Bartók,
Kodály, and Cyril Scott 21 , many of whose works he also presented the American
premieres 22 . This experience perhaps accelerated his already modernist bent and led to
more compositions moving in this direction (until about 1922 when he withdrew from
both public performances 23 and the pursuit of ever-increasing radicalism or
modernity 24 ). These earned him the reputation of being ‘the foremost “Futurist”
composer-pianist’ in the West 25 . Even Schoenberg and Scriabin were considered ‘poor
Futurists beside M. Ornstein…his compositions equal the sum of [them] squared’ 26 .
These remarks referred perhaps to the extreme dissonance, often found in the form of
tone clusters, that became Ornstein’s trademark 27 , as commented on by Henry Cowell:
‘[he] startled the world with his unheard-of discords and his renunciations of form’ 28 .
Such experimentation with dissonance reflects the emphasis on speed and noise
characteristic of the futurist movement, and resulted in music that is close to atonal, as
may be seen in the Three Preludes Op. 20.

Three compositional styles may be identified in his output. While experimental works
seem to dominate his early years (with the concurrent existence of more conservative
compositions of Eastern European folk style), later works saw the growth towards an
integration of these two styles 29 . The Three Preludes Op. 20, published in 1914 (the
same year as Scriabin’s Op. 74), are compositions of his experimental period. While
18

Ibid.; and Gordon Rumson, who writes about Leo Ornstein, a composer about to celebrate his 105(?)th
birthday in A Composer Across the Century, http://www.mvdaily.com/articles/1999/12/ornstein.html.
19
Rumson ibid.
20
John Vinton ed., ‘Ornstein, Leo’ in the Dictionary of Twentieth-Century Music (London: Thames and
Hudson, 1974), p. 547.
21
Vivian Perlis, ‘The Futurist Music of Leo Ornstein’, Notes 31/4 (June, 1975), p. 737.
22
‘Biographical Information’ in MSS10, The Leo Ornstein Papers in the Irving S. Gilmore Music Library
of Yale University, http://webtext.library.yale.edu/xml2html/music/orn-col.htm.
23
Broyles, p. 747.
24
Rumson, Ornstein.
25
Peter Deane Roberts, Modernism in Russian Piano Music: Skriabin, Prokofiev, and Their Russian
Contemporaries (Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1993), vol. 1, p. 110.
26
Abstract from the London Standard (March, 1914), quoted in Perlis, p. 739.
27
Broyles, p. 747.
28
Henry Cowell, ‘Trends in American Music’ in American Composers on American Music: A
Symposium, Henry Cowell ed. (New York: Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., 1962), p. 4.
29
Broyles, p. 747.
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most of his instrumental music is programmatic, and the programme often helped to
determine the choice of musical materials and harmonic treatments 30 , these preludes are
non-programmatic. Their generic characteristics, however, tie them to two common
features characteristic of his style at that period. Particularly fond of improvisation,
many of the ‘modernist’ works he performed in recitals were either improvised 31 , or
composed in ‘free-wheeling structures’ giving an impression of spontaneous
improvisation 32 . This feature and that of tonal concern, or experimentation, coincide
with those of the prelude genre, and may perhaps be the reason for his choice of this
genre.

Formal and Conventional Considerations

Tonality
These preludes are, as expected, without key signatures and highly chromatic. In
seeking alternatives to traditional tonality, it is often undermined by the experimentation
with, or incorporation of, various dissonant harmonies. Common triads are employed
outside traditional progressions and combined with added dissonances, such as are
found in Prelude No. 3 (bars 6-7 and 12-13, Ex. 6.7), producing different tone colours
that do not have any tonal implications. Various tone clusters and dissonant chords
deriving from the exploration of both keyboard formation and hand position are also
employed. This may be seen in all three preludes, especially the last two: Prelude No. 1,
bars 24-25; No. 2, bars 7, 10,12, 25, and 29; No. 3, bars 4, 10, 18-20, 24-26, and 28 (Ex.
6.8).

Despite all these dissonant harmonies, tonal coherence within a piece is still maintained
and often achieved by certain recurring pitches, intervals, or chords. Prelude No. 1, for
example, contains three recurring chords. The first of these is an A diminished triad
(pitch class set 3-10 [0, 3, 6]), which appears in every one of the four main phrases of
the piece. It harmonises the first half cadence of the melody in bar 2, followed by the
second one in bar 6 (refer to Ex. 6.9), and recurs in the middle of the third and fourth
main phrases (at bars 15 and 22 respectively). While the first three occurrences remain

30

Perlis, p. 741.
Roberts, p. 110.
32
Broyles, p. 747.
31
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unchanged in the same register, the fourth one is transposed up an octave and
developed. The second chord, first introduced in the bass part at the end of the first
main phrase (bar 4), is made up of a minor third and a minor ninth or an augmented
octave (pitch class set 3-2 [0, 1, 3]). This is often transposed, developed and combined
with other notes or chords in subsequent recurrences before forming part of a larger
chord at the final closure (bar 25). The third chord, implied in the first bar, consists of
an augmented and a perfect fourth (pitch class set 3-5 [0, 1, 6]). This can be seen more
clearly in the bass part of the second main phrase (bar 5). Like set [3-2], this is
transposed and developed in bar 5 but returns uncluttered at the same pitch in the third
main phrase at bar 14.

Prelude No. 2 provides another example where a recurring melodic interval, often at the
same pitches (an augmented 5th – C sharp and F, refer to Ex. 6.10), provides tonal
coherence for the piece. This constitutes the opening melody in the treble part, the
closing of the first section (bar 7), and the opening of the second (bar 8). This is
sometimes transposed and developed (as seen in bar 29). Likewise, in Prelude No. 3, C
sharp seems to recur at either the beginnings or ends of phrases and sections, providing
tonal coherence for the piece. Like the first prelude, further tonal coherence is provided
by the repeated presentation of sets [3-2] and [3-5] (refer to Ex. 6.7). Set [3-2] is more
prominent in Prelude No. 2, and set [3-5] in Prelude No. 3. Although these recurring
chords may be transposed, superimposed, and also combined freely with other chords or
pitch complexes, their frequent recurrences help to provide a sense of tonal coherence
or unity to these pieces.

However, whatever pitch or tonal references these pieces may imply are dashed at the
end by superimposing or compounding these references with other chords, tone clusters
or dissonances that suppress any clear tonal implications, such as can be seen in the
final bar of each of these preludes (Ex. 6.11).

Nevertheless, a linear pitch relationship within the set may still be found, in which four
common notes provide a smooth transition from one piece to another. These four notes
are presented rather prominently in the treble part of the opening bar of Prelude No. 3,
and at least three if not all four notes will appear in both the opening and closing bars of
each of these preludes, furnishing a further instance of a linear connection that provides
tonal coherence when the pieces are played in succession as a set (refer to Ex. 6.11).
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With various tonal references and a linear pitch relationship within the set, these
preludes, however dissonant (by far the most dissonant set of preludes the present writer
has analysed), still indicate some concerns with pitch priority and coherence that reflect
their connection to the tonally-related characteristic of the prelude genre.

Pianistic/Technical Figuration
Like other preludes, each of these pieces contains one or more specific pianistic or
technical feature(s), as shown below:
Table 6.6

Ornstein Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents and Presentations

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3

Pianistic/Technical Content
Lines and chords in free counterpoint
Chords and broken chords
Chords and broken chords, with
toccata-like setting

Presentation
Uniform consistency
Uniform consistency
With slight textural
variants

These features are presented consistently throughout the piece. Prelude No. 3, however,
contains slight textural variants at four points (bars 2, 6, 12, and 24, refer to Ex. 6.7 and
Ex. 6.8) where the chordal or triadic figuration is alternated between the hands in a
toccata-like setting, thereby thinning out the texture.

Besides this, these pieces also illustrate pianistic and technical concerns in their
exploitation of various black and white key combinations (Prelude No. 3, bar 24, refer
to Ex. 6.8), and the exploration of various new figurations and chordal formations
derived from both keyboard and hand shapes, as mentioned above. All these elements
reflect the technically-related aspect of the prelude genre.

Thematic Treatment and Formal Structure
The formal structure of the pieces and their thematic treatments are shown below:
Table 6.7

Ornstein Preludes: Thematic Treatments and Formal Plans

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2

Thematic Treatment
Duomotivic
Tri-motivic

Formal Plan/Structure
A
A Ad Ad1 Ad2

No. 3

Monomotivic

A Ad Ad1 Ad2
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Type of Form
Unisectional
Unified-sectional/
Through-composed
Unified-sectional/
Through-composed

All three pieces are in either unisectional form or its extended version which is common
to the genre; each piece however contains different thematic treatments. Prelude No. 3
presents only one main motif and its working out, saturating both treble and bass parts
in one continuous through-composed development. This four-note motif, in zigzag
alternation of high and low notes, is freely varied and developed in rhythm, intervals
and pitch direction, whilst maintaining its shape throughout, suggesting a rather free
monothematic treatment (such as shown in Ex. 6.7).

Prelude No. 1, on the other hand, contains two main motifs that are presented in
different parts. Motif ‘a’, a falling appoggiatura followed by a rising perfect fourth and
a falling perfect fifth is first presented in the treble part. Motif ‘b’, first presented in the
bass as a counterpoint to motif ‘a’, is a development of motif ‘a’, and comprises a rising
appoggiatura followed by a rising augmented fourth and another rising perfect fifth a
tone apart. These two motifs are varied and developed throughout the four main phrases
in the piece (as shown in Ex. 6.9).

Prelude No. 2 contains the largest number of motifs, all of which, however, are related
to the first. Motif ‘a’ (treble part of bar 1) contains a single interval, a falling augmented
fifth (or minor sixth). Motif ‘b’ (bar 2-3), an extension of motif ‘a’, comprises two
limbs: the first consists of a rising appoggiatura followed by a rising major seventh and
a falling diminished fifth; the second consists of a descending minor second followed
by another falling major third (the inversion of a minor sixth). Motif ‘c’ (bar 5) is a
retrograde development of the second limb of motif ‘b’. These three motifs form the
basis of variation and development in later sections (as shown in Ex. 6.10).

With such closely-knit motivic treatments, the pieces are coherent in the tradition of the
Bach/Chopin preludes, but are nevertheless more varied and developed, and therefore
less homogeneous.

Improvisatory Style
The employment of mono- or duo-motivic treatments in long continuous throughcomposed developments, mentioned above, reflects the character of improvisation,
common to the genre. In addition, the rhythmic and tempo flexibility to which the
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motifs are subjected in continuous variation and development, creates a further
impression of the spontaneity of an improvisation.

Besides these, there are also various imitations of other common improvisatory
practices, such as instrumental fill-ins (such as seen in bars 9 and 11 of Prelude No. 1,
refer to Ex. 6.9), links (such as seen in bar 11 of Prelude No. 2, refer to Ex. 6.10), and a
cadenza (bars 18-26 of Prelude No. 3).

Mood Content
The various tempo markings and some relevant performance directions indicating the
mood content of the preludes are tabulated below:
Table 6.8

Ornstein Preludes: Tempo Markings and Mood Contents

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3

Tempo Indication/Mood Content
Andantino; expressivo, molto rit.; Tempo I;
Largo; Tempo I
Moderato; rit.; Tempo I; Andante; Largo,
expressivo; Tempo I
Allegro; scherzando; Andante, dolce;
Presto; Moderato; Maestoso; Allegro

Presentation
With varied intensity
With varied intensity
With varied intensity

As may be seen above, a different mood is expressed in each of these pieces. Though
with varied tempo, the consistent presentation of the same motifs in varied free
developments indicates the presentation of the same mood with varied intensity, rather
than a change of mood.

Brevity
The tempo and number of bars indicating the length of these preludes are shown below:
Table 6.9

Ornstein Preludes: Tempo Markings and Durations
Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3

Tempo Indication
Andantino
Moderato
Allegro

33

No. of Bars Duration 33
25
0’47”
31
1’02”
28
0’56”

In the absence of both metronome marks and available sound recording (an early LP recording –
Michael Sallers, The Early Piano Music of Leo Ornstein (1913-1920), Orion Master Recordings, ORS
75194 – is no longer available), this is derived from the Sibelius computer programme based on the
indicated tempo markings.
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Varying between twenty-five and thirty-one bars and lasting around one minute or less,
these pieces remain brief miniatures in accordance with the characteristics of the genre.

They may be performed as an entire set, as suggested by their varied mood and tempo
as well as the inherent linear pitch relationships mentioned above that ensure flow and
continuity; or as singles, as they have been performed by the composer in one of his
1914 piano recitals 34 .

Perle
An advocate of twelve-note music, George Perle is one of the numerous twentiethcentury composers who explored the potential of using the twelve semitones of the
chromatic scale as an alternative to the traditional diatonic scale, or other modal
systems, developing a new musical language to replace traditional tonality.
‘Fully aware of the disintegration of the traditional harmonic and tonal system’ 35 he
was, in his early compositional career, searching for an effective alternative. A chance
encounter with Berg’s music 36 led to his continuous exploration and development of a
new system of composing music, a system known as ‘twelve-tone tonality’ or the
‘twelve-tone modal system’, which he initiated in 1939 37 . It is a system informed by
various atonal treatments or techniques employed in the early twentieth century by
composers such as Berg, Schoenberg, Scriabin, Bartók, and Stravinsky 38 . This
approach to composition underpins most of his works since then, which cover a large
variety of genres excepting opera.

Although Perle has written altogether three sets of six preludes (Op. 20, A, B and C),
only the second set is published. The Six Preludes, Op. 20B, were composed soon after
the Second World War in 1946. Although this is one of Perle’s early compositions, it
represents his method of composition based on his twelve-note modal system at that
period.

34

The program of this recital is given in footnote no. 4 of Perlis’ s article, p. 739.
Quoted in Leo Kraft, ‘The Music of George Perle’, Musical Quaterly, 57 (July, 1971), p. 445.
36
George Perle, ‘Reflections’ from Music Associates of America
(http://www.musicassociatesofamerica.com/madamina/1990/perle.html)
37
Paul Lansky, ‘Perle, George’ in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie,
2nd edition, (London: Macmillan Publishers Ltd., 2001), Vol. 19, p. 439.
38
Ibid., p. 440.
35
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Perle’s idea of ‘twelve-tone tonality’ is different from Schoenberg’s twelve-note
technique where the ordered row, in its four versions, dictates the fixed ordering of the
linear motivic as well as, to a large extent, the vertical harmonic movement of a piece.
Perle’s cyclic sets, however, do not function as motifs but provide instead the harmonic
and contrapuntal resources for his music 39 . They function as modes, very much like a
key does in the traditional tonal sense. His system is, therefore, more like an extension
of traditional tonality, in which the twelve notes assume a modal function.

As an extension of the seven-note diatonic scale, Perle perceived their fundamental link
to the cycle of fifths 40 , now extended chromatically to include all the twelve notes in an
octave treated as equal: F C G D A E B (the seven notes of a diatonic scale,
arranged in fifths) + F#

C#/Db Ab

Eb Bb (the remaining notes of the twelve

chromatics; or when the list begins with C: C G D A E B F# C#/Db Ab Eb Bb and
F). Presenting the row of fifths by tracing the cycle of fifths in both directions and
alternating the two, produces the original row as follows:
C

G D A E
B +
F Bb Eb Ab Db/C# F# = C F G Bb D Eb A G# E C# B F#

Such a construction of fifths yields only two effective or functional versions of the row
– the original and its inversion, since they are intervalically the same as the retrograde
and inverted retrograde versions. Instead of presenting this series as an ordered motif,
Perle explores the possibility of pitch relationships by considering each pitch of the row
as an axis-tone that connects it to its two neighbours in the original row as well as those
of an inverted row. These relationships provide a pitch with four possible linear
progressions, as well as forming chords. In exhausting all such possible chordal
formations by combining a row with all the transpositions of its inversion and also that
of their reversed combinations, Perle found three distinct patterns, which he named
Modes I, II, and III respectively41 . Each of these modes comprises common chordal
patterns derived from four combinations: two from the combination of a prime row with
two different transpositions of its inversion, named W and X, and another two from

39

Ibid., p. 440.
George Perle, ‘Evolution of the Tone-Row: The Twelve-Tone Modal System’, The Music Review, II
(1941), p. 280.
41
Ibid., pp. 281-2.
40
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their conversed combination, that is the combination of the inversion with two different
transpositions of the prime row, named Y and Z 42 , as shown in Ex. 6.12.

From these, Perle concluded that each axis-tone in any mode might ‘combine with its
neighbouring tones to form a chord’ 43 . Chord progressions are led by common note(s);
and, as in traditional tonal practice, these may serve as pivot chord(s) for modulation
into another mode. The first chord of each mode, being common to all four forms, may
be considered as a tonic in the traditional sense 44 . The various transpositions of these
modes thus function analogously to keys in the traditional diatonic system, and seem
more like an extension of it in which the twelve notes assume a modal function.

These sets of preludes exemplify thus a continuation of post-tonal developments in the
early twentieth century, evolving from Scriabin’s development towards atonality, to that
of Ornstein’s post-tonality or free atonality, to Perle’s organised and structured ‘twelvetone tonality’.

Formal and Conventional Characteristics

Tonality
Like those of Scriabin and Ornstein, Perle’s preludes do not have any key signature.
Though they contain no real tonal reference points in the traditional sense, each piece
may still exhibit a predominant mode based on a ‘key’ 45 (or transposition) according to
Perle’s twelve-note system, where the first chord of the mode often appears as the final
chord of the piece, acting therefore like a ‘tonic’. The table below presents, in summary,
the modes employed in these pieces:

42

George Perle, ‘An Approach to Simultaneity in Twelve-Tone Music’, Perspectives of New Music, III/1
(1964-65), p. 96.
43
Perle, ‘Evolution of the Tone Row’, p. 285.
44
Ibid., pp. 285-6.
45
Ibid., p. 282, footnote 9: Perle clarified that ‘the term “key” is here divorced of all connotations
dependent upon tonality and refers only to the transfer of a series of tone-relationships to a new degree in
pitch’.
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Table 6.10

Perle Preludes: Modes and Ending Chords

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3

No. 4
No. 5

No. 6

Main Modes Used
Mode II form X, based on key C-F#
Mode II form Y, based on key G-C#
Mode II forms W, X and Y based on
various keys; and
Mode III forms W, X, Y and Z based on
various keys
Mode II form W, based on key Ab-D
Mode II forms X, W, Y and Z, based on
key Bb-E; and form X, based on key BF.
Mode II forms X, W, and Z, based on
key B-F; and form Z, based on key AbD.

Ending Chord
Gm7
Dm7
Em7

D#m7
Fm7
F#m7

Half of these pieces (Nos. 1, 2, and 4) remain in the same mode and form throughout,
and progress smoothly from one chord to another, often by means of one or more
common note(s). They thus parallel those preludes with a singular presentation of key
or tonality without any modulation. The remainder, however, employ chords from either
different forms, keys, or even modes, moving smoothly from one form to another
through pivot chord(s) like modulations in traditional practice.

Prelude No. 3 contains, as seen above, the most ‘modulations’ in the set. Beginning
with a sustained chord in mode III, which functions like a triple pedal point, it combines
with different notes in the melody, producing subtle changes of chords derived from
different forms, as shown: chord 6 form W of key C-F#, chord 3/X of key Ab-D, chord
4/Z and 4/Y of key C#-G, and chord 2/Z of key Ab-D (refer to Ex. 6.13). These are
followed by a series of chords derived from mode II form X, based on the key A-Eb, as
shown: chords 1, 3, 1, 8, 7, and 12. The first figure returns with different chords derived
again from mode III, followed by the return of the second figure in mode II. The pattern
repeats once more, moving to still other chords from these modes before settling in
mode II form X, and the prelude closes with an E minor seventh (chord 1 in key A-Eb).
This alternation of contrasting modes provides, like key modulations in traditional tonal
practice, both tonal contrast and unity in a coherent manner. Its ending in one of the
modes suggests this to be the ‘tonic key’ or tonal centre, paralleling that of traditional
diatonic key system; it thus reflects tonal orientation or concerns typical of the genre’s
tradition.
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Each of these preludes ends with a different chord, signifying their use of a different
tonality. This is strongly akin to the tradition of publishing a set of preludes (in twentyfour or any other numbers) in different keys. Besides this, these ending chords project a
general pattern of interlocking thirds and fourths, (a common motivic feature to be
mentioned later) as shown below:
Eb(enharmonic of D#)
E
Minor /major 3rds
G
Perfect 5th
D
Minor/major 3rds
F
F#
Preludes Nos.: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

These preludes, meant to be played as a set, are linked, like their predecessors, with
common or enharmonic note(s) that provide a smooth flow from one piece to the next.

Like Scriabin and Ornstein, this set of post- or extended-tonal preludes presents a
different tonal colour in each piece – perhaps less distinctive in this case compared to
that of the two former composers. This is probably due to their employment of mainly
the same mode (Perle’s mode II) based mainly on minor-seventh chords. Nevertheless,
with the different blending of notes and forms, they contain different tonal colours,
paralleling the establishing of key traditional to the genre. Moreover, the close
connection between pieces, and the existing pitch relationships within the set, as shown
above, parallels that of Rachmaninoff and Debussy. Furthermore, the composer’s
instruction for the set to be performed ‘as a group, in the given order’, accentuates the
linear connection between them and represents a radical example or a natural
culmination of this development towards a continuous set.

Pianistic/Technical Figuration
Like most preludes already discussed, this set of preludes features one or more specific
pianistic or technical figure(s) in each piece, as shown below:
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Table 6.11

Perle Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents and Presentations
Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

Pianistic/Technical Content
Chords and lines
Chords and lines
Chords and lines
Chords and clusters of 2nds
Broken chords
Lines and dyads of 3rds and 6ths

Presentation
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent

Different figurations of lines and chords are the common features of the first three
preludes, while the last three pieces present more distinctively technical figures,
featuring respectively staccato chords, broken chords in contrary motion, and legato
lines and double notes. They are not extensively virtuosic in nature, but are pianistically
idiomatic; and are, in the tradition of Bach, highly consistent or uniform in their
presentation of these features.

Like Debussy, these preludes explore different pianistic sonorities, covering contrasted
tessituras, articulations, dynamics and textures within a short space of time (for example
refer to Prelude No. 3 in Ex. 6.13), making these pieces brief but highly compact.

Their unitary presentation of pianistic or technical figuration(s) is consistent with the
Bachian tradition. The exploration of varied keyboard sonorities, in line with the
genre’s concern with keyboard touch and sonority, parallels that of Chopin and
Debussy.

Thematic Treatment and Formal Structure
Like Scriabin, these preludes are mainly in unisectional or ‘unified-sectional’ forms, as
shown below:

Table 6.12
Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

Perle Preludes: Thematic Treatments and Formal Plans
Thematic Treatment
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic

Formal Plan/Structure
A Ad A'
A Ad A'
A A' (B) A"
A
A A'
A A'
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Type of Form
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional

While preludes nos. 4 to 6 are clearly monothematic in treatment, Prelude No. 3 has, as
mentioned above, a brief and slightly contrasted moment in the middle (‘B’ – refer to
Ex. 6.13). It is however, a development of the first half of the opening theme. Without
the passing notes, the motif is outlined in diminution, with its last notes inverted and
extended (refer to Ex. 6.13). This part is sandwiched between two longer sections (A'
and A"), each a variation of the opening theme.

Prelude No. 5, on the other hand, is an example of Bachian monothematic treatment.
Based on broken chords in contrary motion, this moto perpetuo piece is in two main
sections in which the second inverts the first and is in invertible counterpoint.

The first two preludes, similar in formal structure, are monomotivic in treatment; the
second one, however, verges on duo-motivic treatment. This prelude begins
contrapuntally, with motif ‘a’ in the treble over motif ‘b’ in the bass. Motif ‘a’
comprises a harmonic minor third followed by a pair of rising melodic thirds (minor,
then major/minor, refer to Ex. 6.14), a tritone apart. Motif ‘b’ is a modified retrograde
inversion of motif ‘a’, beginning with a descending arpeggio figure which comprises
two fourths interpolated with thirds (major, then minor), followed by a minor third, now
in melodic form (refer to Ex. 6.14). This is followed by motif ‘c’, which also begins
with a minor third, in melodic form and extended more than two octaves apart. This is
followed by an inversion of the augmented fourth, now extended to perfect fifths, and
outlining major triads by freely incorporating a third in between (Ab-C-Eb, and Eb-G-Bb,
refer to Ex. 6.14). Although based on the same interval content as motif ‘a’, this majortriad-like motif appears like a new motif, and may be considered a duo-motivic
treatment. The next section (Ad) is a development of the first. The opening harmonic
minor third in motif ‘a’ is repeated an octave higher, and extended to a trill-like figure
in triplets of semiquavers. Motif ‘b’ is likewise repeated an octave higher, with its last
two notes falling a semitone lower to join motif ‘a’ at a unison fifteenth (refer to Ex.
6.14). Motif ‘c’ is further developed, having its melodic major-triad outline (F#-A#C#+D) tripled in parallel thirds, forming a series of major/minor triads (refer to Ex.
6.14), accompanied by a modified and developed version of motif ‘b’. Another
developed version of motif ‘c’ follows, extending the section, with the vertical and
linear forms of the triads appearing in alternation (refer to Ex. 6.14). This is followed by
a modified recapitulation of the opening section, extended by a coda based on the
closing material of the previous section (motif ‘cd’ from section Ad). The piece thus
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balances contrast and unity, in which coherence is achieved by mono- or duo-motivic
treatment.

Such coherence is found not only in individual pieces, but also within the set. Thirds
and fourths in various harmonic or melodic combinations, introduced in the first
prelude, are a prominent recurring feature of the set, lending it both unity and
coherence, and making this a highly unified set.

These Perle preludes thus reflect a strong connection with the tradition of the genre:
Bachian in their unisectional or unified-sectional monothematic treatment, and
Debussyan in having a cohesive motivic link for the set.

Improvisatory Style
As these preludes are short and compact, they do not focus as much on cadenza-like
virtuosic display as do others. However, they simulate the nature of improvisation in
other areas. One of these is their rhythmic flexibility. Prelude No. 4 is the only piece in
the set where a time signature is employed; but rhythmic flexibility is maintained in its
shifting beats and irregular accents, as well as changes of time signature (3/4, 4/4, 3/4,
3/2) in the later half. The other pieces, with neither time signature nor regular bar lines,
excepting occasional ones to mark off sections, have no regularly recurring beats or
accents; motifs recur in varied rhythms, either augmented, diminished, or a mixture of
these to give each recurrence a fresh feel. Besides rhythmic variation, motifs appear in
varied forms, often ornamented or freely developed by different permutations, freeing
them from rigidity or a strictly organised effect. They simulate the free improvisatory
effect of the genre, almost parallelling the unmeasured preludes of Louis Couperin.

Mood Content
Without the usual performance directions or tempo indications, these preludes are given
only metronome marks, as shown below:
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Table 6.13

Perle Preludes: Tempo Markings and Mood Contents
Preludes
No. 1

Tempo Indication
 = 132 (allegretto)

Presentation
Uniform mood

No. 2

 = 84 (allegro)

Uniform mood

No. 3

 = 69;  = 96 (andante)

With varied intensity

No. 4

 = 240 (vivace)

Uniform mood

No. 5

 = 144 (allegro)

Uniform mood

No. 6

 = 40-44 (lento)

Uniform mood

The bracketed tempo markings are approximations of the given metronome marks.

Unlike the preludes of Scriabin, which carry clear emotive indications, these preludes
seem to return to the absolute music of Bach’s tradition. Each piece is unitary in
character and well contrasted within the set. Only Prelude No. 3 has a slightly faster
moment in the middle of the piece; this is, however, brief and would seems more like a
change of intensity rather than of the mood itself.

With such features, these preludes are absolute music with a consistent character or
mood, very much in the tradition of Bach’s preludes.

Brevity
Without the usual bar lines, these ametric, unmeasured preludes (except No. 4) are
exceptionally brief, as shown below:

Table 6.14 Perle Preludes: Tempo Markings and Durations
Preludes
No. 1

Tempo Indication
 = 132 (allegretto)

Duration 46
0’22”

No. 2

 = 84 (allegro)

0’28”

No. 3

 = 69;  = 96 (andante)

1’00”

No. 4

 = 240 (vivace)

0’11”

No. 5

 = 144 (allegro)

0’23”

No. 6

 = 40-44 (lento)

0’45”

46

Based on the CD sound recording of Robert Helps, New Music for the Piano (New York: CRI Archival
Release, 2001, 1966), SD 288.
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Each piece lasts no more than a minute, and the whole set lasts just over four minutes.
Perhaps due to their brevity, these six preludes are to be performed ‘as a group, in the
given order’ as instructed by the composer. This therefore precludes the options of
performing only one or several preludes from the set. It accentuates the idea of seeing a
set of preludes as a suite of contrasting movements, derived perhaps from Chopin’s Op.
28.

Conclusion
From its initial key-setting or -establishing function, tonality has been an important
aspect of the prelude genre. The development towards atonality, as seen in the preludes
discussed in this chapter, has not negated this aspect. Each set, in its different way,
exhibits a certain connection with traditional tonal practice that relates to the
characteristic of the genre, particularly in their retention of pitch relationships and links
within the set.

However, despite their novel treatment with respect to tonal organisation, these preludes
are surprisingly conservative in other aspects. They maintain the presentation of certain
specific technical or pianistic feature(s), and the exploration and exploitation of
pianistic sonority, as seen especially in the preludes of Ornstein. They maintain the
presentation of a single mood and even texture, especially in those of Scriabin and
Perle. They maintain, to a large extent, monothematic or monomotivic treatment, and
unisectional or ‘unified-sectional’ forms. They also maintain an improvisatory
character, rather prominent in Ornstein’s preludes; and the miniature length, especially
in those of Perle that perhaps leads to their perpetual development into an inseparable
ordered set. Thus, despite new developments in one of its fundamental elements, these
pieces exhibit strong connections with the Bachian tradition of the genre.

Besides these features, the preludes of Ornstein and Perle provide further examples of
extreme remoteness from clear-cut tonality. Nevertheless, further analysis has shown
that certain pitch relationships still exist both within the individual pieces as well as
within the set. Furthermore, it would seem that composers who wished to negate
tonality or pitch priority most radically, such as Anton Webern, Karlheinz Stockhausen,
Pierre Boulez and Yannis Xenakis, did not generally write preludes. Besides them,
Schoenberg has written only one keyboard prelude – the first movement of the Piano
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Suite, Op. 25 (1921-23), to which the preludes of Perle bear some similarities,
especially in texture and notational patterns or designs. The prelude of Op. 25 was
composed during his early exploration of the twelve-note technique, when he turned to
Baroque formal models to illustrate the pedigree and practicality of his technique. After
this early twelve-note composition, he did not return to this genre. All these internal as
well as external evidences seem to suggest that there was perhaps some implicit
recognition that the prelude genre ought to be centrally concerned with pitch or tonal
relationships.
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Ex. 6.4
Scriabin, Op. 74 No. 2
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Ex. 6.5

Scriabin, Op. 74 No. 3
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Ex. 6.6
Section 'A'
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Ex. 6.7
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Ex. 6.10
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Ornstein Preludes


 

 
  











Ex. 6.12
Perle's modes:
The combination of Prime Row (on key C-F#)
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Chapter 7
A General Survey of Other Preludes in the Period
As mentioned in the introductory chapter, due to the large number of preludes
composed in the first half of the twentieth century and the scope of this thesis, this study
can only discuss in some detail the preludes of several selected composers representing
common stylistic manifestations of the period. In order to have a fuller picture of the
topic under study however, this chapter attempts to extend the examination of the
various formal and conventional characteristics peculiar to the prelude genre to a
sampling of further preludes composed in the period, which may be found in the
comprehensive list of piano preludes given in Appendix A.

Formal and Conventional Characteristics
Tonality
As we have seen in the preludes discussed in the previous chapters, the establishment
and exploration of tonality remains one of the principal concerns of the prelude genre,
which, in the twentieth century, may be generally classified into three different
categories: tonal, neo-tonal, and towards atonality. Preludes (already examined) that
belong to the tonal category are the late-Romantic ones (refer to Chapter 2); those that
belong to the neo-tonal category are the jazz- and folk-inspired (Chapter 4), neoclassical (Chapter 5), and impressionistic (Chapter 3) preludes; whilst those
exemplifying the development towards atonality are the preludes of Scriabin, Ornstein
and Perle (Chapter 6). There is also the tendency of having a schematic pitch or key
relationship within a set thus exhibiting features of overall tonal organisation and
coherence which may be related to the Bach/Chopin tradition.
These tonal features are apparent in another set of late-Romantic preludes by the Polish
composer Karol Szymanowski, a near contemporary of Rachmaninoff. His Nine
Preludes, Op. 1 (1900-02), though generally tonal, are not uniformly straightforward in
key establishment. Although their tonalities are often well established by the end,
several pieces are tonally evasive. The delay of tonal confirmation suspends the
expectation of key establishment, therefore renegotiating the generic contract. This
tonal treatment reflects perhaps the influence of the late nineteenth or early twentieth
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century, and parallels the few exceptional cases in Chopin’s preludes of tonal
ambiguity, such as the prelude in A minor (Op. 28, No. 2). In spite of this, there is
another characteristic that connects them firmly to the prelude tradition of Bach and
Chopin, as shown below:
Preludes
Keys
Intervals

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Bm
Dm
Db
Bbm Dm Am Cm
Ebm Bbm
m3rd m2nd m3rd M3rd P5th m3rd m3rd P5th

This set of preludes comprises a predominance of minor mode pieces, there being only
one out of nine preludes in a major key. However, a general linear pitch relationship of
semitone, minor/major third and perfect fifth between the pieces holds them together as
a set, as illustrated both above and below:

(1)
(4 & 9)
(6)

Bb
A

B

Axis
:
:
:
C
:
Axis

Db

D
Eb

(2 & 5)
(3)
(8)

Furthermore, each of these pieces flows into the next one by either a stepwise
progression (such as in preludes nos. 1-2 and 3-4) or common note (for the remaining
preludes), thus providing further tonal coherence.
While the preludes of Gershwin (Chapter 4) were seen to be tonal, another set of jazzinspired preludes, the Huit Préludes by Bohuslav Martinů, composed in 1929, exhibits
more of a neo-tonal approach. Highly chromatic and without any key signatures, the
underlying tonality is sometimes either obscured or ambiguous. Some of them are
inspired by jazz elements, such as the employment of the blues scale (preludes nos. 1
and 3), modes (Prelude No. 6), unresolved ninth or eleventh chords (Prelude No. 2), and
oscillating ostinato chord progressions (Prelude No. 1). Besides these, there are also
other twentieth-century harmonic treatments, such as bichordal progressions and the
employment of bitonality (preludes nos. 4 and 6).
Like the preludes already mentioned, these pieces are well linked, mostly by common
note(s) or stepwise movement, providing a smooth progression from one piece to
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another when performed as a set. Additionally, pitch relationships within the set
promote further cohesion, as shown below:
Preludes
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6 No. 7 No. 8
Closing note/chord
F
C
G6
F/F#
A6
C7
G
Dm
Linear pregression
4th
4th
2nd
3rd
3rd
4th
4th
The progressions of fourths are interrupted by seconds and thirds in the middle; this
almost symmetrical linear progression holds the pieces together as a set like those of
Rachmaninoff.
Though the folk-inspired preludes of Kabalevsky (Chapter 4) adhere rather closely to
tonal practice, Alberto Ginastera’s Twelve American Preludes Op. 12 (1944) are more
experimental. Calling his set of preludes an ‘experimental work’, Ginastera was, with
these pieces, searching for ‘new musical idioms’ 1 . He turned to his American, or more
precisely Pan-American, heritage, which allowed him to break away from the European
tradition on the one hand, and at the same time combine these folk inspirations with
what he described as ‘the most advanced compositional techniques then current in
Europe’ 2 .
In these preludes, bimodal treatment (simultaneity of both major and minor keys), one
of the characteristics of Creole folksong 3 is employed along with other folk inspired
tonalities, such as the old church modes (C dorian in Prelude No. 7), and the pentatonic
modes typical of Inca melodies 4 (with the minor version in Prelude No. 5, and the major
version in Prelude No. 12 as seen from their titles). Along with these are more
modernist tonal treatments, such as bitonality (preludes nos. 6 and 9), bichordal
harmony (nos. 1 and 3), the juxtaposition of tertial and quartal chords (preludes nos.4
and 9), and various chord clusters (nos. 3 and 6) derived from experimentation with
possible combinations of black and white keys.

1

Mary Ann Hanley, ‘The Solo Piano Music of Alberto Ginastera, Part I’, The American Music Teacher,
24 (June-July, 1975), p. 17.
2
Alberto Ginastera, ‘Personal Viewpoint’, Tempo, 81 (1967), p. 27.
3
Hanley, p. 17.
4
Ibid., p. 20.
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Despite these tonal treatments, reflective of twentieth-century developments, there are
still discernible tonal centres for each individual piece. Moreover, there are further pitch
relationships within the set, as shown in their key scheme below:
Preludes No.
Tonal centre

1
F

2
C

3
F/Gb

4
G

5
A

6
C

7
C

8
D

9
G

10
F

11
F

12
C

All these notes belong to the pentatonic mode C-A-G-F-D (or F-G-A-C-D). Originally
published in two volumes, the tonal sequence of the second half is almost the reverse of
the first. Progressing mainly by fourths and seconds, both halves seem to move around
F, C and G, and end on C, with A and D as their upper auxiliaries, as shown below:

C
G
F

C

D

A

G

F

F F

C
Preludes No:
Intervals of 4ths:
And 2nds:

1 2

C

3 4 5 6
4
4
2 2

7 8 9 10 11 12
4
4
2
2

In addition, the pieces are linked with either common note(s), implied chord note (or
note that belongs to the same chord), or a stepwise progression which provides a
smooth transition from one piece to the next. All these relationships provide, like those
of Rachmaninoff, an overall linear logic to the tonal organisation of the set.
In the preludes of Shostakovich (Chapter 5), tonal expectations are often suspended,
producing a sense of irony or wit such as is characteristic of the neo-classical style.
Lennox Berkeley’s set of six preludes, Op. 23 (1945), provides another example.
Although key centres are often established by recurring dominant (as in Prelude No. 1)
and especially tonic pedal points – or at least repeated harmonies – at the beginnings
and endings of these pieces, tonality is often undermined or blurred by various
chromatic colourings and non-functional chord progressions, as well as chromatically
tinged final tonic chords (preludes nos. 1 and 2). Such ironic tonal treatments contribute
to these preludes’ distinctive neo-classical flavour.
With a preference perhaps for the major key, these six preludes, despite frequent shifts
between major and minor thirds, all end on a major triad. The pieces flow smoothly
from one to the next by either semitonal progressions (as in preludes nos. 1-2, 3-4,)
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common notes (as in preludes nos. 2-3), or any one of these with chromatic anticipation
(as in preludes nos. 4-5, 5-6).
A further sense of cohesion within the set is achieved by having its first and last pieces
in the same key. A general progression of seconds and thirds between the pieces
provides further pitch relationships within the set, as shown below:
(upper auxiliary)

Ab

(lower and upper auxs.)

A

Bb

E
F

Ab

___________________________________ ___________________________________

3

3

The impressionistic preludes of Debussy (Chapter 3) exhibit his exploration of freer
treatments in both tonal relationships and structure. The emphasis on tonal colour leads
to the free combination of major/minor keys with other modes and the freer
employment of non-goal-oriented harmonic progressions as well as extended harmonic
resources. Such neo-tonal manifestations may be seen in another set of impressionistic
preludes, Messiaen’s Préludes pour piano, composed in 1929. They are among the
earliest compositions to show Messiaen’s newly classified modes of limited
transposition and their mode-derived harmonies. These are artificial modes based on the
division of the octave into smaller units of identical intervallic patterns. Such repetitive
intervallic construction restricts the number of possible transpositions of these modes 5 ,
creating, like other traditional keys or modes, a distinctive tonal colour and identity. The
modes are used both melodically and harmonically in these preludes and mixed or
superimposed freely with traditional keys producing novel tonal colours. Hence
Messiaen referred to them as ‘studies in colour’ 6 .
Considering himself at that time as already a ‘sound-colour’ composer 7 , he associated
each of his modes of limited transposition with a certain complex of colour, and in the
preludes used them in different combinations to derive further complexes of colours.
The tonal centres of the eight preludes, the mode(s) employed, as well as his
interpretation of the perceived colour derived from their combinations are shown below:

5

Olivier Messiaen, The Technique of My Musical Language, translated by John Satterfield (Paris:
Alphonse Leduc & Cie., 1944).
6
Maurice Hinson, Guide to the Pianist’s Repertoire, 3rd edition (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
2000), p. 536.
7
Ibid., p. 536.
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Table 7.1

Messiaen Preludes: Tonalities, Modes and Associated Colours

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2

Tonal Centre
E
F#

Mode(s) Employed
Mode II
Mode II

No. 3
No. 4

E
Dm

Mode II
Modes III, VI, VII

No. 5

A

Modes II, III, VI, VII

No. 6
No. 7

Bm
C

Modes II, III, VI
Mode VII

No. 8

D

Mode III

Colour Derived 8
Orange veined with violet
Grey, mauve, Prussian blue;
diamonded and silvered
Orange veined with violet
Velvety grey with mauve and
green highlights
Super-imposing blue orange
with violet-purple
Royal purple, orange, violet
Velvety grey with mauve and
green highlights
Green-veined orange with
several black patches; blueorange, and green-orange

The tonal scheme reveals a schematic pitch relationship of near symmetrical expansion.
The set begins with E and moves a major second up to F sharp for the second prelude,
returns to E in the third, and moves a major second down to D for the fourth prelude.
The next two preludes are both a perfect fourth away from the two previous pairs of
preludes. These are followed by a further expansion of minor third and major sixth
(which is an inversion of minor third) for the last pair of preludes, as illustrated below:
(2) F#

(6) Bm

M2

P4

(8) D
m3

(1) E
(3) E
M2

P4

(4) Dm

M6/m3

(5) A

(7) C

In addition to these pitch relationships, there is a further connection between successive
pieces, such as common note(s) (nos. 1-2, 5-6, 6-7, and 7-8) and semitonal shift(s) (nos.
2-3, 3-4, and 4-5), that provide a smooth transition from one piece to the next, as in
Rachmaninoff’s preludes, thus providing a smooth tonal progression when they are
performed as a set.
It can be seen that Messiaen’s preludes adhere rather closely to traditional tonal
practices common to the genre. Besides exhibiting a schematic tonal pattern for the set,
these ‘studies in colour’ illustrate his exploration and presentation of new tonal colours
through different superimpositions of his newly classified modes with traditional

8

Ibid., p. 536.
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tonality. This reflects their adherence to the genre’s traditional function of key
establishment

and

presentation. They

extend

Bach’s

demonstration

of

the

resourcefulness of the major-minor key system in terms of harmonic and keyrelationships made available in his exploitation of well-tempered tuning, to that of the
exploration and presentation of other modes or tonalities.
Besides Messiaen, Alexander Tcherepnin also derived his own mode known as the
‘Tcherepnin scale’ 9 . This is a nine-note scale comprising three tetrachords of semitonetone-semitone: C Db Eb E F G Ab A B C, and has only four transpositions, paralleling
those of Messiaen’s ‘modes of limited transposition’. While it appears mainly as
melodic decoration in his Quatre préludes nostalgiques Op. 23 (1922), the Quatre
préludes Op. 24 (1922-23) are based entirely on this scale. Transposed to A, the scale –
A Bb C C# D E F F# G# A – is used in all the four pieces, with the first two and last
pieces centred on A, and the third piece on F sharp, producing thereby a coherently
unified set, as shown in their opening and closing bars (Ex. 7.1).
Carlos Chávez’s set of ten preludes (1937) is another example of neo-tonal treatment. A
blend of folk and neo-classical styles is manifested in this set of modal-pandiatonic
preludes. All the pieces, excepting the last, are without key signatures and have either
no or few accidentals. Based mainly on the white keys, the pieces explore various
combinations of free counterpoint (such as nos. 2, 5, 6, 10), quartal (No. 2), and cluster
(No. 7) chords, and combinations of these (nos. 4, 8, and 9), producing a generally
modal-like pandiatonicism. As with other sets of preludes, there is pitch relationship
within the set where the pieces are first presented in a scalic descending order covering
an octave, followed by two pairs of perfect fifths: E, D, C, B, A, G, F, C, D, A.
All these preludes, varied as they are in tonal treatment, illustrate the tonal or neo-tonal
types of prelude written in the first half of the twentieth century. There are many more
preludes in this category, especially the many sets of twenty-four preludes following the
key scheme of either Bach or Chopin, such as Sir Charles Villiers Stanford’s two sets of
twenty-four preludes, Op. 163 (1918), and Op. 179 (1921); Robert Casadesus’s Op. 5
(1924); York Bowen’s Op. 102 (1938); and Raffaele D’Alessandro’s Op. 30 (1940-41).
There are also other examples of neo-tonal treatments such as the impressionistic

9

Nicolas Slonimsky, ‘Alexander Tcherepnin, Septuagenarian’, Tempo, 87 (Winter, 1968-69), pp. 19-20.
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preludes of John Ireland (Four Preludes, 1913-15), William Baines (Seven Preludes,
1919), and Frederick Delius (Three Preludes, 1923).
A third category of preludes is those which, like the preludes of Scriabin, Ornstein, and
Perle (Chapter 6), lean towards a freer use of the twelve chromatic notes, with bolder
harmonic innovations, and are hence more atonally inclined. The two sets of preludes
by Ruth Crawford, composed when she first came under the influence of Scriabin 10 , is
another example of this manifestation, which parallels the tonal treatment in Ornstein’s
preludes. Her first set of five preludes for piano was composed in 1924-25. The second
set of four preludes (1927-28), though composed two years later, was referred to as nos.
6-9. They were perhaps intended to be a continuation of the first five, forming a larger
set of nine preludes.
As in Scriabin’s Op. 74 Preludes, these Crawford preludes have no key signature; the
twelve semitones are employed freely without an obviously specific tonal reference
point; these pieces thus also incline towards atonality. Like Scriabin, instead of the
traditional tertian construction, chords are often built on fourths, fifths, and tritones; the
superimposition of these chords produces various novel sound or pitch complexes. In
place of traditional chord progressions, pitch relations are established through repetition
of patterns, pitch-class sets or ostinatos and their transpositions. Each piece thus
presents a specific ‘tonal colour’ or content, paralleling the presentation of specific keys
or modes in traditional practice.
Although without traditional tonal reference points, there are still links that join these
pieces together. Like their predecessors, links are established through common notes (as
in preludes nos. 1-2, 6-7, and 7-8), enharmonics (nos. 3-4), and semitonal lead-ins (nos.
2-3, 4-5, 5-6, and 8-9). These links provide a smooth progression from piece to piece,
once again creating tonal coherence when performed as a set. In addition, though
without a tonal centre, the last (or ending) note(s) of these pieces still exhibit a near
symmetrical linear pitch relationship of fifths and thirds as shown below:

10

Letter from Ruth Crawford Seeger to Nicolas Slonimsky (Jan. 29, 1933) in Carol Neuls-Bates ed.,
Women in Music: An Anthology of Source Readings from the Middle Ages to the Present (New York:
Harper & Row Publishers, 1982), p. 304; and Judith Tick, ‘Crawford (Seeger), Ruth (Porter)’ in The New
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie, 2nd edition (London: Macmillan Publishers
Ltd., 2001), vol. 6, p. 650.
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D – A – F# – F# – A – C – A/D – D/A – BbC/C#D#
└────┘└────┘

P5th

└─────┘└────┘└────┘└──────┘

m3rd

m3rd

m3rd

m3rd

P5th

Most of the preludes end with D and A, which suggests a quasi tonic-dominant
relationship, with F# as the mediant and C the flattened seventh, producing a pitch
relationship coinciding with a D seventh chord. However, such tonal references are
ironically overturned at the end when the final piece closes with a cluster chord of
major seconds.
Even Arnold Schoenberg’s Prelude from the Piano Suite, Op. 25 (1924), one of his first
twelve-note compositions, and one that could have served as a model for Perle’s set of
six preludes, has some tonal relationships appropriate to the prelude genre. With the
first and last notes (E and Bb) of the series a tritone apart, these pitch classes recur in
these positions in all the four orderings of the series and their transpositions at the
tritone. Besides these, the third and fourth notes (G and Db) of the series form another
pair of tritones that retain their pitch-classes and positions when inverted or transposed
at a tritone. By employing only these four forms and tranpositions of the series (P0, P6,
I0 and I6), these four pitch classes recur at strategic points throughout the piece, such as
the beginning of a new phrase or section (as shown in Ex. 7. 2), which are reminiscent
of tonal references in traditional tonal practice. Furthermore, the first four pitches of the
series that begin the prelude also round off the piece and anticipate the same notes
opening the subsequent piece – the Gavotte (Ex. 7.3); this feature thus reflects the
original pitch- or key-setting function of the genre.
Other examples of atonal preludes that nevertheless exhibit similar pitch links or
relationships as those discussed above include Nicolai Roslavets’s Prélude pour Piano
(1915) and his Quasi Prélude (1915), Ivan Vishnegradsky’s Two Preludes Op. 2
(1916), and Kazimierz Serocki’s Suite of Preludes for Piano (1952).

Pianistic/Technical Figuration
The preludes discussed in previous chapters manifest several concerns related to the
technical aspect of the prelude genre. These include the exploration of technical
possibilities, pianistic sonority, and didactic purpose. This often resulted in the sets of
preludes being a ‘tour de force’ or compendium of different pianistic and technical
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styles, often climaxing, like Chopin’s Op. 28, in the last piece of the set, as do those of
Rachmaninoff (Op. 32), Debussy, and Kabalevsky.
Technical possibilities are often explored and presented in different ways, revealing two
general manifestations. The first reflects a homogeneous study-like texture, often
expressed in either the moto perpetuo Bachian tradition, or the consistent Chopinesque
melody and accompaniment texture; the second reflects technical variety of a Baroque
toccata-like multiplicity, which had reached a high point in the Debussy preludes. While
some sets of preludes seem to include a predominance of one manifestation, others
contain a fair mixture of both. Examples of the former category are, however, found
more often in the preludes of late-Romantic, nationalistic, and neo-classical styles, as
well as the atonally inclined preludes, while the latter are seen more in the
impressionistic as well as several nationalistic preludes.
Szymanowski’s preludes, like those of Chopin and Rachmaninoff, display typically
idiomatic Romantic keyboard styles. Passages filled with flowing melodic lines, either
in a single voice or in octaves, are accompanied by wide ranging arpeggios or broken
chords made possible with the help of the sustaining pedal, as exemplified in preludes
nos. 1, 2, 7, and 9. In addition to these are the various combinations of chords, broken
chords, or leaping basses in different harmonic or contrapuntal settings that produce a
richly sonorous, thickly textured Romantic style. Set in such a style, each of
Szymanowski’s preludes illustrates idiomatic keyboard writing that draws on certain
technical features, and within each piece there is still a constant presentation of one or
two pianistic or technical figure(s) producing a study-like texture, as summarised
below:
Table 7.2

Szymanowski Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents and Presentations

Preludes
No. 1 in Bm
No. 2 in Dm
No. 3 in Db
No. 4 in Bbm
No. 5 in Dm
No. 6 in Am
No. 7 in Cm
No. 8 in Ebm
No. 9 in Bbm

Pianistic/Technical Content
Arpeggio and legato line/octave
Arpeggio and legato line/octave
Chromatic line in contrapuntal setting
Chromatic line in contrapuntal setting
Octave: broken and solid
Octave: broken and solid
Broken chord and arpeggio
Broken chord and arpeggio
Broken chord/arpeggio, line/octave
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Presentation
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
With some variants
With some variants
With some variants
Consistent
With some variants

The variants, both technical and textural, found in some preludes do not distract or in
any way undermine the main or principal feature(s) of the pieces, as they are still
present in one form or another; this produces a highly unified work.
Similar to those of Gershwin, chords and lines are the common features of the Martinů
preludes, reflective of their jazz inspiration, as shown below:
Table 7.3

Martinů Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents and Presentations

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8

Pianistic/Technical Content
Oscillating chords and lines
Alternating chords
Oscillating chords, lines and counterpoint
Repeated chords and alternating notes
Chords and broken chords
Scalic lines and chords
Chords and broken chords
Chords and broken chords

Presentation
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
With textural variant
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent

Although syncopated oscillating chords are prominent in most of the pieces, each piece
has a distinctive pattern that is presented rather consistently throughout; and each figure
is subjected to different treatments and presented in different textures, registers and
combinations of hands, once more producing a study-like character.
Like the preludes of Shostakovich, Berkeley’s set of preludes explores various
idiomatic keyboard techniques, especially those involving the hands in different
combinations, such as sharing a part (No. 2, bars 13-16), crossing of hands (No. 1, bars
40-41), and in various patterns of similar as well as contrary motion (No. 3, bars 5 and
9-10). Besides this, there are also specific pianistic or technical figure(s) in each of the
Berkeley preludes; several are however, with subtle variations, as shown below:
Table 7.4

Berkeley Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents and Presentations
Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

Pianistic/Technical Content
Melody and broken chords
Melody and broken chords
Broken-chord figurations
Melody, chords and broken chords
Part-playing and arpeggio
Melody and chords
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Presentation
With variants
Consistent
With variants
Consistent
With variants
Consistent

Preludes nos. 1, 3 and 5 are moto perpetuo pieces of Bachian derivation. Whilst keeping
a consistent rhythmic momentum, these pieces contain the continuous development or
evolution of specific figurations and are thus less homogeneous than the study-like
preludes of Bach. Preludes nos. 2, 4 and 6, on the other hand, are in melody and
accompaniment style, more of a Chopinesque derivation. With rather consistent
accompaniment figures, these preludes, especially No. 6, are comparatively more
homogeneous in the presentation of pianistic or technical figuration than the other three
preludes.
Other examples in this category include York Bowen’s late-Romantic Twenty-four
Preludes, Op. 102 (1938), and Robert Casadesus’s neo-classical Twenty-four Preludes,
Op. 5 (1924). Each of these preludes contains a specific technical figuration, the first
twelve of which are tabulated below:
Table 7.5

Bowen and Casadesus Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents

York Bowen’s Preludes:
1) Chords and broken chords
2) Block chords
3) Arpeggios – shared hands
4) Broken chords
5) Chords and octaves
6) Melody and chords
7) Arpeggios and chords
8) Melody and repeated chords
9) Block chords
10) Alternation of arpeggios and chords
11) Ornamented broken chords and chords
12) Chords and arpeggios

Robert Casadesus’s Preludes:
1) Aporggiatura chords and scalic line
2) Melody and chords
3) Scalic line and accompaniment
4) Double pedal point and broken chords
5) Thematic counterpoint
6) Scale and toccata-like chords
7) Block chords
8) Melody and broken chords
9) Arpeggios and chords
10) Mixture of line, chords and octaves
11) Chords and cross-hand melody
12) Chords and broken chords

Further examples of a specific and persistent study-like technical figuration include
Gabriel Fauré’s Nine Preludes, Op. 103 (1910-1911), John Ireland’s Four Preludes
(1913-15), Frederick Delius’ Three Preludes (1923), Kent Kennan’s Three Preludes
(1938) and Two Preludes (1951), and Kazimierz Serocki’s Suite of Preludes (1952).
Examples of the second category, containing technical display in toccata-like
multiplicity, often include, as in the preludes of Debussy, the second technical concern
– the exploration of pianistic sonorities.
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Messiaen’s preludes, like those of Debussy, feature specific pianistic or technical
figuration(s), as tabulated below:
Table 7.6

Messiaen Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents and Presentations

Preludes
No. 1 in E
No. 2 in F#m
No. 3 in E
No. 4 in Dm
No. 5 in A
No. 6 in Bm
No. 7 in C
No. 8 in D

Pianistic/Technical Content
Chords and octaves
Contrapuntal lines and chords

Presentation
Consistent
Consistent, mixes with broken
chords
Toccata-like figuration
Consistent, mixes with partplaying
Contrapuntal lines and chords, Consistent
study on fourths
Chords and clusters
Consistent, mixes with
contrapuntal lines
Chords, part-playing, and
Consistent
pedal points
Chords and part-playing
Consistent
Toccata-like figuration
Multi mixtures, mixes with trill,
scale/extended arpeggio, and
broken chords.

In addition to being studies in technique, Messiaen’s preludes are, like Debussy’s,
studies in tone colour and sonority. They put great emphasis on layers of sound
combinations, tessituras, and dynamics to create a variety of colours and sonorities.
Messiaen’s preludes contain, on the whole, a more uniform presentation of technical
figures than those of Debussy, but with an equal concern for textural variety and
sonority. While the concern for sonority is perhaps a characteristic of impressionism,
the exploitation of the timbre and sonority of the instrument, as well as the pianistic
idiom and technique, is reflective of the traditional technical warm-up/display
characteristic of the genre.
Similar manifestations may be seen in the preludes of Ruth Crawford. Like its model –
the late preludes of Scriabin – these preludes feature specific pianistic or technical
figuration(s) reflecting the tradition of Bach, as shown below:
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Table 7.7

Crawford Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents and Presentations

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9

Pianistic/technical content
Chords and lines
Fifths, broken chords and lines
Chords and lines
Contrapuntal lines and chords

Presentation
Consistent
With textural variations
With textural variations
With arpeggio in middle
section
Chords and lines
Consistent
Single and double-note arpeggios
Consistent
Voice-leading in chords, lines, and Consistent
arpeggios
Harmonic and melodic fifths
With textural variations
Seconds and sevenths
Consistent

In addition to having specific technical figurations, these preludes reflect a concern for
pianistic technique in their increasing exploration of the entire span of the keyboard.
Moreover, some of the pieces exploit and contrast the timbre of the extreme ends of the
keyboard, often touching its lowest and/or highest notes. These pieces also explore the
possibility of subtle harmonics (preludes nos. 1 and 3) as well as the simultaneous use
of two or all three pedals (nos. 2 and 3) to produce layered sonorities with clarity, in
addition to the use of contrasting articulations and dynamics for contrasting sonorities.
These Crawford preludes thus strongly reflect the technical-oriented characteristic of
the genre, and its original aspect of a warm-up piece for both technical display and
exploring the touch and tone of the instrument. Both aspects are clearly reflected in
Crawford’s exploration of idiomatic keyboard possibilities, paralleling the tradition of
Bach and Chopin, as well as in the concern for instrumental colour and their
exploitation of keyboard sonority, paralleling that of Debussy.
Besides these, the highly virtuosic set of Twelve Preludes (1946-47) by Georges Migot
provides another example of similar concern for keyboard sonority. Exploring novel
pianistic figuration and sonority, the set is filled with numerous widely spread grace
notes (such as seen in Prelude No. 1, series 1, bars 26-27); disjunct acciaccaturas, both
before (Prelude No. 2, series 1, bars 68-74) and after (No. 3, series 2, bars 3-4) the
principal note; rolling arpeggios (No. 2, series 1, bars 32-36); long trills (No. 3, series 1,
bars 29-34); wide and extreme registers (No. 4, series 1, bars 3-6); multi-tiered sonority
(No. 1, series 1, bars 42-43); and quick shifting dynamics and accentuation marks (No.
1, series 1, bars 28-32). The execution of these varied pianistic sonorities demands both
technical ability and sensitive pedalling.
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John Cage’s Prelude for Meditation (1944) represents a radical example of such
exploration of keyboard sonority. Written for prepared piano, stone bolts and wooden
screws are placed between the strings at specified locations. The piece employs only
four different pitches: three octaves of A (starting from the one above middle C), and a
higher E. The player is instructed to hold the damper pedal down throughout the 25-bar
piece. All these produce a rather unusual sonority.
Other examples of such display of technical variety and pianistic sonority include José
Antonio Donastía’s nationalistic twenty-one Preludios Vascos (or Basque Preludes,
1912-23) Gian Francesco Malipiero’s four impressionistic Preludi Autunnali (1914),
and Ottorino Respighi’s nationalistic Three Preludes on Gregorian Melodies (1921).
However, a brief survey reveals that on the whole there are still more pieces with a
study-like technical persistence of the Bach-Chopin tradition than the Debussyan
toccata-like variety.
A concern for didactic purposes (like Bach’s WTC) is clearly manifested in several sets
of preludes. A number of these were written by composer-educators, such as
Kabalevsky, often with a specific didactic purpose.
This is clearly indicated by some of the prescribed titles in Ginastera’s Twelve
American Preludes, Op. 12 (1944). Some deal with various performing techniques, such
as ‘Accents’ (No. 1), ‘Octaves’ (No. 7), and the alla-toccata style in the ‘Tribute to
Roberto Garcia Morillo’ (No. 6); while others deal with various other musical aspects,
such as modes (‘In the First Pentatonic Minor Mode’ No. 5, and ‘In the First Pentatonic
Major Mode’ No. 12), moods (‘Sadness’ No. 2, and ‘Pastorale’ No. 10), and styles
(‘Creole Dance’ No. 3, ‘Vidala’ No. 4, ‘Tempo di Tango’ No. 8, and the jazz style in
No. 9). These titles bring to mind another set of didactic pieces, the Mikrokosmos of
Béla Bartók.
Besides these, regardless of their titles, these Ginastera preludes are pieces with
technical concerns. Specific pianistic or technical figuration(s) are apparent, as shown
below:
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Table 7.8

Ginastera Preludes: Pianistic/Technical Contents and Presentations

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12

Pianistic/Technical Content
Broken chords in syncopation
Two-part counterpoint
Chords with rhythmic ostinato
Part-playing and octaves
Part-playing: canon at the octave
Toccata-like alternation with arpeggios
Octaves
Melodic ostinato and pedals with
varied harmonies
Broken chords and chords with lines
Rhythmic ostinato and chords
Broken chords and chordal ostinato
Chords and pedal points

Presentation
Consistent
Consistent
With textural variant
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
With textural variant
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent

As can be seen above, in most of the pieces, the figure(s) are presented consistently
throughout a piece. This is especially apparent in those pieces with a moto perpetuo
texture, such as preludes nos. 1, 7, and 11. Prelude No. 1, in particular, with its
recurring broken chord figure, bears a striking similarity to the first preludes of Bach’s
Das wohltemperirte Clavier and Chopin’s Op. 28.
In addition, these Ginastera preludes abundantly explore idiomatic pianistic writing and
sonority, as exemplified in Prelude No. 12. This final number explores the sonority of
the entire keyboard in its presentation of several linear chord streams. This concern for
idiomatic keyboard writing and keyboard sonority, and the consistent presentation of
specific pianistic or technical figure(s), results, in most pieces, in a homogeneous
texture, and produces suitable didactic pieces which closely follow the Bachian studylike tradition of the genre.
In addition to the technical and stylistic aspects, emphasised in the preludes of
Ginastera, the Six Preludes, Op. 38 (1949), of Paul Creston include the study of another
musical element. Having a keen interest in rhythm, he wrote these preludes, as he
explained in the preface, as different examples of his rhythmic methods. There are six
main possibilities: regular sub-division of the metre (Prelude No. 2), irregular subdivision (Prelude No. 4), overlapping (No. 5), regular sub-division overlapping (No. 3),
irregular sub-division overlapping (No. 6), and a mixture of these methods (No. 1, as
illustrated in Ex. 7.4).
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Another example with a clearly indicated didactic purpose is Einojuhani Rautavaara’s
Three Symmetric Preludes, Op. 14 (1949). As indicated by the title, these are technical
studies involving contrary chromatic lines (Prelude No. 1), syncopated chords with
crossing of hands (Prelude No. 2), and figuration in contrary motion (Prelude No. 3).
Besides these are other examples in which the didactic purpose may not be indicated in
the title or preface but are nevertheless, like Kabalevsky’s twenty-four preludes Op. 38,
composed with a didactic intention. These include Alexander Tcherepnin’s four sets of
preludes – Eight Preludes, Op. 9 (1919-20), Four Nostalgic Preludes, Op. 23 (1922),
Four Preludes, Op. 24 (1922-23), and Twelve Preludes, Op. 81 (1951); Léon Orthel’s
Four Preludes Op. 7 (1925); and Norman Cazden’s Eight Preludes, Op. 11 (1937).

Thematic Treatment and Formal Structure
In the preludes discussed in previous chapters, there are generally two broad categories
of thematic treatment and formal structure. The first exhibits singularity, after the
tradition of Bach and Chopin, where either monothematic or monomotivic thematic
treatment is employed along with unisectional or its derived forms – the unifiedsectional forms. The second exhibits, instead, plurality or multiplicity, such as seen in
the preludes of Rachmaninoff and especially those of Debussy, where duo- or multimotivic thematic treatment is preferred along with ternary and its extended forms, such
as minuet and trio, rondo, and contrasted-sectional forms. However, such variety is
mostly employed without losing sight of the unity and cohesion characteristic of the
prelude genre. Again, as with the technical concerns mentioned above, some sets of
preludes seem to incline toward one treatment or the other, others contain a mixture of
these in the same set. In addition, there may appear, as in the preludes of Rachmaninoff
and Debussy, a recurring or unifying motif that unites the set and provides a cohesive
cyclical effect.
While Rachmaninoff’s sets of preludes show a tendency towards the second category,
anticipating the pluralistic multiple thematic and formal treatment of Debussy, the
majority of Szymanowski’s Nine Preludes, Op. 1, contains Bach-like monothematic
treatment in unified-sectional forms, as shown below:
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Table 7.9

Szymanowski Preludes: Thematic Treatments and Formal Plans

Preludes
No. 1 in Bm
No. 2 in Dm
No. 3 in Db
No. 4 in Bbm
No. 5 in Dm
No. 6 in Am
No. 7 in Cm
No. 8 in Ebm
No. 9 in Bbm

Thematic Treatment
Monothematic
Monomotivic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monothematic
Monothematic

Formal Plan/Structure
A Ad Ad2
A B A' B' A"
A Ad A'
A Ad Ad2 A'
A Ad A' coda
A(a b) Ad(a' bd bd1)
A Ad A' coda
A Ad A'+d coda
A A' A"

Type of Form
Unified-sectional
Rondo-like
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Variation

Only two pieces are not in ‘unified-sectional’ forms. Prelude No. 9, with its changing
textures, is like a theme and variations. A rondo-like form is seen in Prelude No. 2,
where a different figure appears in alternation with the opening figure, creating the
feeling of a new section (sections B, in bars 9-13, and bars 21-26). However, on closer
inspection, it transpires that the second figure is developed from a two-note
appoggiatura-like motif in the first figure that holds the entire piece together. In
addition, the appoggiatura figure, prominent in the theme or motif of most of the
preludes (such as in nos. 2, 3, 6, 7 and 9), provides a further touch of unity, like those of
Rachmaninoff and Debussy, to the whole set.
While Gershwin drew on the ternary popular-song structure for his preludes, Martinů
based his preludes, instead, on the variation form fundamental to jazz music. This
produces the mainly unified-sectional forms common to the prelude genre, as shown
below:
Table 7.10
Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8

Martinů Preludes: Thematic Treatments and Formal Plans
Thematic Treatment
Monomotivic
Monothematic
Monomotivic
Duo-motivic
Monothematic
Monomotivic
Monothematic
Monothematic

Formal Plan/Structure
A Ad A'
A Ad Ad' A'
A Ad A'
ABA
A Ad A' Ad'
A A' Ad A'
A Ad Ad' coda
A Ad A'

Type of Form
Unified-sectional form
Unified-sectional form
Theme and variations
Ternary
Unified-sectional form
Unified-sectional form
Unified-sectional form
Unified-sectional form

Like Gershwin, these jazz-inspired pieces contain mainly one or more short recurring
melodic motif(s) or riff(s), paralleling the monothematic or monomotivic treatment of
the prelude genre, and maintaining a high level of unity and cohesion within each piece.
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However, with fewer motifs and based more on unified-sectional forms, these Martinů
preludes are more homogeneous than Gershwin’s, and relate closely to the Bachian
prelude tradition. In addition, based on jazz-inspired motifs or riffs, a reiterated
syncopated chordal or melodic figure of oscillating seconds or thirds supplies the main
theme or motif for each of the preludes, producing a cyclical relationship within the set,
paralleling the preludes of Szymanowski and Debussy.
Similar to, or perhaps even more than, the folk-inspired preludes of Kabalevsky,
Ginastera’s Twelve American Preludes, Op. 12, are almost all unitary in formal and
thematic treatment, as shown below:
Table 7.11
Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12

Ginastera Preludes: Thematic Treatments and Formal Plans
Thematic Treatment
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic

Formal Plan/Structure
A A'
A A'
A Ad A'
A A'
A
A A'
A A'
A [a a' ad a"]
Intro A Ad A' coda
A Ad A'
A Ad A'
A with a long coda, like
an [A B]

Type of Form
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional

A homogeneous texture is apparent in most of these preludes, as they either present a
single motif in moto perpetuo treatment (as in preludes nos. 1, 7, and 11), or are unified
by various forms of ostinato (nos. 2, 3, 4, 8, 10, 11, and 12). It can be argued that the
repetitive character (be it melodic, rhythmic or both) of Creole or other folk traditions
contributed to the monothematic, unified formal treatments of these pieces, coinciding
with the Bachian tradition of the prelude genre.
Like the neo-classical preludes of Shostakovich (especially Op. 87), Berkeley’s Six
Preludes, Op. 23, are in the Bachian tradition. With the exception of the unisectional
No. 3, the Berkeley preludes are in ternary form. However, the middle sections
generally comprise a development of the opening materials. These pieces are thus more
like unified-sectional forms, as shown below:
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Table 7.12

Berkeley Preludes: Thematic Treatments and Formal Plans

Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

Thematic Treatment
Duo-motivic
Duo-motivic
Monothematic
Monomotivic
Duo-motivic
Monothematic

Formal Plan/Structure
A Ad A'
Intro A Ad A'
A
A Ad A' coda
A Ad A'
A Ad A'

Type of Form
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unisectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional
Unified-sectional

The continuous through-composed development of the opening material(s) may be seen
clearly in the fortspinnung-style unisectional Prelude No. 3, also, in fact, in all the other
unified-sectional preludes. They thus adhere closely to the monothematic, throughcomposed tradition of the Bachian prelude, which is further reflected in their simple,
streamlined texture and idiomatic figurations. Moreover, as either appoggiatura
(preludes nos. 1, 3, and 6) or auxiliary note (nos. 4 and 5) figures are prominent features
of nearly all the preludes, these provide, as in the case of Szymanowski and Debussy, a
further unifying device for the set.
Unlike the all ‘unified-sectional’ forms found in Scriabin’s Op. 74, Crawford’s preludes
show a slight preference for ternary forms, as shown below:
Table 7.13
Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9

Crawford Preludes: Thematic Treatments and Formal Plans
Thematic Treatment
Monomotivic
Multimotivic
Duo-motivic
Duo-motivic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monothematic
Monomotivic
Monothematic

Formal Plan/Structure
ABA'
A A' B B' B" (link) A' coda
A B B' A coda
A B B' (link) A
A A' coda
A A' coda
A A' A"
ABA
A Ad A

Type of Form
Ternary
Ternary
Ternary
Ternary
Unified-sectional form
Unified-sectional form
Theme and Variations
Ternary
Unified-sectional form

While the preludes in unified-sectional and theme and variation forms are
monothematic in treatment, the pieces in ternary forms are likewise highly unified,
bonded by one or more motif(s), as seen in their mono-, duo-, or multi-motivic
treatment. In this respect, this set of Crawford preludes remains connected to the
tradition of its predecessors, particularly in its thematic treatment: Bach in
monothematic, Chopin in monomotivic, and Debussy in multimotivic treatments.
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Messiaen’s set of eight impressionistic/Debussyan preludes also shows a mixture of
thematic and formal treatments. On the whole, they show a stronger recourse to
traditional forms than those of Debussy. Their formal structures are summarised below:
Table 7.14

Messiaen Preludes: Thematic Treatments and Formal Plans

Preludes
No. 1 in E
No. 2 in F#m
No. 3 in E
No. 4 in Dm
No. 5 in A
No. 6 in Bm
No. 7 in C
No. 8 in D

Thematic Treatment
Monomotivic
Multimotivic
Monothematic
Monomotivic
Duo-thematic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic
Monomotivic

Formal Plan/Structure
A A'
A B A'
A B A' Bd A" coda
A B A' B' A" coda
A B A C Bd A B A coda
A B A' Ad A"
A A' B B A' coda
A B C A' B' coda

Type of Form
Unified-sectional
Extended ternary
Rondo
Rondo
Rondo
Unified-sectional
Ternary
Sonata form

These pieces are, as Messiaen described them, his exercises in form, containing ternary,
rondo, and sonata forms 11 . They contain only two pieces in unified-sectional forms, and
even these greatly resemble other forms. The sixth prelude, ‘Cloches d’angoisse et
larmes d’adieu’, for example, with its fourth section (bars 40-64) based on the
development of a motif from the first section (motif ‘ad’ in bars 12-13), is quite different
in texture and mood and thus resembles the ‘C’ section of a rondo form (ABACA). The
majority of these preludes, however, are either in ternary form or its extension, rondo
form.
Most of these Messiaen preludes are thus not strictly monothematic after the Bachian
manner, but an extension of it. There is often a strong thematic link in either mono- or
multi-motivic treatment which ensures overall unity and coherence. Moreover, there is
one prominent interval in each of these preludes – the tritone (motif ‘x’), that not only
gives a distinctive feature to their themes: be it the starting of a theme (as in preludes
nos. 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7), or the ending (nos. 3, 5, and 8 – the second subject), but also a
powerful sense of unity. This shows their strong attachment to the Bachian
monothematic tradition of the genre. In addition, it provides, like Debussy’s ascending
three-note motif, a cyclical link for the entire set.

11

Claude Samuel, Conversations with Olivier Messiaen, trans. Felix Aprahamian (London: Stainer &
Bell Ltd., 1976), p. 69.
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Besides these examples, a sampling of several other sets of preludes in the period
showing their general inclination or slant towards a particular thematic and formal
treatment is shown below:
1) Singularity in thematic and formal treatment:
a) Preference for monothematic treatment:
Late-Romantic style: York Bowen, Twenty-four Preludes, Op. 102 (1938)
Gabriel Fauré, Nine Preludes, Op. 103 (1910-11)
Impressionistic style: Frederick Delius, Three Preludes (1923)
Neo-classical style: Robert Casadesus, Twenty-four Preludes, Op. 5 (1924)
Roy Agnew, Three Preludes (1927)
Roberto Caamaño, Six Preludes, Op. 6 (1948)
Paul Creston, Six Preludes, Op. 38 (1949)
Towards atonality:
Arnold Schoenberg, Präludium from Suite für Klavier, Op. 25
(1921)
Kazimierz Serocki, Suite of Preludes (1952)
b) Preference for monomotivic treatment:
Late-Romantic style: Carl Nielsen, Festpraeludium (Festival Prelude, 1900)
Henry Balfour Gardiner, Prelude (De profundis, 1905) and
Prelude No. 2 (1920)
Impressionistic style: John Ireland, Four Preludes (1913-15)
Gian Francesco Malipiero, Preludi Autunnali (1914)
Federico Mompou, Ten Preludes (1927-30)
Nationalistic style: José Antonio Donastía, Preludios Vascos (21 Basque Preludes,
1912-23)
Peter Warlock, Five Folk Song Preludes (1918)
Ottorino Respighi, Three Preludes on Gregorian Melodies
(1921)
Neo-classical style: Paul Dukas, Prélude élégiaque sur le nom de Haydn (1909)
Alexandre Tcherepnin, Eight Preludes, Op. 9 (1919-20)
Four Nostalgic Preludes, Op. 23 (1922)
Four Preludes, Op. 24 (1922-23)
Kent Kennan, Three Preludes (1938) and
Two Preludes (1951)
Daniel Pinkham, Prelude for Piano (1946)
Frank Martin, Eight Preludes (1948)
Towards atonality:
Nikolai Roslavets, Two Preludes (1915)
2) Plurality in thematic and formal treatment:
Impressionistic style: Erik Satie, Prélude en tapisserie (1906)
Georges Migot, Twelve Preludes (1946-47)
Nationalistic style:
Carlos Chávez, Ten Preludes (1937)
Norman Dello Joio, Two Preludes (1943)
It can be seen that there are more preludes in the first category than the second category.
There is a good mixture of styles for the various treatments with no particularly clearcut stylistic preference. However, in general, while there are more neo-classical
examples in the first category, only examples of impressionistic and nationalistic styles
are represented in the second category.
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Improvisatory Style
There are, in general, two improvisatory styles manifested in the preludes discussed in
previous chapters. The first is a strict style reflective of either Bachian monothematic
variations or the slightly freer Chopinesque ostinato or monomotivic-based variations.
The second is a free style as seen in Debussy’s preludes, of freer motivic variations and
developments, often with greater rhythmic flexibility and freedom, as foreshadowed in
the numerous tempo changes and rubato indications in the preludes of Rachmaninoff.
Again, as with the two earlier characteristics mentioned above, while some sets of
preludes seem to incline toward one style or the other, others contain a mixture of these
in the same set. Besides this, there are also cadenza-like instrumental flourishes, though
of varying length and elaboration, in nearly all the analysed sets of preludes discussed
above.
While Rachmaninoff’s preludes incline more towards the free improvisatory style,
Szymanowski’s set of nine preludes is closer to the stricter Chopinesque style. In
maintaining a subtly evolving single musical idea throughout the entire piece through
monothematic treatment in unified-sectional forms, these preludes simulate the
inventiveness of improvisation typical of the initial improvised prelude. Furthermore,
the inherent virtuosic technical display, such as exhibited in the rapid-octave runs in
Prelude No. 5, the extended scalic and arpeggio flourishes in Prelude No. 9, and the
numerous rhythmically free ornamental melodic arabesques (nos. 4, 7 and 9) are all
simulations of the spontaneity of improvisation.
Like the preludes of Gershwin, Martinů’s set of eight preludes exhibits jazz-inspired
variation techniques in both formal and thematic treatments as mentioned above. This
reflects their intention to capture or emulate the spirit of improvisation typical of jazz,
which may be further exemplified in their emulation of the soloist’s ‘break’ in the short
improvisatory flourishes (Prelude No. 1), and the ‘call-and-response’ solo
improvisatory style (nos. 3 and 4).
As opposed to the folk-tune-based variation-improvisatory style of Kabalevsky’s
preludes, Ginastera’s Twelve American Preludes simulate instead the improvisatory
elements or techniques of perhaps the chaconne or passacaglia, where the improvisation
closely revolves around the variation or development of a particular motif of either
rhythmic, melodic, or harmonic nature (or their combination).
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Some of these improvisatory techniques, such as those based on rhythmic and melodic
ostinati, are simulations of the Creole folk dance traditions, paralleling the moto
perpetuo type of Bach’s preludes. However, Kabalevsky’s style of folk-tune-based
variation-improvisatory style is employed in most folk-tune-inspired preludes, such as
José Antonio Donatía’s set of twenty-one Preludios Vascos (1912-13), Peter Warlock’s
five Folk Song Preludes (1918), and Ottorino Respighi’s set of Three Preludes on
Gregorian Melodies (1921-23).
Like the preludes of Shostakovich, Berkeley’s six preludes incline towards the stricter
Bachian style of improvisation based mainly on subtle thematic variations. In addition,
there are also emulations of improvisatory flourishes such as instrumental links (as seen
in preludes No. 1, bars 28-29; and No. 3, bars 22-23, 27 and 39), cadenza and cadential
extensions (preludes No. 1, bars 61-67; and No. 4, bars 37-43), like those in the
preludes of Bach, Chopin and their many successors.
A sampling of other examples which incline towards this stricter improvisatory style
include:
Late-Romantic style: Carl Nielsen, Festival Prelude (1900)
Henry Balfour Gardiner, Prelude (De profundis, 1905) and
Prelude No. 2 (1920)
Gabriel Fauré, Nine Preludes, Op. 103 (1910-11)
York Bowen, Twenty-four Preludes, Op. 102 (1938)
Impressionistic style: John Ireland, Four Preludes (1913-15)
Frederick Delius, Three Preludes (1923)
Neo-classical style: Alexandre Tcherepnin, Eight Preludes, Op. 9 (1919-20)
Four Nostalgic Preludes, Op. 23 (1922)
Four Preludes, Op. 24 (1922-23)
Robert Casadesus, Twenty-four Preludes, Op. 5 (1924)
Roy Agnew, Three Preludes (1927)
Kent Kennan, Three Preludes (1938) and
Two Preludes (1951)
Daniel Pinkham, Prelude for Piano (1946)
Roberto Caamaño, Six Preludes, Op. 6 (1948)
Frank Martin, Eight Preludes (1948)
Paul Creston, Six Preludes, Op. 38 (1949)
Towards atonality:
Nikolai Roslavets, Two Preludes (1915)
Arnold Schoenberg, Präludium from Suite für Klavier, Op. 25
(1921)
Kazimierz Serocki, Suite of Preludes (1952)
While the above examples incline more towards the first improvisatory style, the second
style is illustrated in several examples below. Messiaen’s set of impressionistic
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preludes, like those of Debussy, is an example of the freer improvisatory style. Their
mono- or multi-motivic treatments generate varied themes, technical figurations,
textures, and sonorities, which produce changing moods and effects that simulate the
nature of improvisation.
Crowning the set in the simulation of instrumental improvisation is the final prelude
(No. 8). Though with an underlying sonata form, this is a fantasia-like toccata in
disguise. A whole wealth of effective pianistic technical figurations is unfolded here in
addition to other cadenza-like simulations, such as the partially unmeasured
instrumental links (in bars 79 and 83) and cadential extension (in bars 191-202). All
these suggest parallels with the original improvised technical warm-up or display
characteristics of the genre.
Crawford’s nine preludes, more so than Scriabin’s, exhibit a free improvisatory style in
several areas. However, their improvisatory aspect is exhibited more clearly in the area
of rhythmic flexibility. Various syncopations, irregular beats or accents, overlapping or
curtailment that causes beat displacement, are compounded by the employment of
irregular and often changing time signatures, tempo fluctuations and tempo rubato
(especially in preludes nos. 3, 4, and 9). They parallel Perle’s preludes in simulating the
freedom of improvisation as well as alluding, perhaps to the Baroque unmeasured
prelude, as in Erik Satie’s three unmeasured Veritables Préludes Flasques (1912):
‘Sévère Réprimande’, ‘Seul a la Maison’, and ‘On Joue’.
Besides these, the Twelve Preludes of Georges Migot are also highly improvisatory.
This set of impressionistic preludes is filled with florid ornamentations (Prelude No. 1,
first series, bars 25-30, Ex. 7.5). Constantly changing thematic treatment and
accompaniment, as well as resourceful exploration of register produces a continually
evolving texture (Prelude No. 2, first series, Ex. 7.6). In addition, there are various
virtuosic instrumental links and cadenza-like displays (Prelude No. 5, first series, bars
41-54, Ex. 7.7).
Other examples with an inclination towards this freer improvisatory style may include:
Impressionistic style: Erik Satie, Prélude en tapisserie (1906)
Gian Francesco Malipiero, Preludi Autunnali (1914)
Federico Mompou, Ten Preludes (1927-30) – especially the
unmeasured nos. 6 and 8, and the partially
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Neo-classical style:
Nationalistic style:

unmeasured No. 7.
Paul Dukas, Prélude élégiaque sur le nom de Haydn (1909)
Carlos Chávez, Ten Preludes (1937)
Norman Dello Joio, Two Preludes (1943)

As with thematic and formal treatments mentioned above, there are more preludes in the
first category (the more traditional Bachian-Chopinesque stricter improvisatory style)
than in the second category (the freer Debussyan improvisatory style). Moreover, as
with the previous point, there is a good mixture of styles in both categories with no
particularly clear-cut stylistic preference. However, while the stricter improvisatory
style has more examples of neo-classical preludes, the freer improvisatory style seems
to comprise more examples of impressionistic preludes.

Mood Content
In the preludes discussed in previous chapters, there is often a wide variety of styles and
moods presented within a set. The nature of their communicative content may, however,
be divided into two basic types, as described by Ivan Martynov when he commented
that ‘Debussy’s preludes comprise a series of “impressionistic sketches” and not
“psychological reflections” as the preludes of Chopin’ 12 . He thus made a distinction
between the two types, of which the first, continuing after the Bach/Chopin tradition, is
generally abstract music with emotional content – or at least, a specific mood or
character – , and the second, employed by Debussy, is of programmatic or extramusical
associations, which may include nature as well as atmospheric painting, and often with
descriptive titles. Again, as with other points mentioned above, while some sets of
preludes seem to incline toward one manifestation or the other, others contain a mixture
of these in the same set.
The first type of preludes may have the emotional content or character indicated in two
different ways. One of these, for those preludes following the Bach and Chopin
tradition of absolute music, is in the mood-related performance indications 13 or
directions. This may be seen in most of the late-Romantic, neo-classical, and atonally
inclined preludes.

12

Ivan Martynov, Dmitri Shostakovich: The Man and His Work, trans. T. Gwalsky (Westport,
Connecticut: Greenwood Press Publishers, 1947), p. 54.
13
Though there is none in Bach’s preludes as was common in his period.
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Szymanowski’s preludes, like Chopin’s Op. 28, are expressive mood pieces. With most
of the preludes in minor as well as flat keys, assisted by the generally slow tempi, and
enhanced by lyrical melodic lines and flowing accompaniments, they explore mostly the
dark, pensive, melancholic shades of mood, closer in spirit to Chopin’s preludes in A
minor, E minor, B minor, F-sharp minor, D-flat major, and D minor. Within
Szymanowski’s Op. 1 set, the central piece, Prelude No. 5, with its faster tempo and
livelier mood, stands out like a climax.
Although this set does not present a very wide range of contrasting moods, performance
directions such as ‘smoothly and sweetly’, ‘expressively’, ‘with passion’, and
‘desperately’ etcetera, indicate the composer’s concern for portraying and
communicating emotional states. The performance indications also demonstrate that
each piece expresses only a single mood or affection, albeit with varying degree of
intensity, as in preludes nos. 1, 2, 7, 8, and 9.
Berkeley’s set of neo-classical preludes, like those of Shostakovich (though without a
similar tendency towards sarcasm or grotesquerie, or any descriptive mood-indicating
performance directions), is nevertheless absolute music of different mood content. All
the preludes present a single character in typical Bachian fashion with uniform
consistency throughout the piece, as indicated by the given tempo markings and
performance directions.
Like the preludes of Bach and Chopin, this set of Berkeley preludes encompasses
different musical styles. Whilst Prelude No. 1 is like a study, the freer developing
Prelude No. 3 is more like a toccata or fantasia. Although Prelude No. 2 bears a
resemblance to Chopin’s prelude of the same number (that is Op. 28, No. 2), it is,
however, together with Prelude No. 6, tinged with the blues style. Preludes nos. 4 and 5
are derivations of dances, such as the waltz. These contribute to a variety of styles
within the set.
Like Scriabin’s Op. 74, the nine preludes of Crawford are mood pieces, with their
emotive content clearly indicated by the performance directions. Though having one
basic affection in most of the preludes, they contain a greater variation of intensity than
those of Scriabin. Like some of the preludes discussed earlier, this is often achieved by
one or more of the following means: change of texture (as in preludes nos. 2 and 4),
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dynamics and register (preludes nos. 5 and 9), and tempo or rhythm (Prelude No. 8).
Prelude No. 3, however, contains contrasting moods. Its opening idyllic semplice is
contrasted with a section (bars 7-18), marked Allegretto scherzando, that nearly triples
the opening speed. A thinner texture in dance-like rhythm and a more detached style
provides further contrast to the more sustained polyphonic outer sections. These pieces,
with their basically unitary mood content (to which Prelude No. 3 is an exception),
suggests their adherence to the tradition of Bach and Chopin.
The second way of indicating emotional content is via either mood-descriptive or styledescriptive titles, such as those found in the preludes of Ginastera and Martinů.
Ginastera’s set of folk-inspired preludes has titles and tempo indications as well as
performance directions to indicate the mood and/or style of the pieces.
As mentioned earlier, this set of Twelve American Preludes (called by Ginastera an
‘experimental’ composition) is based on pan-American musical styles. These include
Creole folk music (preludes nos. 1-4), Argentinian popular music (the Tango in Prelude
No. 8), Inca modes (nos. 5, and 12), American jazz style (No. 9), or Brazilian music
(nos. 10, and 11). Several of these pieces are tributes to composers from both North and
South America, whose styles are employed in the pieces as homage to the respective
composers – namely, Roberto Garcia Morillo (No. 6), Juan José Castro (No. 8), Aaron
Copland (No. 9), and Heitor Villa-Lobos (No. 11).
While some titles are clearly associated with styles (nos. 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, and 11), others are
delineated with the expression of moods (such as Prelude No. 2 ‘Sadness’ and No. 10
‘Pastoral’), or technical matters (No. 1 ‘Accents’, No. 5 ‘In the First Pentatonic Minor
Mode’, No. 7 ‘Octaves’, and No. 12 ‘In the First Pentatonic Major Mode’). However,
clear tempo indications and performance directions reveal that, although the set as a
whole contains a mixture of moods, ranging from sweet to violent and from sad to
brilliant, each individual piece expresses only one specific mood, which is kept
(excepting in the slightly varied No. 3) uniformly throughout the piece.
Martinů’s set of eight preludes, like those of Gershwin, has a specific style and a single
affection for each piece, which may vary in intensity through subtle tempo fluctuations,
as appear in preludes nos. 1, 5, and 8.
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Though based largely on jazz idioms, the styles are well contrasted within the set, as
indicated by the prescribed titles. These titles however, according to Graham MelvilleMason

14

, were probably not the composer’s, who gave the set the collective title of

Huit Préludes, but were supplied by the publisher Alphonse Leduc, as was fashionable
for piano pieces published in France at that time. This may explain some of the rather
awkward titles given, such as for preludes nos. 3 and 6 – ‘en forme d’ Andante’ and ‘ en
forme de Largo’ respectively. They nevertheless serve as indicators of the basic musical
styles of some of the preludes, such as blues and foxtrot in preludes nos. 1 and 8. The
other pieces in the set are in fact, equally infested with jazz idioms, such as the rag style
in Prelude No. 5, the slow jazz number in preludes nos. 3 and 6, the folk and jazz
mixture in Prelude No. 4, and the etude with jazz rhythms in Prelude No. 7. All of these
contain the characteristic syncopated rhythms and the reiterated oscillating chords or
melodic figures that unify the set, as mentioned earlier. This stylistic adaptation
parallels similar practices in the preludes of Bach and Chopin (such as their danceinspired preludes, mentioned in Chapter 1).
Other preludes with similar mood-descriptive titles include: Nielsen’s Festival Prelude
(1900), Tcherepnine’s Quatre Préludes Nostalgiques (1922), and Manuel María
Ponce’s Preludio romántico (1934), and Preludio trágico (1950). Besides these,
preludes with style-descriptive titles may be seen in Ponce’s Preludio Cubano (1916),
Preludio Mexicano (1919), and Preludios encadenados (1927). Several of Selim
Palmgren’s twenty-four preludes Op. 17 (1907) include such style-descriptive titles as
‘In Folk Style’ (Nos. 2, 10, and 22), ‘Sarabande’ (No. 6), ‘Cradle Song’ (No. 9), ‘Round
Dance’ (No. 15), and ‘Bird Song’ (No. 15). Similar titles may also be seen in Donatía’s
twenty-one Preludios Vascos (1912-23), such as ‘Improvisation’ (No. 1), ‘Diálogo’
(No. 2), ‘En el bosque’ (No. 3), etcetera.
The second basic type of prelude alluded to at the beginning of this section – namely
“impressionistic sketches” – often has the expressive content indicated with descriptive
titles.
Messiaen’s preludes, like those of Debussy, contain descriptive titles that convey a
general mood without detailing an event. Most of these preludes have a single affect
14

Graham Melville-Mason, ‘Eight Preludes’ in the CD liner notes to Martinů: Piano Works, played by
Eleonora Bekova (Colchester: Chandos Records Ltd., 1999) CHAN 9655, p. 6.
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that is either kept quite uniformly throughout (nos. 1, 5, and 7), or with varying
intensity (nos. 3, 4, and 6). Prelude No. 6, ‘Cloches d’angoisse et larmes d’adieu’, is an
example in which the varied emotional intensity is reflected in its title. There are,
however, two preludes that contain two or more contrasting moods: No. 2 and No. 8.
Prelude No. 8, ‘Un reflet dans le vent…’, contains the largest number of sections with
contrasting moods. Like most final numbers, this provides a climatic end to the entire
set.
Other examples in this category include singles like Erik Satie’s Prélude en tapisserie
(1906), and Roy Agnew’s Prelude No. 3 – ‘The Wind’ (1927); and several of
Palmgren’s twenty-four preludes, Op. 7 (1907): ‘Dream Picture’ (No. 11), ‘The Sea’
(No. 12), and ‘The War’ (No. 24). There are also several sets of preludes with similar
descriptive titles, such as Erik Satie’s three Veritables Préludes Flasques (1912):
‘Sévère Réprimande’, ‘Seul a la Maison’, and ‘On Joue’; John Ireland’s Four Preludes
(1913-15): ‘The Undertone’, ‘Obsession’, ‘The Holy Boy’, and ‘Fire of Spring’;
Richard Yardumian’s Three Preludes (1945): ‘The Wind’, ‘The Sea’, and ‘The Sky’;
and Saburo Takata’s Preludes (1947): ‘By the Dark-blue Marsh’, ‘The Sunlight Dances
in the Wind’, ‘The Wild Pigeon’, ‘Down in the Blue Valley’, and ‘Mountains Fading
into the Twilight’.

Brevity
The preludes discussed in previous chapters reflect the general brevity of the prelude
genre. Most of the pieces have less than a hundred bars, with durations varying
according to the indicated tempo or performance speed, which may be grouped into
three main categories (similar to those of Bach and Chopin as shown in appendices B
and C). They are: the very brief – lasting one minute or less; the reasonably short –
lasting between one and under four minutes; and those of greater length – over four
minutes of performance time. As with the other characteristics mentioned above, some
sets of preludes seem to incline toward one category or the other, whilst others contain a
mixture of these in the same set. In addition, regardless of length, these preludes may be
performed, as with Chopin’s Op. 28, either in groups of any number and combination,
or as an entire set, with perhaps a growing trend towards the latter, as indicated by
Perle’s specific direction for the complete performance of his set of six preludes
mentioned in the previous chapter.
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Joining Perle’s set of very brief preludes is Ginastera’s set of Twelve American
Preludes, Op. 12, where the majority of the pieces last less than one minute 15 . Ranging
from 25 to 89 bars, and lasting between 25 seconds and 1 minute 34 seconds, with twothirds of the pieces lasting less than a minute and the whole set totalling around nine
and a half minutes of performance time, these are miniatures in line with the prelude
tradition.
Other examples with a slant towards this category of very brief preludes include: the
neo-classical style prelude of Daniel Pinkham (1923, around 34 seconds); the more
radical preludes of Schoenberg (Prelude to the Piano Suite, Op. 25, 1924, around 36
seconds), and John Cage (Prelude for Meditation, 1944, around 39 seconds); as well as
several preludes with didactic intention, such as Satie’s three Véritables Préludes
Flasques (1912, around 52”, 1’32”, and 43”) and Kent Kennan’s Three Preludes (1939,
around 47”, 45”, and 1’40”) and Two Preludes (1951, around 56” and 1’29”).
Several examples fall neatly into the second category of reasonably short preludes, with
each piece in the set lasting between one minute and under four minutes. These include
the late-Romantic preludes of Szymanowski, the jazz-inspired preludes of Martinů, the
neo-classical preludes of Berkeley, and the atonally inclined preludes of Crawford. All
these preludes are suitable concert pieces that may be performed in any number and
combination. However, as miniatures with well-contrasted style and tempo, they were,
and are still, often performed as an entire set 16 .
Besides these, numerous other examples may be found with a slant towards this
category of reasonably short preludes as shown in the following sampling:
Late-Romantic style: Carl Nielsen, Festival Prelude (1900)
Gabriel Fauré, Nine Preludes, Op. 103 (1910-11)
York Bowen, Twenty-four Preludes, Op. 102 (1938)
Impressionistic style: Erik Satie, Prélude en tapisserie (1906)
John Ireland, Four Preludes (1913-15)
Frederick Delius, Three Preludes (1923)
Federico Mompou, Ten Preludes (1927-30)
Georges Migot, Twelve Preludes (1946-47)
Nationalistic style: José Antonio Donastía, Preludios Vascos (21 Basque Preludes,
1912-23)
15

Duration as given in Albert Ginastera, Twelve American Preludes (New York: Carl Fischer, Inc.,
1946).
16
Melville-Mason, p. 6; Stewart R. Craggs, Lennox Berkeley: A Source Book (Aldershot: Ashgate
Publishing Ltd., 2000), pp. 23, 24 and 74; and Judith Tick, Ruth Crawford Seeger: A Composer’s Search
for American Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), pp. 47, 61, 63, 91, 112 and 252.
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Neo-classical style:

Towards atonality:

Norman Dello Joio, Two Preludes (1943)
Paul Dukas, Prélude élégiaque sur le nom de Haydn (1909)
Roy Agnew, Three Preludes (1927)
Frank Martin, Eight Preludes (1948)
Paul Creston, Six Preludes, Op. 38 (1949)
Nikolai Roslavets, Two Preludes (1915)
Kazimierz Serocki, Suite of Preludes (1952)

The preludes of Rachmaninoff, Debussy and Messiaen show an inclination towards the
rather long category; more than half of Messiaen’s preludes last longer than four
minutes 17 . With 202 bars, Prelude No. 8 seems much longer than the others. This is
partly due to its adoption of sonata form as well as its position as the final, concluding
number of the set. At a moderate speed, it takes almost six minutes of performance
time.
However, this moderately paced final piece is, in fact, shorter than the seventy-five-bar
Prelude No. 6. Marked très lent, this ten-and-half-minute piece seems, due to its
markedly slow tempo, unusually long for a prelude. Nevertheless, despite their rather
long duration due to the slow tempi, these preludes, varying between twenty-three and
seventy-five bars (excluding the last piece), reflect the general length, in terms of bar
numbers, of the other sets of preludes discussed previously.
Messiaen’s preludes are suitable for independent concert performance in any grouping.
However, having only eight pieces in the set, which lasts between 40-45 minutes, it is
possible to perform the entire set, as was done at its premiere in 1931 18 .
Other examples with a slant towards this category of greater length include Ottorino
Respighi’s Three Preludes on Gregorian Melodies (1921, around 4’13”, 4’12”, and
3’43”), and Carlos Chávez’s Ten Preludes (1937). The latter is also an example where
several of its pieces are well over a hundred bars, such as: Prelude No. 2 (293 bars,
lasting around 2’13”), Prelude No. 4 (216 bars, lasting around 3’), Prelude No. 8 (163
bars, lasting around 2’43”), Prelude No. 9 (104 bars, lasting around 4’07”), and Prelude
No. 10 (329 bars, lasting 3’34”).

17

Based on the CD sound recording of Peter Hill, The Piano Music of Olivier Messiaen (London:
Unicorn-Kanchana Records, 1989), DKP (CD) 9078.
18
Paul Griffiths, Olivier Messiaen and the Music of Time (London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 1985), p. 33.
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There are, on the whole, more preludes in the second category of reasonably short
length, with duration varying between one and under four minutes, than in the other two
categories. This is reflective of the prelude tradition of Bach and Chopin.

Conclusion
As seen from the above survey, the formal and conventional characteristics typical of
the prelude genre, and their various manifestations as seen in the preludes discussed in
previous chapters, are supported by analysis as well as a sampling of further repertoire
surveyed in this chapter.
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Ex. 7.7
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
Having analysed a sample of piano preludes composed in the first half of the twentieth
century, there remain to be addressed, in this chapter, two key issues raised in Chapter 1
regarding the prelude genre: the course of its development and the extent and
significance of the generic title – and with it, the invoked expectation of conventional
and formal characteristics, the so called generic code.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, ‘genre’ refers to a group of works with shared features,
which eventually form the essential genre-defining characteristics. These features may,
however, change or evolve through time. While some forms may have many apparent
and specific generic features, others have very few features that have remained
invariant. The prelude belongs to the latter category; though having a long history, it
has, probably due to its origin as a free improvisatory form, relatively few and loose
rules or conventions. Hence, with the abandonment of one of its primary characteristics
– the prefatory function – in the nineteenth century, it has been considered an
‘indeterminate genre’ 1 . However, in view of Rachmaninoff’s positive assertion that a
generic title should carry with it appropriate generic manifestations, this study has
explored the development of the prelude genre in the early twentieth century, and the
extent to which the significance of the title has been reflected in these preludes.
Rachmaninoff’s view reflects that of Heather Dubrow 2 , that the application of a generic
title often invokes acknowledgment and expectation of a genre’s conventional and
formal characteristics. This expectation of characteristic traits comprises the ‘generic
contract’, offering an invitation to form, or rather to reform or reformulate, thus
indicating a play with familiar or unfamiliar elements of the generic code of practice.
On this point, the composer’s attitude toward a particular genre often leads to different
approaches. Robert Pascall, as mentioned in the first chapter, proposed four possible
approaches, three of which are reflective of the development of the prelude genre in the
early twentieth century: 1) conformity (convention accepted), 2) evolution by
modification (conventions developed), and 3) combination of existing features with
imported ones (conventions supplemented) 3 . Besides that of personal preferences or

1

Refer to footnote 85 of Chapter 1.
Mentioned in Chapter 1 (p. 3).
3
Refer to footnote 16 of Chapter 1.
2
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predilections, these different approaches, based largely on the composer’s reaction to, or
choice of adhering to, the expected generic code produce differences in compositions, in
which their relationship with contemporary and past compositions in the genre reflect
the course of its development. As the two issues are, in this sense, inter-related, they
will be considered together in the following discussion.
Though the prelude appears to have few or loose rules, a survey of historical literary
sources and developments (in Chapter 1) points to six rather consistent generic
characteristics, of which four resulted from its original preludial functions and remain
(even in the independent prelude) its conventional characteristics, but which gave rise to
two further formal characteristics, as shown below:
Table 8.1

Prelude: Relationships between its Functions, Conventions and Formal

Characteristics (revisit)
Primary
function
Introductory/
Prefatory

{

Resulting
convention
1) Tonality
2) Technique {
3) Mood
4) Brevity

Two
manifestations
Study-like
Toccata-like

{

Resulting formal
characteristics
5) Thematic treatment
and formal structure
6) Improvisatory style

As demonstrated in previous chapters, all the examined preludes do exhibit, to a certain
extent and in different ways, these six conventional and formal characteristics. Though
these characteristics may seem rather general and some may overlap with those of other
genres (such as other types of character pieces), this does not undermine their
uniqueness, or the generic identity of the prelude genre. As Ralph Cohen has pointed
out (mentioned in Chapter 1), there may not be an existing single common trait shared
between members of a genre but rather that of ‘multiple relational possibilities’ 4 . It is
these collective characteristics that have contributed to the genre’s unique identity: a
brief, often monothematic study-like, improvisatory character piece with interest in
certain tonal aspects. Moreover, these six collective characteristics seem to have stood
the passage of time despite changing or evolving traditions 5 , and remained the ‘generic
contract’ or ‘code of practice’, that is, the basis or reference for evolutions or
developments, reflecting a linear development. For the sake of clarity they will be
traced separately.
4
5

Refer to footnote 11 of Chapter 1 (p. 2).
Refer to footnote 13 of Chapter 1 (p. 3).
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The conventional characteristics of the prelude, as seen from its historical development,
concerns four main aspects: tonality, idiomatic keyboard writing/figuration, mood and
brevity. While tonality may not be the sole property of the prelude genre (in the sense
that it is a common property of most music), it is one of its main concerns. With an
original function of introducing or establishing a pitch, or a key, the prelude has
gradually developed into a piece making a tonal statement, and provides, therefore, a
platform for many tonally related explorations or developments in the twentieth century.
Bach, in the eighteenth century, illustrated, in his Das wohltemperirte Clavier, the
practicality of equal temperament for key relationships (or modulations) within a piece,
and established a tonal scheme within a set by covering all twenty-four major and minor
keys in ascending chromatic order. Chopin, in the nineteenth century, followed Bach’s
example in presenting his twenty-four preludes in all keys – but in an ascending cycle
of fifths. Together, their preludes inspired many sets of preludes in the twenty-four
major and minor keys, a trend which continued into the twentieth century, as seen in
Kabalevsky’s Op. 38, Shostakovich’s Opp. 34 and 87, and several more, mentioned in
Chapter 7. Debussy extended this development and presented in his preludes the
exploration of freer tonal treatments in both key relationships and colour. Similar
developments are seen in Messiaen’s presentation of his preludes as ‘studies in colour’
which explore the combination of traditional tonalities with his ‘modes of limited
transposition’, as well as in Tcherepnin’s use of his nine-note ‘Tcherepnin scale’ in his
preludes. Scriabin’s more than ninety preludes in total trace the development of his
harmonic language towards atonality. Similar developments may be seen in Crawford’s
exploration of free chromatic combinations, Ornstein’s exploration of dissonant
harmony and Perle’s chromatic modes, all of which suggest alternatives to traditional
tonality. All such atonal explorations, however, including Schoenberg’s twelve-note
prelude, still exhibit the retention of pitch priorities and systematic pitch relationships.
Moreover, the fact that composers who wished to negate tonality or pitch priority most
radically, such as Webern, Stockhausen, Boulez, Xenakis, Birtwistle, Maderna and
Nono, did not write preludes, may implicitly suggest that there was perhaps some
recognition that the prelude genre ought to be centrally concerned with such pitch or
tonal relationships. As many of these experimental preludes are early compositions
featuring new tonal explorations, this further reflects their implicit recognition of, and
thus claim to, the genre’s tonal convention as the basis for further exploration, as Ralph
Cohen described, ‘an invitation to reformulate’ or ‘to reform’ 6 . Through all these varied
6

Mentioned in Chapter 1 (p. 3).
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tonal manifestations, the early twentieth-century prelude can be seen as an extension of
the development from the ‘pitch setting’ function of the initial pre-Baroque prelude,
through the key exploration function of Bach and Chopin, to the neo-tonal exploration
of Debussy and other composers, as well as the post-tonal explorations of later
composers.
Developing from its original function as an introductory piece for testing the touch and
tone of the instrument as well as warming up the fingers, the prelude continues as a
piece concerned with presenting or exploring different technical possibilities and
keyboard sonorities. Bach presented a wide range of Baroque keyboard styles and
techniques in his partially didactic WTC. Chopin, likewise, explored in his Op. 28
possible pianistic styles and techniques that spearheaded, or foreshadowed, the
Romantic keyboard style that generated many similar examples in the preludes of early
Scriabin, Szymanowski, Rachmaninoff, and several others mentioned in Chapter 7.
Debussy, in his preludes, expanded on these features in his exploration of new technical
possibilities and pianistic sonorities representative of the twentieth-century. Similar
exploration is seen in many later works, such as the preludes of Messiaen, Migot,
Ornstein, Crawford, and several others mentioned in the previous chapter, with Cage’s
Prelude for Meditation providing a radical example of this development. Moreover, the
genre’s concern for technical and pianistic exploration, as seen in its two general
presentations as either a study-like technical workout of one or more specific technical
figuration(s), or a toccata-like display of several figurations, has led to the inclusion of a
didactic function as exemplified by Bach’s preludes. This concern continues in the
twentieth century in the preludes written by several composer-educators, such as
Kabalevsky, Ginastera, Tcherepnin, and several more (mentioned in Chapter 7).
Similarly, the original mood-setting function of the prelude genre has developed and
continued to push expressive boundaries, as seen in Bach’s presentation of a wide range
of styles and moods in his WTC. Chopin’s Op. 28 continues with this tradition and
expands the mood setting nature of the genre into a set of ‘psychological reflections’
(mentioned in Chapter 7), or independent mood/character pieces, a trend that is
continued in many later sets of preludes. This may be seen, besides any tempo marking,
in the often mood-descriptive performance directions in the preludes of Szymanowski,
Scriabin, and Crawford. Besides these are preludes with witty satire, or ironic
implications, such as are to be found in Shostakovich’s Op. 34, Satie’s Veritables
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Préludes Flasques, and also two of Debussy’s preludes, ‘“General Lavine” – eccentric’
and ‘Hommage à S. Pickwick Esq. P.P.M.P.C.’. Perhaps the clearest manifestations are
the preludes with either mood-descriptive or style-descriptive titles, such as those of
Martinů, Ginastera, Donastía, and several others mentioned in Chapter 7. Under the
influence of impressionism, Debussy expanded the expressive range of his mood pieces
to include ‘impressionistic sketches’, often with descriptive titles reflective of the
French tradition. This trend is continued in the preludes of Messiaen, Ireland,
Yardumian, and several others, as mentioned in the previous chapter. All these
manifestations once again indicate that these twentieth-century preludes remain an
extension of the mood-setting development of the genre.
These conventional characteristics found further support in the formal characteristics of
the prelude genre, revealing two general manifestations, both found in Bach’s WTC.
The first manifestation, reflective of the nature of a study, is one of singularity, where a
singular expression of tonal, technical, and affective content often leads to a similarly
unitary presentation of its formal characteristics. These may include the presentation of
a specific technical figuration producing a homogeneous texture, the employment of
either monothematic or monomotivic thematic treatment in unisectional or unifiedsectional forms, and a relatively strict improvisatory style. The inclusion of all these
characteristics generally produces relatively short preludes.
The second manifestation, on the other hand, is one of plurality, reflective of the nature
of a toccata, as exemplified in the Baroque preludes of Tunder and Buxtehude
(mentioned in Chapter 1, p. 11). The multiple expression of tonal, technical, and
affective content often leads to a similarly pluralistic presentation of its formal
characteristics. These may be seen in the presentation of two or more technical
figurations producing a more varied texture, the employment of two or more themes, or
of duo- or multi-motivic thematic treatment in either ternary or one of its extended
forms, and a relatively freer improvisatory style. The combination of all these
characteristics often produces preludes of relatively greater length.
The first manifestation, or the study-like prelude, is found in the majority of Bach and
Chopin’s preludes, and continues in the neo-classical preludes of Shostakovich, the
folk-inspired preludes of Kabalevsky, and the atonally-inclined preludes of Scriabin,
Ornstein and Perle. The second manifestation, or the toccata-like prelude, is restricted to
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the few ‘exceptions’ in Bach’s and Chopin’s preludes (as mentioned in Chapter 1, pp.
17 and 18) but gains strength in the late-Romantic preludes of Rachmaninoff, climaxing
with the impressionistic preludes of Debussy. With a tendency towards multiplicity in
nearly every formal aspect, Debussy’s preludes set a new benchmark for the genre.
These two manifestations seem to represent the extremes between which the majority of
the preludes in the early twentieth century were composed. While some sets of preludes
seem to incline toward one manifestation or the other, others contain a mixture within
the same set. These manifestations are, to a certain extent, reflective of the composers’
attitudes and approaches toward the genre, as will be discussed a little later.
The consistent manifestation of these collective generic characteristics, as reflected in
their linear development, indicates that, beside its introductory or prefatory role, the
prelude is a combination of a tonal, technical, and affective piece. In other words, it is a
blending of a tonal essay, a study/toccata, and a character piece; and collectively, it is a
combination of a tonally integrated set, a collection of pianistic technical studies, and a
compilation of musical styles or genres in miniature.
This linear development also indicates that early twentieth-century piano preludes,
despite their incorporation of new features (in the areas of tonality, keyboard style, and
other stylistic aspects), are largely an extension or continuation of the Bach-Chopin
tradition. While Bach’s preludes characterise the establishment of the late-Baroque style
of study-like attached prelude, and Chopin’s preludes represent the initiation of a new
development – the independent prelude – the twentieth-century piano preludes are, by
and large, a continuation of these developments. However, the different attitudes
towards/approaches to the genre on the part of the composers (or authors as suggested
by Heather Dubrow 7 ), in addition to that of personal preferences or predilections, may
perhaps have contributed to their different manifestations, showing in general three
trends, as exemplified by the preludes of the eight selected composers. Although one of
the few possible attitudes – ‘out of respect for the past’, could have been a common
reason underlying all the pieces with this traditional generic title and its corresponding
generic characteristics, this is often combined with other attitudes and approaches. The
first trend is that of an expansion of the nineteenth-century Romantic prelude, as
exemplified by the preludes of Rachmaninoff and Debussy. Rachmaninoff’s statement

7

Mentioned in Chapter 1 (p. 3).
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on generic expectation 8 , for example, reflects his respect for past tradition and practice.
This is perhaps combined with that of paying tribute to a predecessor, in this case,
Chopin, in following the style and concept of Chopin’s Op. 28. However, he expanded
this intimate salon style independent prelude in both length and complexity of technical
figuration, texture and formal structure in his own concert-scale late-Romantic
expression. This reflects an approach towards development corresponding to that of
Pascall’s evolution by modification or ‘conventions developed’. Debussy however,
while showing respect for the past on one hand, also reflects his assertion of originality
on the other. These impressionistic preludes, while exhibiting adherence to the generic
characteristics, also manifest developments in freeing and stretching their boundaries by
means of multiple employment of figurations, motifs and textures. In exploiting this
more toccata-like style, his preludes, along with those of Rachmaninoff, continue to
develop from Chopin’s Romantic style, and reach perhaps the culmination of that trend.
This reflects once again the approach of evolution by modification or development of
conventions.
The second trend of development is that of a continuation of the Romantic prelude
incorporating popular, folk, or exotic elements, as exemplified by the preludes of
Gershwin and Kabalevsky. Like Debussy, besides respect for the past, Gershwin’s
preludes reflect his assertion of originality. Integrating jazz styles, idioms and practices
into the expected generic characteristics thus complements and enhances the genre,
particularly its improvisatory style. These jazz preludes are reflective of Pascall’s
combination of existing features with imported ones or ‘conventions supplemented’.
This is further reflected by Gershwin’s original intention to call his preludes The
Melting Pot. So it is with Kabalevsky’s nationalistic folk-inspired preludes. Innovation
is seen in the combination of folk elements with the prelude tradition, parallelling that
of the chorale prelude. This practice, even more apparent in Ginastera’s Twelve
American Preludes, reflects the approach of combining existing features with other
imported elements or ‘conventions supplemented’.
The third trend of development is that of drawing on past tradition as the foundation for
more current developments, as exemplified by the preludes of Shostakovich, Scriabin,
Ornstein and Perle. For the neo-classical preludes of Shostakovich, paying tribute to
certain predecessors is clearly one important factor, in addition to that of respect for the
8

Refer to page 16 of Chapter 1.
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past. This is especially clear in the set of Bach-inspired preludes, Op. 87, but also in the
set of more Chopinesque preludes, Op. 34, where the functional conventions and formal
characteristics of the genre, such as figuration, texture, thematic treatment and formal
structure adhere rather closely to their models. However, they are further from tradition
from the tonal point of view. The listener’s expectation of confirmation of key or
tonality is often suspended by deviation from traditional tonal practice or progression,
reflective of early twentieth-century developments (and also the ironic characteristic of
neo-classicism). These preludes thus reflect Pascall’s conformity or ‘convention
accepted’ on the one hand, and evolution by modification or ‘conventions developed’
on the other. The manifestation of both approaches is also apparent in the atonally
inclined preludes of Scriabin, Ornstein and Perle, where the respect for past tradition is
combined with that of exerting originality. While experimental in respect of tonality,
these preludes are conservative in other formal aspects.
These different approaches contribute, at least partially if not entirely, to the differences
between these preludes. They produce different relationships with other contemporary
as well as older preludes, as seen in the development of their conventional and formal
characteristics. On the whole, it may be seen that while Debussy’s preludes represent a
culmination of the general notion of moving away from, or stretching, the Bachian
tradition, Shostakovich’s neo-classical preludes (Op. 87) may represent a close
assimilation of (or return to) that tradition.

Conclusion
The examination of a sample of piano preludes composed in the first half of the
twentieth century reveals that these preludes, though apparently diversified in style and
outlook, exhibit affinity in one form or another to the generic characteristics. As seen in
the above discussion, despite great challenges posed in the period by rapidly changing
musical trends, particularly in the disintegration of tonality and the subsequent
emancipation of other form-defining musical elements, the prelude retained, on the one
hand, its conventional and formal characteristics while, on the other, developing or
evolving them according to the changing trends of the time. Each example, as seen in
the discussion in previous chapters, exhibits different treatments or applications of the
generic characteristics, developing or evolving them in ways reflective of twentiethcentury developments as a whole, whilst retaining its generic identity as a brief, often
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monothematic study-like, improvisatory character piece with a keen interest in certain
tonal aspects. The prelude is thus an amalgamation of a tonal, technical, and affective
piece, which may be considered a fusion of a tonal essay, a study/toccata, and a
character piece; and collectively, a sequence of tonalities, a set of pianistic technical
studies, and a compendium of musical styles/genres in miniature. While there may not
be a simple, single clear course of development, they show in general three trends:
expansion of the nineteenth-century Romantic prelude; continuation of the Romantic
prelude incorporating popular, folk, or exotic elements; and drawing on past tradition as
the foundation for more current developments or experiments. These trends reflect three
of the approaches stated by Pascall: 1) ‘conformity’ or ‘convention accepted’, 2)
‘evolution by modification’ or ‘conventions developed’, and 3) ‘combination of existent
features with imported [ones]’ or ‘conventions supplemented’. The course of
development thus remains strongly rooted in the genre’s traditional characteristics,
showing a linear historical development, and hence may be seen as an extension of the
Bach-Chopin tradition. Fully reflective of Rachmaninoff’s view of the generic
qualification mentioned in Chapter 1, the generic title has, in this sense, a conservative
function that preserves the generic identity through the continuation of the essence of its
conventional and formal characteristics despite modern developments.
Lastly, while there is consistency in the application of generic title and its invoked
generic characteristics, this does not negate the possibility of ‘cross over’ with other
genres, where pieces with other titles may bear resemblance to those entitled ‘prelude’.
As mentioned earlier, there may be overlaps between, for example, the different types
of character pieces; however, different emphases or deployments of their common
features may produce different effects that contribute to the uniqueness of their
respective genres, or at least the composer’s personal interpretation/treatment of the
different genres. Beethoven’s bagatelles, for example, may bear some resemblance to
the prelude, due to their brief and often monothematic treatment. However, these sets
(Op. 33, 1801-2; Op. 119, 1820-22; and Op. 126, 1824) do not involve schematic
arrangement of keys and contain freer and less technical figuration(s) when compared to
his two preludes (Op. 39, 1789), which present comparatively more consistent technical
figuration through the whole cycle of keys. Likewise, though appearing to be similar,
Chopin’s etudes (Op. 10, 1829-32, Op. 25, 1832-36, and the Trois Nouvelles Etudes,
1839) do not contain systematic key schemes and are longer and more technically
oriented than his preludes. Similarly, the apparent resemblance between Debussy’s
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etudes (1915) and his preludes may be differentiated probably by the more persistent
technical figuration found in the former as specified by their titles. Furthermore, as Jim
Samson has pointed out: ‘it is the interaction of title and content which is important’ 9 ,
for such cross over with other genres do not necessarily negate the ‘generic code’ of
those pieces called ‘prelude’.

9

Jim Samson, ‘Chopin and Genre’, Music Analysis, 8/3 (Oct., 1989), p. 217.
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Appendix A
A comprehensive list of piano preludes composed in the first half of the twentieth
century:
1899-1900 – 4 Preludes op.40 by Charles Tomlinson Griffes (1884-1920) USA
1900 – Festival Prelude by Carl Nielsen (1865-1931) Denmark
1900 – 2 Preludes op.27 by Alexander Scriabin (1872-1915) Russia
1900-2 – Nine Preludes op.1 by Karol Szymanowski (1882-1937) Poland
1903-4 – 10 Preludes op.23 by Sergei Rachmaninoff (1873-1943) USA, born Russia
1903 – 4 Preludes op.31 by Alexander Scriabin (1872-1915) Russia
1903 – 4 Preludes op.33 by Alexander Scriabin (1872-1915) Russia
1903 – 3 Preludes op. 35 by Alexander Scriabin (1872-1915) Russia
1903 – 4 Preludes op.37 by Alexander Scriabin (1872-1915) Russia
1903 – 4 Preludes op.39 by Alexander Scriabin (1872-1915) Russia
1905 – Prelude (De profundis) by Henry Balfour Gardiner (1877-1950) Great Britain
1905 – 3 Preludios by Manuel María Ponce (1882-1948) Mexico
1905 – 4 Preludes op.48 by Alexander Scriabin (1872-1915) Russia
1906 – Prelude in g# by Boris Pasternak (1890-1960) Russia
1906 – Prélude en tapisserie by Erik Satie (1866-1925) France
1906-7 – 6 Preludes and Fugues op. 99 by Max Reger (1873-1916) Germany
1907 – 24 Preludes op.17 by Selim Palmgren (1878-1951) Finland
1908-10 – Préludes fragilis op.1 nos.1-5 by Arthur Lourié (1892-1966) Russia
1909 – Prélude élégiaque sur le nom de Haydn by Paul Dukas (1865-1935) France
1910 – Preludes Book I by Claude Debussy (1862-1918) France
1910-11 – 9 Preludes op.103 by Gabriel Fauré (1845-1924) France
1910 – 13 Preludes op.32 by Sergei Rachmaninoff (1873-1943) USA, born Russia
1912 – Preludio y fuga sobre un tema de Bach by Manuel María Ponce (1882-1948)
Mexico
1912 – Préludes Flasques (pour un chien) by Erik Satie (1866-1925) France
1912 – Véritables Préludes Flasques (pour un chien) by Erik Satie (1866-1925) France
1912-23 – Preludios Vascos (Basque Preludes) by José Antonio Donastía (1886-1956)
Spain
1912-13 – 2 Preludes op.67 by Alexander Scriabin (1872-1915) Russia
1913 – Preludes Book II by Claude Debussy (1862-1918) France
1913-15 – Four Preludes by John Ireland (1879-1962) Great Britain
1913 – Prelude by Paul Paray (1886-1979) France
1914 – Preludi Autunnali by Gian Francesco Malipiero (1882-1973) Italy
1914 – 3 Preludes op.20 by Leo Ornstein (1893-2002) Russia
1914 – 5 Preludes op.74 by Alexander Scriabin (1872-1915) Russia
1915 – Prelude for Piano by Nikolai Roslavets (1881-1944) Russia
1915 – Quasi Prelude by Nikolai Roslavets (1881-1944) Russia
1916 – Preludio cubano by Manuel María Ponce (1882-1948) Mexico
1916 – Preludio y fuga sobre un tema Haendel by Manuel María Ponce (1882-1948)
Mexico
1917-19 – 4 Prelyudii op.8 by Samuil Feinberg (1890-1962) Russia
1917 – Prelude by Sergei Rachmaninoff (1873-1943) USA, born Russia
1917 – Deux Préludes op.2 by Ivan Vyschnegradsky (1893-1979) Russia
1918 – Preludes I, nos. 1-24, op. 163 by Sir Charles Villiers Stanford (1852-1924)
Great Britain
1918 – Folk Song Preludes by Peter Warlock (1894-1930) Great Britain
1919 – 7 Preludes by William Baines (1899-1922) Great Britain
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1919 – Three Preludes by Charles Tomlinson Griffes (1884-1920) USA
1919 – Preludio mexicano by Manuel María Ponce (1882-1948) Mexico
1919-22 – 5 Preludes for Piano by Nikolai Roslavets (1881-1944) Russia
1919-20 – 8 Preludes op.9 by Alexandre Tcherepnin (1899-1977) USA, born Russia
1920-22 – 7 Preludes, set 2 by William Baines (1899-1922) Great Britain
1920 – Prelude no.2 by Henry Balfour Gardiner (1877- 1950) Great Britain
1920-21 – 5 Preludes by Dmitri Shostakovitch (1906-1975) Russia
1921 – 3 Preludes on Gregorian Melodies by Ottorino Respighi (1879-1936) Italy
1921 – Preludes II, nos. 25-48, op.179 by Sir Charles Villiers Stanford (1852-1924)
Great Britain
1922 – 3 Preludes op.15 by Samuil Feinberg (1890-1962) Russia
1922 – 13 Préludes op.69 by Joseph Jongen (1873-1953) Belgium
1922 – Quatre préludes nostalgiques op. 23 by Alexandre Tcherepnin (1899-1977)
USA, born Russia
1922-23 – Quatre préludes op.24 by Alexandre Tcherepnin (1899-1977) USA, born
Russia
1923 – Three Preludes by Frederick Delius (1862-1934) Great Britain
1924 – 24 Preludes op.5 by Robert Casadesus (1899-1972) France
1924-25 – Preludes 1-5 by Ruth Crawford Seeger (1901-1953) USA
1924 – Prelude in Eb by John Ireland (1879-1962) Great Britain
1925 – 8 Préludes by Georges Migot (1891-1976) France
1925 – 4 Preludes op.7 by Léon Orthel (1905-1985) Netherlands
1926 – 64 Preludes op.41 by Emile R. Blanchet (1877-1943) Switzerland
1926 – 10 Preludes op.33 by Sergey Eduardovich Bortikievich (1877-1952) Russia
1926 – 3 Preludia una Fuga by Gian Francesco Malipiero (1882-1973) Italy
1926 – Preludio al Gallo Mañanero by Joaquín Rodrigo (1901-1999) Spain
1927 – Three Preludes by Roy Agnew (1891-1944) Australia
1927 – 6 Preludios incaicos by Monseñor Pablo Chávez Aguilar (1898- 1950) Peru
1927 – Preludios encadenados by Manuel María Ponce (1882-1948) Mexico
1927-28 – 4 Preludes by Ruth Crawford Seeger (1901-1953) USA
1927-28 – Four Preludes op.5 by Dmitri Kabalevsky (1904-1987) Russia
1928 – 24 Preludes op.10 by Abram Chasins (1903-1987) USA
1928 – 8 Préludes by Olivier Messiaen (1908-1992) France
1928 – Quatre Préludes by Federico Mompou (1893-1987) Spain
1928 – Préludes op.80 by Joaquín Turina (1882-1949) Spain
1929 – Eight Preludes by Bohuslav Martinů (1890-1959) Czechoslovakia
1930-40 – 40 Preludi by Giacinto Scelsi (1905-1988) Italy
1931 – Six Preludes op.6 by Edwin Gerschejski (1909-1992) USA
1932-33 – 24 Preludes op.34 by Dmitri Shostakovitch (1906- 1975) Russia
1933 – La Femme 100 têtes – 45 Preludes by George Antheil (1900-1959) USA
1933-44 – 6 Preludes by Paul Bowles (1910-1999) USA
1934 – Preludes by George Gershwin (1898 – 1937) USA
1934 – Préludes Symphoniques op.2 by John Haussermann (1909-1986) USA
1934 – Prelude in D by Yoritsune Matsudaira (1907- ) Japan
1934 – Preludio romántico by Manuel María Ponce (1882-1948) Mexico
1936 – Hymn Tune Prelude on Gibbon’s Song 13 by Ralph Vaughan Williams (18721958) Great Britain
1937 – 8 Preludes op.11 by Norman Cazden (1914-1980) USA
1937 – Ten Preludes by Carlos Chávez (1899-1978) Mexico
1937 – Preludio, ritmi e canti gregoriani by Gian Francesco Malipiero (1882-1973)
Italy
1937 – Trois Préludes en forme de Blues by Alexandre Tansman (1897-1986) Poland
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1938 – 24 Preludes op.102 by York Bowen (1884-1961) Great Britain
1938 – Three Preludes by Kent Kennan (1913- ) USA
1939-41 – Five Preludes by Vivian Fine (1913-2000) USA
1940 – Prelude in G by Yoritsune Matsudaira (1907- ) Japan
1940-41 – 24 Preludes, op. 30 by Raffaele D’Alessandro (1911-1959) Switzerland
1940-41 – Preludes op.11 by Raymond Charles Hanson (1913-1976) Australia
1940-41 – 24 petite préludes dans tous les tons op.116 by Joseph Jongen (1873-1953)
Belgium
1940-42 – Six Preludes and Fugues by Gérald Bertouille (1898- ) Belgium
1941 – 24 Preludes for piano by Salvador Bacarisse (1898-1963) Spain
1941 – Three Preludes by Robert Palmer (1915- ) USA
1943 – Prelude: To a Young Musician by Norman Dello Joio (1913- )USA
1943 – Prelude: To a Young Dancer by Norman Dello Joio (1913- )USA
1943-44 – 24 Preludes op.38 by Dmitri Kabalevsky (1904-1987) Russia
1943 – Three Preludes by Daniel Gregory Mason (1873-1953) USA
1943-51 – 6 Préludes by Federico Mompou (1893-1987) Spain
1944 – Prelude for Meditation by John Cage (1912-1992) USA
1944 – 12 American Preludes op.12 by Alberto Ginastera (1916-1983) Argentina
1944-45 – Three Preludes op.27 by Léon Orthel (1905- 1985) Netherlands
1944-47 – 4 Preludes by Pia Sebastiani (1925- ) Argentina
1945 – 6 Preludes op.23 by Sir Lennox Berkeley (1903-1989) Great Britain
1945 – Cinco Preludios by Blas Galindo-Dimas (1910-1993) Mexico
1945 – 3 Preludes by Richard Yardumian (1917-1985) USA
1946-47 – Preludes by Georges Migot (1891-1976) France
1946 – 6 Preludes in the album New Music for the Piano by George Perle (1915- )
USA
1946 – Prelude by Daniel Pinkham (1923- ) USA
1946 – 2 Preludes and Fughettas by George Rochberg (1918- ) USA
1947 – Preludes by Saburo Takata (1913- ) Japan
1948 – 6 Preludes op.6 by Roberto Caamaño (1923-1993) Argentina
1948 – Eight Preludes by Frank Martín (1890-1974) Switzerland
1949 – 6 Preludes op.38 by Paul Creston (1906-1985) USA
1949 – 6 Preludes by Edgardo Martín (1915- ) Cuba
1949 – Three Symmetric Preludes op.14 by Einojuhani Rautavaara (1928- ) Finland
1950 – Expansiva preludier by Sven-Erik Bäck (1919-1994) Sweden
1950 – Huit Préludes by Ricardo Castillo (1894-1967) Guatemala
1950 – 2 Preludes by Edgardo Martín (1915- ) Cuba
1950 – Preludio Trágica by Manuel María Ponce (1886-1948) Mexico
1951 – Two Preludes by Kent Kennan (1913- ) USA
1951 – 24 Preludes and Fugues op. 87 by Dmitri Shostakovitch (1906-1975) Russia
1951 – Twelve Preludes op. 81 by Alexandre Tcherepnin (1899-1977) USA, born
Russia
1952 – Suite of Preludes for Piano by Kazimierz Serocki (1922-1981) Poland
1955 – 12 Preludes and Fugues op. 32 by Franz Reizenstein (1911-1968) Great Britain,
born Germany
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Appendix B
The number of bars and approximate duration 1 of J. S. Bach’s forty-eight preludes from
Das wohltemperirte Clavier:
Book 1
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16
No. 17
No. 18
No. 19
No. 20
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23
No. 24

No. of Bars Duration
35
1’52”
38
1’16”
104
1’12”
39
3’08”
35
1’08”
26
1’24”
70
3’38”
40
4’20”
24
1’04”
41
1’53”
18
0’54”
22
2’02”
30
1’22”
24
0’50”
19
0’48”
19
1’56”
44
1’08”
29
1’20”
24
1’10”
28
0’53”
21
1’04”
24
2’20”
19
0’51”
47
7’45”

Book 2
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16
No. 17
No. 18
No. 19
No. 20
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23
No. 24

No. of Bars Duration
34
2’25”
28
1’47”
50
1’28”
62
3’46”
56
4’50”
61
1’21”
71
2’18”
36
3’14”
54
4’08”
108
3’00”
72
3’00”
70
4’10”
75
2’43”
43
3’16”
48
2’12”
21
2’45”
77
3’02”
50
3’42”
33
1’30”
32
4’24”
87
5’45”
83
2’48”
46
1’28”
66
2’16”

Under 1 minute of performance time
Between 2-4 minutes
Over 4 minutes

1

Based on the CD sound recording of Svjatoslav Richter, Johann Sebastian Bach: Das wohltemperierte
Klavier (München: Eine Original Eurodisc Musikproduktion, 1985), 610276-234.
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Appendix C
The tempo indication, number of bars and approximate duration 2 of Chopin’s twentyfour preludes, Op. 28:
Preludes
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16
No. 17
No. 18
No. 19
No. 20
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23
No. 24

Tempo Indication
No. of Bars Duration
Agitato
34
0’41”
Lento
23
2’19”
Vivace
33
0’55”
Largo
25
2’00”
Allegro molto
39
0’38”
Lento assai
26
1’54”
Andantino
16
0’52”
Molto agitato
34
1’49”
Largo
12
1’16”
Allegro molto
18
0’35”
Vivace
27
0’40”
Presto
81
1’17”
Lento
38
3’10”
Allegro
19
0’28”
Sostenuto
89
6’02”
Presto con fuoco
46
1’07”
Allegretto
90
2’39”
Allegro molto
21
1’12”
Vivace
71
1’22”
Largo
13
1’49”
Cantabile
59
2’21”
Molto agitato
41
0’46”
Moderato
22
0’56”
Allegro appassionato
77
2’44”
Under 1 minute of performance time
Between 2-4 minutes
Over 4 minutes

2

Based on the CD sound recording of Dmitri Alexeev, Chopin: the Complete Preludes (Middlesex: EMI
Records Ltd., 1986), CDC 7 47662 2.
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